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INTRODUCTION

On 6 July 1982, in a Written Answer to a Parliamentary Question,(1)
the Prime Minister announced that, following consultation with the Leader
of the Opposition and leaders of other Opposition parties, the Government
had decided to appoint a committee of Privy Counsellors, under the chair-
manship of Lord Franks, with the following terms of reference :

" To review the way in which the responsibilities of Government in
relation to the Falkland Islands and their Dependencies were discharged
in the period leading up to the Argentine invasion of the Falkland
Islands on 2 April 1982, taking account of all such factors in previous
years as are relevant; and to report ".

In answer to a separate Question on the same day,° the Prime Minister
announced the names of the other members of the Committee.

2. After a debate, the House of Commons resolved on 8 July to
106 approve the Government's decision to se up a a an s ands review.°

We met for the first time on 26 July and held 42 meetings, on all
but two occasions for the whole of the day. .111171B

In her opening speech in the debate on 8 July, the Prime Minister
made it clear that the Committee should have access to all relevant papers
and persons. All the Government Departments concerned provided us
with papers relevant to our review. We subsequently asked for. and received,
personal and formal written assurances from the Secretary of the Cabinet,
the Permanent rrn-der- Secretaries of State at the Foreim and Commonwealth
Office and the Ministry of Defence, and the Permanent Secretary to the
Treasury that to the best of their knowledge and belief all the papers in
their Departments relevant to our terms of reference had been brought to
our attention.

We were provided with the following documents :

folders of all the relevant papers that the Prime Minister
personally saw from the time the present Government took office
to 2 April 1982:

all relevant Cabinet and Cabinet Committee(.) papers and
minutes of meetinas from 1965 onwards:

detailed memoranda prepared by the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office Research Department on the history of the dispute from
1965, various other papers and, for the period from the beginning
of 1976 onwards, a comprehensive set of documents;

a comprehensive set of Ministry of Defence documents co\ erin
the period from 1965;

comprehensive sets of Treasury, Department of Energy. Home
Office and Department of Trade documents;

ANNEX A. Comments on some specific assertions 	

ANNEX B. Aspects of the Machinery of Government in Relation to
the Falkland Islands

ANNEX C. Persons and Organisations from whom written sub-
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every report from the intelligence agencies relating to the Falkland
Islands from the beginning of 1981 until 2 April 1982, and a large
number of reports from previous years, including all those
circulated in 1976 and 1977; and

every assessment on Argentina and the Falkland Islands made
by the Joint Intelligence Organisation(2) since 1965, together with
any relevant minutes of meetings.

In addition, at our request, all relevant Foreign and Commonwealth
Office and Ministry of Defence files for the first three months of 1982
were placed in our offices for the duration of our review. We also asked
for, and received, papers on a number of specific aspects of our remit, and
we were provided with reports from the intelligence agencies received after
2 April that threw light on the events leading up to the invasion. Any files
for previous years were freely available for our inspection, and we took
advantage of this facility to obtain a number of documents that we thought
relevant. We received every assistance from all Departments in our review,
and all our requests for additional papers and information were met.

At our first meeting we decided on a programme of work with
the aim of submitting a report within six months. We decided that, given
the nature of our task, it would not be satisfactory to rely on summaries,
however accurate and comprehensive, of the papers provided, and we set
aside a large part of August and September to enable each member of
the Committee to read individually the documents availar7to

On 26 July we issued a press statement in the followmg terms :
" The Committee held its first meeting today (26 July 1982). It

has a further programme of meetings. It does not intend at this stage to
issue any further statements about the progress of its work.

" The Committee will in due course be taking oral evidence at its
own invitation. But it also invites anyone who has information which
might assist it in considering its remit to submit evidence in writing
by 30 August 1982 to the Secretary, Falkland Islands Review Committee,
Old Admiralty Building, Whitehall, London, SWI."

This statement was repeated by the Prime Minister in reply to a Parliamen-
tary Question on 20 July.(2) We received written submissions in response
to this invitation from a number of individuals and organisations, whose
names are listed in Annex C. We have studied them all with care and
we are grateful to all those who wrote to us. We have also studied a
number of books and articles, mainly written after the invasion, that bear
on our terms of reference.

On our instructions, the Secretary wrote to the editors of all the
national newspapers, to the Secretary of the Newspaper Society, who
passed on our request to the editors of provincial newspapers, and to
several periodicals asking whether they had any specific information in
the first three months of the year which indicated the possibility of
Argentine action against the Falkland Islands. Those who sent replies
other than acknowledgements are listed in Annex D.

We decided that, in addition to reading the documents, we should
talk to thcse principally involved, both Ministers and officials, in the
development of the present Government's Falkland Islands policy; to
some Ministers of previous administrations, in 11 the former Prime
Ministers for the period covered by our review; to persons with a special  
knowledge of and nu , o representatives of the broadcasting
n=ra.7 and to some journa Ists. Ve devoted the period from the end of
'eltember to Tie beginning of November largely to taking oral evidence.

We held 39 sessions of oral evidence. Those who gave oral evidence to
us are listed in Annex E.

We wish to express our gratitude to those who have formed the
staff of the Committee. In particular, we record our high appreciation of
the services of our Secretary, Mr. Anthony Rawsthorne, who has carried
out his duties with resourcefulness, skill and judgment. He has been ably
assisted in all his duties by our Assistant Secretary, Mr. Peter Moulson.
We also wish to thank Mr. David Smith, who has taken responsibility for
the many and varied arrangements our work has entailed, and our Personal
Secretary, Miss Joan Frank, who, in addition to her other duties, typed
drafts with speed and accuracy. The whole staff rapidly acquired accurate
knowledge of the subject-matter of our terms of reference and made a
complex programme of oral hearings and private meetings easy to fulfil.
We are glad to acknowledge our indebtedness to them all.

The main body of our report is in four sections. Chapter 1
contains an account of the dispute between the United Kingdom and
Argentina from 1965 to 1979; Chapter 2 describes in more detail the
sequence of events and the development of policy since the present
Government took office; Chapter 3 contains a detailed account of events
from the landing of a party of Argentine scrap merchants on South Georgia
on 19 March 1982 to the invasion of the Falkland Islands on 2 April; and
Chapter 4 sets out the judgments we have reached on the basis of our
examination of the narrative of events set out in the preceding chapters.
Annex A contains a refutation of some of the more important assertions
and allegations that have been made in the press and elsewhere.

In our review we have taken particular care to avoid the exercise
of hindsi ht in reaching judgments on the development o po icy an on
the ac ions of Ministers and officials. We have sought to judge on each
important issue whether the views expressed and the action taken by
those concerned were reasonable in the light of the information available
to them and the circum7= prevailing at the time, and not to substitute
our judgment of what we mieht have done in those circumstances.

We have also borne in mind that our task required us to focus
exclusively on the Government's responsibilities for the Falkland Islands
and the Dependencies, whereas those concerned, both Ministers and officials,
had to deal with many other major and pressing preoccupations.

14..7
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Annex  B  contains a brief account of relevant aspects of the machinery of
Government, including the Defence and Oversea Policy Committee and the Joint
Intelligence Organisation.

Official Report,  House of Commons, 29 July 1982, Written Answers, Col. 617.
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CHAPTER 1

AN ACCOUNT OF THE DISPUTE FROM 1965 TO 1979

The starting point of the review
Our terms of reference required us to review the way in which the

responsibilities of Government were discharged " in the period leading up
to the Argentine invasion of the Falkland Islands on 2 April 1982, taking
account of all such factors in previous years as are relevant ". We examine
the events of that period in Chapters 2 and 3 of the Report.

In order to identify relevant factors in previous years we examined
the history of the dispute between the United Kingdom and Argentina
from 1965. 1965 provides a starting point, since it was then that the issue
was turrt brought formall to iriterna ional tention. This Chapter
summarises the principa events from 1965 until the present Government took
office in 1979. We have not attempted to write a comprehensive history
of the dispute, but to present an account of it as the background ajgainst
which more recent ev seen. We describe the events or
and m more detail than those of other years, since before 1981 this
was a time of particular tension between Argentina and the United Kingdom,
and parallels have been drawn between these two years and 1982.

1965-1975
The involvement of the United Nations

In 1963 and 1964 there was a resurgence of Araentine interest in the
Falklands and a campaign was mounted in Areentina in su ort of its claim
to the Islands. n a i ion to various official measures, such as the inaugura-
tioinir a ' Malvinas Day ', an Argentine civilian landed a light aircraft
at Port StanlelrieSeptembet264, planted an Argentine fiag in the ground,
hancT=a proclamation to a bystander, and took off again. The Argentine
Government ptiglicly dissociated themseh es from this incident.

In 1964 the Argentine Government raised the matter in the United
Nations, in a sub-committee of the Special Committee on the situation with
regard to the implementation of the Declaration of the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (The Committee of 24).
In reply the BrItill Representative on The Committee of 24 declared that the
British Government held that the question of sovereignty over the Islands
was not negotiable, but they were willing to discuss the maintenance and
development ot peaceful relations between the United Kingdom and the
Falkland Islands on the one hand and Argentina on the other. Following
the Special Committee's report, a Resolution (No. 2065) was passed on
16 December 1965 at the General Assembly. It referred in its preamble to
the " cherished aim of brineina to an end everywhere colonialism in all its
forms, one of which covers the case of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) ";
invited the Governments of Argentina and of the United Kingdom to proceed
without delay with negotiations with a view to finding a peaceful solution to
the problem bearing in mind the provisions and objectives of the Charter
of the United Nations and of Resolution 154(XV) [on colonialism] and in
the interests of the population of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) "; and
requested the two Governments to report to the Special Committee. and to
the General Assembly at its next session.

4

Assessment of Argentine threat

In March 1965, the Joint Intelligence Committee() had re-assessed
the external threat trIt e Falkland Islands and Dependencies. It considered
that it was unlikely that the Argentine Government would launch an assault
against the rrnt s, but that, if an unofficial party of raiders wernrrr)
obfarinoot=g on the Falklands, the attitude of the Argentine Government
might change radically and rapidly under pressure of public opinion.

First diplomatic exchanges

The Argentine claim to the Islands was raised with the Foreign
Secretary, Mr. Michael Stewart (as he then was), when he visited Buenos
Aires in January 1966j and in July a preliminary meeting was held in
London, at which the Argentine Ambassador submitted .1 note formally
claimin the " re • 'on " of the Falkland Islands to Argentina. The
Brats delegation rejected the implication that Britain's occupation of the
Islands was illegal, but there was agreement that there should be detailed
examination at a later date of ways of decreasing friction and of limiting
the scale of the dispute.

' Operation Condor '

In September 1966 a further unofficial incident, known as
' Operation Condor ', took place. An armed group of 20 young Areentines
hijacked an Argentine Airlines DC4 and forced it to go to the Falklands,
where it landed on the race-course at Port Stanley. As in 1964, the
Argentine Government publichl dissociated themselves from the incident,

(

but there were demonstrations throughout Argentina in support of the
Argentine claim to the Islands, and shots were fired at the British Embassy
in Buenos Aires while of Edinbur was on an o cia -*sit there.
In the ia t of the ' Condor ' incident, the Royal Marine detachment on
the Islands, which had been established in 1965 but reduced to one officer
and five men in 1966, was restored to platoon strength. Although
consideration was subsequently given from time to time to its withdrawal,
it was retained at that level thereafter.

The ' Memorandum of Understanding'

Further talks were held in November 1966, and in 1967. In a paper
to Me Defence and Oversea Policy Committee() in preparation for the talks
in November 1966, the Foreign and Colonial Secretaries (Mr. George Brown
and Mr. Fred Lee (as they then were)) pointed out that Argentina could
easily occupy the Islands by force. At the talks the British side initially
proposed a ' sovereienty freeze ' for a minimum of 30 years. to allow for
normalisation of relations between the Islands and Argentina while each
side's position on sovereianty was protected. At the end of this period the
Islanders would be free to choose between British and Argentine rule. The
Argentine Government rejected this proposal, and in March 1967 the British
Government for the first time stated formally to Ar e a t e wou
be prepare o ce e sovereignty over t e s an s un er certain conditions,

(I) For a description of the role and composition of the Joint Intelligence Committee
see Annex B.

(=) For a description of the composition and functions of the Defence and Oversea
Policy Committee see Annex B. For the sake of brevity we refer to it as the Defence
Committee.

5
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provided that the wishes of the Islanders were res ected. Negotiations at
o cm eve were irected to agreeing t e text,  ad referendum  to
Governments, of a ' Memorandum of Under tanding '. Early in 1968
the Governor of the Falklan s ands showed the Islands' Executive Council
in confidence the text of an early version of the Memorandum. On
27 February 1968 the unofficial members of the Council sent an open letter
to all Members of Parliament stating that negotiations were proceeding
between the British and Argentine Governments " which may result at any
moment in the handing over of the Falkland Islands to the Argentines ".(')
There were strong protests in Parliament and in the press, and the Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary, Mr. Stewart, and other Foreign Office
Ministers made clear on several occasions that there would be no cession of
sovereignty against the wishes of the Islanders.°

Agreement on the text of the Memorandum of Understanding wasA.

e \r
jaa°  reached at official level in August 1968. On sovereignty the crucial passage

.... 'as as follows :

- The Government of the United Kingdom as part of such a final
settlement will recognise Argentina's sovereignty over the Islands from
a date to be agreed. This date will be agreed as soon as possible after
(i) the two governments have resolved the present divergence between
them as to the criteria according to which the United Kingdom
Government shall consider whether the interests of the Islanders would
be secured by the safeauards and guarantees to be offered by the
Argentine Government, and (ii) the Government of the United Kingdom
are then satisfied that those interests are so secured."

Publication of the Memorandum was to be accompanied by a
unilateral statement making it clear that the Government would be willing to
proceed to a final settlement with Argentina that involved the transfer
of sovereignty, but only if and when they were satisfied that the transfer
of sovereignty, and the basis on which such a transfer should take place,
were acceptable to the people of the Islands.

Lord Chalfont, Minister of State at the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, visited the Islands in November 1968 to explain the policy that the
Government had been pursuing in their talks with the Argentine Government.
On his return the Government made statements in both Houses of
Parliament on 3 December 1968 about Lord Chalfont's visit.(') They received
a ciitr;a1 recept,ion and were widel ss. In view of the
Parriamentary and press reaction, the Government decided at a Cabinet
meetine on 11 December itio.,tto continue to Itiliript to reach a settlement on
the basis of the Memorandum of Understanding, since Argentina was not
prepared to accept either that the Memorandum should include a statement
that any transfer of sovereignty would be subject to the wishes of the
Islanders; or that the unilateral statement, enshrining this safeguard, should

In March 1968 in response to these events the Falkland Islands Emergency
Committee, an unofficial body, was formed to bring to notice in the United Kingdom
the wishes of the Falkland Islanders regarding their future. In 1973 it was renamed
the United Kingdom Falkland Islands Committee. Its membership includes Members
of Parliament of the main political parties.

Official Report, House of Commons, 26 March 1968, Col. 1464; 28 March 1968,
Col. 1871; and 1 April 1968, Col. 4.

(2) Official Report, House of Commons, 3 December 1968, Cols. 1254-1268;
House of Lords, 3 December 1968, Cols. 24-36.

be specifically linked to the Memorandum. It was recoanised, however, that
failure to reach an understanding with Argentina carried the risks of increased
harassment of the Islanders and the ossibility of an vack. The Governmnt
theref777777177-to endeavo r o co tinue ne otiati n Argentina while
making clear the British atti u e on sovereignty. Mr. Stewart made a
statement in Parliament later the same day, which announced the decision
to continue negotiations and which confirmed that the British Government
would continue to insist on the paramountcy of the Islanders' wishes.° som•  

The Communications Agreements
1, ril4fro "

In 1969 talks were resumed. They were continued, following the
chanae of Government in June 1970, by Mr. Heath's administration, but
sovereignty was not discussed. Progress was reported to Parliament
annually.(2) The talks were concerned with improving communications
between Argentina and the Islands and were held without prejudice to
either side's position on sovereignty. (This was known as the sovereianty
umbrella '.) In 1971 agreement was reached on a wide range of communi-
cations matters, of which the most important was the establishment of air
and sea services between the Islands and Argentina, to be provided by
Argentina and the United Kingdom respectively. Other matters covered in
the Agreements were the provision by Argentina of a travel document (the

white card '). which would guarantee freedom of movement within
Argentina for residents of the Islands and serve as the only documentation
necessary for Argentine residents travelling to the Islands: certain reciprocal
exemptions from duties and taxes; exemption for residents of the Islands
from any obligation to Araentine military service; the harmonisation of
postal, telegraphic and telephone rates with the rates obtaining in the
country of origin; provision of school places and scholarships in Argentina
for children in the Islands; and the establishment of a special consultative
committee in Buenos Aires. consisting of representatives of the Argentine
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the British Embassy, to deal with questions
arisina over the setting up and promotion of communications in both
directions. The Agreements were set out in a joint statement signed by
both Governments, the text of which was reported to the House of Commons
in September 1971.()

Following the Agreements. the Areentine Government returned to
the question of sovereienty, and in January 1972 called for a resumption
of the talks held between 1966 and 1968. They said that they would accept
further talks on communications only if the British Government accepted
later discussions on sovereignty in London.

Nevertheless, in a separate agreement concluded in May 1972,
the Areentine authorities undertook to build a tem orarv airstrin (which
came into operation in November 1972) to enable land-base aircraft to
replace the amphibian service that they had provided up to then.

OfFeial Report. House of Commons, 11 December 1968. Cols. 414-434.
065cial Rep:Jr!, House of Commons, 24 November 1969. Cols. 36-40.
Official Report, House of Commons, 16 November 1970, Wriuen Answers, Col.

309.
Official Report, House of Commons. 21 June 1971, Written Answers. Col. 178.

0) Official Report, House of Commons, 23 September 1971, Written Answers,
Cols. 13-17.
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Condominium

Further exchanges followed, in which the Argentine Government
pressed strongly for renewed negotiations on sovereignty while the British
Government sought to establish that the talks did not constitute negotiations
on that issue. In the course of 1973, however, it became clear that an
impasse had been reached. ArgenrCrragain took the issue to the United
NeSTM, where the Special Committee adopted a resolution, which formed
the basis of a further Resolution (3160(XXVIII)) passed by the General
Assembly calling on both parties to accskirate negotiations towards a solution
of the sovere.i.rity issue. In January 1974 the Mence Committee agreed
that, in view of the pre.ssure in the United Nations to reach a settlement
and the risks of economic and militaraction against the Islands. the likely
attitarorthe Islan-M to the possibility of condominium as an alternative
to a transfer org=reignty shorne discus:16777th the Governor of the
Falkland Islands. The Governor and the British Ambassador in Buenos
Aires advised that in their opinion the idea was worth pursuing. Before this
could be done, the General Election of /Vrarn 1974 led to a chanee of
Government. A Labour Go‘ernment took office, with Mr. Wilson (as he
then was) as Prime Minister and Mr. Callaghan as Foreign and Common-
wealth Secretary.

The new Government, havine bee with a range of o tions,
decided in the Defence Commit ee to consult the Falklan s an s xecutive
Council on the possibility of initiating talks with Argentina op condominium.
The Council indicated that it would raise no objection to talks on condo-
minium going ahead, provided that there was no Islander participation
initially. The subject of condominium was b oached with the Argentine
Government; but, in the face of the Islanders' continumg re u partici-



pate, it was decided that there would be no purpose in proceeding without
them, and the Argentine Government were so informed in August 1974.
Despite this setback, further commercial agreements were concluded in
September 1974, the most important being one providing for  Yaciementos
Petroliferos,  the Araentine State Oil Company, to supply certain petroleum
products on the Islands at mainland prices.

Increased Argentine pressure

In December 1974 an Argentine newspaper,  Cronica,  mounted a
press campaign adQzting invasion of the Islands. The Areentine Government
publicly dissociated themselves from it, their Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Sr. Vignes. informing Congress that he preferred neeotiation to invasion.
Ne‘ertheless, following remarks made by Sr. Vignes to the press in March
1975, a few days before the arrival of the new British Ambassador in
Buenos Aires, the Ambassador was instructed to warn him that an attack
on the Islands would meet with a military response. The British An----Mssador
delivered this warning to Sr. Vignes in April 1975, at his first meeting with
him.

Intelligence assessments

Over the period from 1.961_to 1975 assessments were made by the
Joint Intelligence Committee, usually abo-ii oace_a_yL,ear but more frequently
at times of increased tension. In the earlier years the conclusions were,
broadly speakina, that official military action against the Falkland Islands
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and the Dependencies was unlikely, at least until diplomatic means of settling
the dispute had beenexh.21 JAI ed, but that there was a continuing risk of
unofficial action. In the early 1970s, when the Communications Agreements
hAned to improved rela=Zith Argentina, the assessments were that
direct military action could be discounted and that even the risk of an

adventurist ' operation was very ,!light. Towards the end of 1973 it was.
thdrirt that Argentine attitudes were hardenine, and for the first time there
were indications that the Araentine GoTernment of President Peron) might
be reparing contingency pla-drirrail' a 'on of a n7174
the mi ee assesse that adventurist operations were
still the main threat, but with less likelihood of the Argentine Government's
discouraging them; o.cial.,,militaaLaction was thoneht unlikely, as long as
Argentina believed that the British Government were prepared to negotiate
on sovereignty, but it was not ruled out.

Increased tension 1975-1977

Economic development

The next British initiative was a proposal, approved by the Defence
Committee in July 1975, for discussions of joint Anglo-Argentine develop-
ment of the resources of the South-West Atlantic. In response to
this proposal !:,\Tiznnes sugeested linkina such an initiative to the
possibility of a 177.FIZTof sovereignty followed b simultaneous leaseback
for a period of yea77,7771=76rsettling the dispute. e a so propose
that Argentina should siagi y the uninhabited islands of South Georgia and
the South Sanctwich Islands, and that the occupation shor=u.zpted
Wthout condemnation by the British Government. Sr. Vignes was warned
that any suc unilateral action would be uite cce table. The Araentine
Government reiestell the Government's proposal for talks on economic
co-operation, TvhicTi they saw as excluding discussion of the sovereignty
issue.

The Shackleton survey

As a result of growh_1g.s4ncern about the decline of the Falkland
Islands' economy and the Islands' loss of population, the Government
commissioned a comprOensive,  long-term economic survey, under the
leadership of Lord Shackleton, of the possibilities for the development of
the Falkland Islands a77 ir Dependencies. The terms of reference for the
survey were drawn up in consultation with the Falkland Islands Executive
Council and were announced in October 1975. This provoked a very hostile
reaction in Argentina. The Argent777177stry of Foreien Affairs issued a
communique  stating that the survey was an unwelcome initiative, to which
Areentina had not agreed. The survey went ahead and the Shackleton
Report was published in May 1976 (see paraaraph 58 for the Government's
response to it).

Argentine action at the United Nations

On 8 December 1975 the Araentine Representative at the United
Nations made a lona speech on the dispute at a plenary session of the
General Assembly, in which he said :

We are prepared to continue our efforts, but the limits of our
patience and tolerance should not be underestimated if we should have to
face an obstinate and unjustified refusal to negotiate by the other party ".
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He concluded by saying :

" The Argentine Government reserves its position regarding the
responsibility which rests with the British Government for the breaking-off
of negotiations and will not fail to assert its rights in the form which it
deems most appropriate."

Worsening diplomatic relations

On 2 January 1976 the Argentine Foreign Minister, then
Sr. Arauz Castex, sent a rePrto messages from Mr. Callaghan about the
Shackleton—srrvey. Sr. Arauz Castex described the arrival in the Islands of
Lord Shackleton's team on the anniversary of their " illegal occupation "
by Britain in 1833 as an " unfriendly and unthoughlfur"--cOlirdirence;
expressed the Argentine Government'S fifimmainir that the British

f e, Government had unilaterally broken off negotiations; and referred to the
, . ,j_." decidedrnegative im7Ticationl'of dinritiVrGovernment's attitude, and

clui- t their exclusive responsibility for bluLcinz.affnesnotiations. In giving this
(7 message to the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires, Sr. Arauz Castex said

that, if the British Government refused to resume negotiatirre
rapidltowards a head-on col4+s-inTr—.--77111 the end he could only
see one course o en to Argerlitfirrerative of what Government '''s
n=er . . . or _e y te support of the entire Argentine nation a
well---ai all the other nations of the world assembled in New York, hi
Government could nsibility for such a disastrous outcome '
On t e same ay the Argentine Minis ry o o press
communique  referring to the British Government's unilateral breaking off
of negotiations and concluding:

" The people of the Republic should take note that its Government,
together with the armed forces and the other institutional organisations
which make up the Argentine State. share an unbreakable zeal for the
defence of the dignity and rights of the nation, and that they will act
without precipitation but with all the persistence, prudence and energy
which may be necessary to achieve justice."

Mr. Callaghan sent a conciliatory reply to Sr. Arauz Castex on
12 January, in which he offered to send a senior official to hold confidential
discussions. The Argentine reply on 13 anuary expresse regret at not
finITT in it any " positive elements " with regard to the reopening of
negotiations on sovereignty, and took exception to Mr. Callaghan's reference
to a " sterile " dispute. It was announced in a press  communique  the same
day that the Argentine Government had decided not to send their
Ambassador back to London and to " suggest " that the British Ambassador
in Buenos Aires should be withdrawn.

There was hostile press comment in Argentina in the first weeks of
.1.22.¢.The British Embassy in BufiöAires reported that some newspapers
had advocated invasion " in veiled terms ". Some of the popular newspapers,
evidently briefen7 the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs, published
reports in the middle of the month of a long meeting which the Argentine
Foreign Minister had held to consider counter measures. Unspecified
"lull," and " concrete " decisions were promised. But the British Embassy

1
reported on 21 January that, while the Argentine popular press " had been
waging their usual campaign over the Islands over the last couple of
weeks ", there had been no repetition of the invasion campairi run bv
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Cronica  the previous year. A further report a week later stated that the
storm that had blown up at the beginning of the month had at last begun
to abate; there were indications that the Argentine Government had not
wished to allow the " anti-British bandwagon " to get out of control; there
had been no threats or demonstrations against the Embassy.

Mr. Callaghan made a statement in the Commons on 14 January
19760 in conciliatory terms concluding that " given goodwill on both sides,
Britain and Argentina should be able to transform the area of dispute
concerning sovereignty over the Islands into a factor making for co-operation
between the two countries which would be consonant with the wishes and
interests of the Falkland Islanders ".

Intelligence reports and assessments

In November 1975 the Joint Intelligence Committee had prepared
a new assessment on the lalkland Islands. It concluded that a deliberately

lanned invasion of the Falkland Islands in t e near u ure s seemed
unlike y ut cou nt ew oi exc uded. It followed earlier assessments
in ju gmg a re was a greater possi ity of some kind of ' adventurist
operation, particularly if the Shackleton survey went ahead in the face
of continued public Argentine opposition : this opposition might be expressed
by a propaganda campaign and possibly some practical harassment of the
Falkland Islanders; the suspension of the air service would be an easy
measure for Argentina to take.

In a further assessment on 8 January 1976 the Joint Intelligence
Committee concluded that Argentina was untholy to launch a sudden
invasion in the near future, but that the like i oo a i rease o e
ATierine Government's intensifying political pressures and taking specific
measures, such as the recall of Ambassadors and the suspension of the
air service. It concluded that physical aggression remained a remoter
prospect, but certai On 22 January 1976  a further
assessment was prepared of the events leading up to t e withdrawal of
Ambassadors. It judged that the army and navy commanders were against
any military action which might help Sra. Peron's régime to stay in power;
and noted that an Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs announcement on
L.Lajaary that the Argentine GoNernment were going ahead immediately
with the extension of the airstrip suggested that they did not wisr=st
for the tim7=g, to inter=with communications. It assessed, however,
that, although there mie t eas ort u u er counter-measures against
British in crests, in the form of more hostile politica an economic pressure,

re possi e in ue course.. e 1-e 1 oo (I) an a venturis operation
hArnicreased.-717assessment concluded that 'militar operations remained
a more remote ossibilitv but, as the se uence of counter-measures rocee ed.
must e regar e as that muc nearer.40 n intelligence report of 23 anuary
1 re erring to a meeting in ecember 1975 indicated that the armed forces
commanders had at that stage ruled out invasion.

RRS Shackleton

In December 1975 the British Naval  Attache  in Buenos Aires had
been warned by the Chief of the Argentine Naval Staff that the

(1) Official Report,  House of Commons, 14 January 1976, Cols. 391-397.
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In February 1976, in view of the increasing risk of hostile action by
Argentina, Mr. Mason aereed to a proposal from Mr. Callaghan for the
deployment to the area of a frigate with Royal Fleet Auxiliary() support.

In the same month, with a view to discussion in the Defence
Committee, Mr. Callaghan asked Mr. Mason for " a full and up-to-date
military assessment on possible military options and limitations " considering
the range of possible deployments in a number of eventualities, including a
determined Argentine assault intended to eject the British garrison. A paper
on military options to counter possible Argentine actions was approved by
the Chiefs of Staff on 19 February 1976 and circulated as an annex to a paper
or the Defence Committee.

0 4,74, 41,ft 0 r I 44 .7
- 47. The CMef of Staffs paper drew attention to the fact that air

reinforcement was ru e ou y e imitations of the airstrip at Port Stan177
the adverse weather 77717176ns there; its distance from Ascension Island; and
the likely unavailability of South American airfields in the event of a
conflict. To dislodge Argentine occu ation of part of the Falkland Islands or
the Dependencies wou require an amp ibious force with embarked troops.
It would not be practicable to rovide trans ort and su ort the force
necessary in t e s an s to ensure t at a determme eentine attempt to

the British garrison was unsuccessfu . o recover the Islands by
njil:au- means, though far from im ossible, would be a major operation at
very lone range. e east once or t is purpose would be of Brigade Group
strength, the transport of which would entail the use of all the Navy's
amphibious resources, a sizeable Task Force, including  HMS Ark Royal,
and substantial logistic support.
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RRS Shackleton,  an unarmed research ship engaged on a programme of
international scientific research unconnected with Lord Shackleton's mission,
would be arrested if she entered " Argentine waters "  (i.e.  within 200 miles of
the Argentine coast or continental shelf, which in Argentina's view, included
the waters surrounding the Falkland Islands). On! February 1976 an
Argentine destroyer fired shots at the  RRS Shackleton  when she was 78 miles
south of Port Stanley, and attempted, unsuccessfully, to arrest her. Sub-
sequent intelligence indicated that plans for the interception had been in
existence for about six weeks; that the decision had been taken by the armed
forces, not the Government; and that Admiral Massera. the Commander-in-
Chief of the Argentine Navy, had authorised firing into the ship but without
causing casualties or sinking it. The Joint Intelligence Committee assessed the

r turpose of the operation as being an assertion of Argentine sovereienty over

the Falkland Islands and their surrounding waters, in order to bring pressure
o bear on the British Government to negotiate. It also jlidged that the

armed forces commanders were opposed to milita invasion,=CaTiVa
that the Argentine Government mtended to follow a iiorZy of " continued
pin-pricks ", which carried the risk of bringing about a progressive
deterioration in Anglo-Argentine relations.

Mr. Rowlands's talks in New York

On 11 February 1976 Mr. Rowlands, Minister of State at the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office, went to New York for talks with the new
Argentine Foreign Minister, at which he was instructed alla

i t -
an o ma e it lain that the Bntis overnment wou e end the Islands if
the Argentines attempted to use orce . espite the  RR,-Tsh7t571-17-icident
t e ta s were sans actory. r. Rowlands obtained an assurance that the
final leg of the  RRS Shackleton's  programme would not be interfered with:
and it was agreed in principle that the dialogue on the Falklands dispute
should in due course be resumed.

Defence considerations

As explained in paragraph 21, a detachment of Royal Marines has
been stationed at Port Stanley since 1965. In addition, over the period an
ice-patrol vessel was stationed in the area during the Antarctic summer
months, which, in addition to her guardship role, undertook hydrographic and
other work in the area of the Falkland Islands and the Dependencies.  HMS
Endurance  was brought into service in this capacity in 1967, when she
r"113 1rd  HMS Protector.  She is armed with two 20 mm Oerlikon guns and
carries  two Wasp (in 1976 Whirlwind) helicopters equippe wi air-to-

I sea missiles. One cOnsequence of the 1974 Defence Review, which resulted
in a phased rundown of overseas commitments outside N
to take  HMS Endurance  out of service. Followin t -

, was a decisiorl
S hackletot

incident, however, the Secretary of State or e ence, Mr. Roy Mason.
7—""—reed to one further deployment of  HMS Endurance.  Following later
representations rom successive oreign an ommonwealth Secretaries she
was subsequently retaine on an annua asis, un 1 , , vir e etary
of State for Defence, then Mr. Fred Mulley. agreed to  two further deploy-
ments. in 1979 80 and 1980/81.
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Resumption of negotiations

In the light of the deterioration of relations with Argentina, and the
agreement in principle reached between Mr. Rowlands and the Argentine
Foreign Minister in New York, Mr. Callaghan decided to undertake a major
review of policy. In March 1976 the Defence Committee and the Cabinet
approved his proposals for a7reTV dialogue on all as ects of the dis ute,
both the possibilities of Anglo- rgentme economic co-operation m the
South West Atlantic and " the nature of a hypothetical future constitutional
relationship ".

Once Argentina had been informed that the Government were

pprepared to resume negotiations, includin discussion of soverei ty, the
threat of military action receded. xp oratory talks with Argentina were
hel in con ence icial level in July and August 1976. By then,
following a  coup  on 23 "rfarcE- 1976, Argentina was under the rule of a
military Junta, which, with changes in membership, remained in power.

In July 1976 the Joint Intelligence Committee assessed the
Argentine political situation in the light of events since the military  coup
in March. On the Falklands it concluded that Areentina might have
unduly high etations of the current negotiations. If these were dashed,
tr7o-ultrte expected to returre ggressive approach, initially in.
the United Nations. It assessed, however, that it was most unlikely that
the Argentine Government would react by taking military action against

(9 A Royal Fleet Auxiliary is a civilian manned Royal Navy support vessel.
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the Islands. This assessment derived from intelligence that it was the view
of President Videla and others that, if it roved im ossible to reach a
solutian t roug i a era negotiations. Argentina wou be obliged to seek
a solution via the United Nations.

Further Argentine activity at the United Nations

In December 1976 the United Nations General Assembly passed
another Resolution (31/49 (XXXI)) approving a further report of the
Special Committee; expressing its gratitude for the continuous efforts
made by the Government of Argentina . . . to facilitate the process of
decolonization and to promote the well-being of the population of the
Islands "; and requesting the Governments of Argentina and the United
Kingdom to expedite the negotiations and to report to the Secretary-General
and to the General Assembly as soon as possible on the results. The
Resolution was passed by 102 votes to one (the United Kingdom) with
32 abstentions.

Southern Thule

On 20 December 1976 a helicopter from  HMS Endurance  discovered
the existe177171 Arge717rmilitary presence on Southern Thule in the
South Sandwich Islands. n in ig repor indicate t a e presence
wal probablli established the previous month with the approval of the
Naval Commander-in-Chief. On 5—Jairary 1277. the Argentine  Chargé
d'Atjaire in  n d on was summoMi to the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office and asked by the head of the Latin America Department to explain
the Argentine presence. At the same time the British  Chargé d'Affaires
in Buenos Aires was instructed to seek an explanation from the Argentine
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

On 14 January 1977 the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs
delivered a communication to the British  Charge d'Ajaires  in the form of
a  bout de papier  claiming that the purpose of the operation was to
establish a station with a view to scientific investigation within the jurisdic-
tion of Argentine sovereignty and expressing the hope that nothing would
cloud the auspicious perspectives for negotiations. The  bout de papier
also stated that the station's permanency would depend on the practicability
of the tasks undertaken, although the official delivering it hinted that it
would not be permanent. A formal protest was delivered on 19 January
19j7 stating that the British Government considered the estabriThinir of
The scientific station, without prior reference to the British authorities, a
violation of British sovereignty; pointing out that the British Government
were entitled to expect that the Argentine Government would have
approached them before taking action; and expressing the hope that they
would learn that the scientific programme was being terminated. The
British Government took no steps to make public the Araentine presence on
Southern Thule, which did not become known in the United Kingdom
until May 1978.

It became clear later in the month that the Argentine presence
was larger than the  bout de papier  had indicated. On 27 January 1977
intellMITM indicated that the original intention had been to announce
the existence of the base in mid or late March, when it was too late for

      re
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British ships to enter South Atlantic waters. The Ar enti
had been that the British reaction would have een s ron er. t e

rgen ine personne 'ila een -C-ap ure e y party
on South Georgia would have been taken off as a reprisal. According to
further intelliaence, there was an Argentine Navy contingency plan for a
joint air force and navy invasion o t e a - an stan s corn ine wit a
clipomaic iniiaivt a .

55. The oint Intelli encePI• 31 January 1 .
7Argentine presence on Southern

1,1)
the approval of the junta and
intentions were :

to make a physical demonstration of Argentine sovereignty over the
Dependencies;

to probe the British Governme
and

to obtain a bargaining counter in the forthcoming discussions.

The assessment concluded that the Argentine Government were unlikely 


7attempt further military action against British interests in t e area.C

to order withdrawal until it suited them to do so and, depending on

ti
British Government's actions in the situation, could be encouraged t

56. On 7 February 1977 intelligence indicated that the Argentine Navy's
contingency plans had been shelved for the time being on the ground that.
although an occu ation would have a mac 0 commend it tor internal
po itica reasons, Argentina could not count on t le support of the Third
WciTTU or the Communist Bloc.

57. On 14 February 1977  Ultima (7ave,  a Buenos Aires weekly
political news-sheet, published an article about the occupation of an
" island " (Southern Thule) in the South Sandwich Islands. Argentina
maintained a presence there and it was still in occupation at the time
of the invasion of the Falkland Islands.

Announcement of resumption of negotiations

58. On 2 February 1977 in a statement to Parliamente) the Foreign
and CommonwealrriSecrerallry, Mr. Crosland, announced the Government's
decision that '' the time has conie toftTOTsider both with the Islanders and
the Argentine Government whether a climate exists for discussing the
broad issues which bear on the future of the Falkland Islands, and the
possibilities of co-operation between Britain and Argentina in the region
of the South West Atlantic -. He made it clear that in any discussions
the Government would reserve their position on sovereignty; that any
changes which might be proposed must be acce table"To the Islanders;
and that there must be full consultation with t e Islanders at every stage.
In the same statement:7r Crosland announced the Government's con-
clusions on the recommendations in the Shackleton Report. He said that
a number of further studies would be set up, but the Government were not

re ared to acre t the more costly recommend nons, notably the enlarge-
ment of the airport and enat iening o t _e runway. Mr. Crosland reported

()Official Rcport, House of Commons, 2 February 1977, Cols. 550 561.
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Committee assessed the situation on
un i y that the establishment of an

Thule could have been mounted without
judged that the Argentine Government's

n to such a demonstration; I
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of the negotiations.

0) Official Report,  House of Commons, 26 April 1977, Written Ansu, ers, C
273-274.
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to the Cabinet the following day that the statement had been received
without controversy.

Mr. Rowlands's visit to the Islands and Buenos Aires

The Defence Committee approved a proposal by Mr. Crosland that,
following his statement, a Foreign and Commonwealth Office Minister should
visit the Islands and have talks in Buenos Aires. Before the visit, which was
made by Mr. Rowlands, the Joint Intelligence Committee assessed that, if
the talks broke down or ended in deadlock, Argentina might decide on
military action against British shipping or the Falkland Islands. In the
light of this assessment, Foreign and Commonwealth Office and Ministry of
Defence officials considered whether any precautionary measures should be
taken. Mr. Rowlands was advised that a Royal Navy task group of 6
warshi s, 3 support ships and a submarine would be in the Atlantic, sail=
rom Gibraltar to the Caribbea .--17h-r time of the talks. Mr. Rowlands

suggested to the mister of State at the Ministry of Defence that, if, during
his discussions with the Argentine Foreign Minister, the Argentines were to
threaten the use of force to further their claims in the South-West Atlantic,
it might be useful for him to let them know that the task group was in
Atlantic waters. Mr. Mulley agreed to this proposal on condition that he
wa onsulted again before reference was made to it. In the event,

r. Row an s ju ge t at it was not necessary to re er o the existence of
the task group.

Mr. Rowlands visited the Islands in February 1977 and held an
intensive round of meetings there. The Island Councils agreed to co-operate

1

in working out terms of reference for formal negotiations covering, political
relations, including_sovereignty, and economic co-operation, provided that
th7talks were coverer7 the ' suasignty umbrella ' and that the Islanders
were fully consulted. Following Mr. Rowlands's subsequent talks in Buenos
Aires and further exchanges, agreement on the terms of reference was reached
with Argentina in April 1977 and announced by the new Foreign and
Commonwealth Secretary, Dr. Owen hi the House of Commons on 26 April.°
They were :

" The Governments of the Argentine Republic and the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland have a reed to hold negotia-
tions from June or Jul 1977 which will concern future po itica re ations,
includin soverei t , with regard to t e Falkland Islands, out eorata
and South Sandwich Is ands, an economic co-operation w it regar to
the said terntortes, in particu ar, and the South West Atlantic, in general.
In these negotiations the issues affecting the future of the Islands will be
discussed and negotiations will be directed to the working out of a
peaceful solution to the existing dispute on sovereianty between the two
states, and the establishment of a framework for Analo-Argentine
economic co-operation which will contribute substantially to the develop-
ment of the Islands, and the region as a whole.

" A major objective of the negotiations will be to achieN e a stable.
prosperous and politically durable future for the Islands.  whose people  
the Government of the United Kingdom will consult during the course

" The agreement to hold these negotiations, and the negotiations
themselves, are without re'udice to the osition of either Government
with regard to soverei t over the Islands.

" The level at which the negotiations will be conducted, and the times
and places at which they will be held, will be determined by agreement
between the two Governments. If necessary, special Workin Grou s
will be established."

Talks in Rome

61. Before the first round of talks Dr. Owen presented a paper to the
Defence Committee ri7uty.1227, which argued that serious and substantive
negotiations were necessary to keep the Argentines in play, since the Islands
were nu itari y m e ensi e except v a ma or, cos y an unaccep a e
diversion o current resources. e ommittee too t e view t at it was

that t e overnment wou d be forced back in the end on some va7171177
of a lease ac so u ion m e wit a programme o jomt economic co-
operation. The aim should be to keep the negotiations with the Argentine
Government going so as to allow time for the education of public opinion
at home and in the Islands to be carried forward. Broadl speaking, the
Government's strate , was to retain soverei n as Ion as ossi e,
necessary making concessions in respect of the Dependencies and the maritime
resources e area, 1 e recogmang a u ima ey o y some orm o
ease ac arran emen was 1 ev o sa is y rgen ma. e a s, w c

were held at official level, went reasonably we an e options were kept
open. The British side ut forward the idea that the sovereign of the
uninhabited De endencies might be looked at se aratel from the soverei ntv
of the Falkland Islands themselves.

Threat of Argentine military action

62. Before the next round of talks, conducted by Mr. Rowlands in
New York in December 1977, there were scAsizi_Llaigatial that the Argentine
position was hardening. In September intelligence indicated that the
Argentine Government and Ministry of Foreign Affairs considered that they
should take a hard line in the talks as they thought the British were using
pretexts to del7rogress. At the end of September and the beginning of
OctAer 19 /T Ar entitle naval units arrested seven Soviet and two Bulgarian
fishin yes in Fa - an s w ers. An rgen me yes re on one o the
Bulgarian ips. woun ing a Bulgarian sailor. It was known that Admiral
Massera's orders were to sink the vessel if necessartraratgo Saki Mat —
there woul e a sum ar ripos e ny other flag carrier and
at an o er ac . e rgen e ava  t ac e  in on on miral
Anaya, w o later became Commander-in-Chief of the Navy and a member
of the Junta) drew this statement to the attention of the Foreign and Common-
wealth Office. On t e ip  large aires  in
13uerius Aires was said to have been subjected to a " barrage of  aides mémoire
and  bouts de papier -  urging the immediate establishment of working groups
and other evidence of progress. In acTdition, the"nreign and Commonwealth
Office judged that the failure of the Beagle Channel arbitration—Argentina's
other principal foreian policy preoccupation—and its failure to make proaress
with Brazil in its dispute on the River Plate Basin increased the likelihood
of its seekine a success on the Falklands issue.
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On 11 October 1977 a Joint Intelligence Committee assessment
referred to information that another Ar entine naval art wa ue to land
on Southern Thule in the middle of the mont . t judged that military

tction-WirS711 unlikely pending the negotiations, although Admiral Massera

i
ight act unilaterally aeainst a Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessel going to

outhern Thule. A fuller assessment on 1 November 1977 referred to the
increasine resentment in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of what were seen
as the British Government's delaying tactics: and to the militancy of the
Navy. The assessment concluded that the military Junta as a whole would
prefer to achieve its sovereignty objectives by peaceful means and that, as

(

long as it calculated that the British Government were prepared to negotiate
seriously on the issue of sovereignty, it was unlikely to resort to force. If
neaotiations broke down, or if Ar entina concluded from them that there

likwas no prospect o real proeress towards a negotiated trans er o sovereignty.
ill.1ere wou e a ie ns o its t en resortin to more orce ul measures,including direct milita action. e assessment iu ge t at in those

circu on against British shipping would be the most serious
risk; another possibility was the establishment of an Argentine presence on
one or more of the Denendencies, which mieht involve a risk to the British
Antarctic Survey base on South Georgia. A nrivate ' a dventurist ' operation
against the Falklands. which the Junta might feel obliged to sunnort. was
always possible. in the Committee's view invasion f he Falkland Islands
was unlikely, but could not be discounted.

Consideration of counter-measures

(44°
1977 for a paner on the defence implications of the Areentire threat. The

0
 approved by the Chiefs of Staff, on the military options to counter possible

Ministry of Defence circulated a paner on 4. 1 _c2,1 vember. which had been

Commonwealth Office asked the Ministry of Defence at the end of October

Argen me actions as identified in the Joint Intelligence Committee's assess-

Tn the light of the deterioratine situ,ation, the Foreign and

ment. It followed closely the lines of the paper nrenared the  previous Year
(see  paragranhs 46-47) and, in relation to the main threats, reached broadly
similar conclusio=".

Tn the light of the intelligence assessment Ministers decided at a
meeting on 21 November 1977 that a military presence in the area of the
Falkland islands should be established by the time the negotiations began
in December. The objective would be to buttress the Government's
negotiating position by deploying a force of sufficient strength, available if

	

c A, (1 necessary, to cAvince the Ar e ' at milita action by them would
meet resistance. orce would
Areentine attack, a to respon exi y o imite  acts
(2,ageression. he Committee agreed t at Is.c.Leiy s ou e maintaiii7

IA°

	

4.
ab-otiErpurpose of the force. One nuclear-powered submarine and two

A frigates were deployed to the area. t e submarine o t e immediate vicinity
fi dkr of the Islands witE ire-friFtes standing off about a thousand miles away.

Rules of eneagement were drawn up.

Cabinet ittee paners show clearl that it was agreed that the
force should remain covert. We have found no evidence that the Argentine

"- 9 Government ever came to now of its existence77-tre event the negotiations
went reasona y wel c rgentine threat receded, and it was agreed
after the talks that the naval force could be withdrawn. Consideration

/ 1 2_
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was subsequently given to the possibility of deploying the force again for the
next round of negotiations in Lima in February 1978, but Ministers decided
not to do so.

Continuation of negotiations to spring 1979
At the negotiations in New York on 13-15 December 1977 it was

agreed, in accordance with an earlier Argentine suggestion, to set up two
working groups to prepare detailed reports on sovereienty and economic
co-operation. Mr. Rowlands was able to avoid ro osin leaseback.
Following the meeting Mr. Rowlands o e aneir o ne a
delegation of Island Councillors on 18 December on the progress of the talks.

At the talks in Lima in February 1978 the British side proposed
an arrangement to provide for British and Argentine scientific activities in
the Dependencies which would have retrospectively legitimised ti e reentine

resence on Southern Thule. owever, itt e progress was mace at t e rst
meeting o t e wo wor n ps, when the Argentine side claimed that
the Falklands an ependencies did not generate a continental shelf; and
that the shelf rights therefore belonged to Argentina and were outside the
scope of the negotiations.

There were no further formal negotiations until, following Argentine
agreement to discuss maritime zones and shelf rights within the nezotiations,
a meeting at ministerial level was held in December 1978 in Geneva.
Mr. Rowlands led the British delegation. Agreement in principle was
reached on a draft co-operation aereement on scientific activities in the
De endencies. The Falkland Island Councillors, however, when formally
consulted about t e scheme, re'ected it on the eround that, unless restricted
to Southern Thule. it would eive Ar entina a further foothold in the

e endencies which would start a rocess lea g even ua oss of
sovere over the Falkland Islands themselves.  It was exrlained to the
Areentine  side at the next round  of  negotiations held in New York in March
1979 at official level, tha owing  to t e a Islanders' suspicions of

."1=notiver7nhe Argentine Government. it was not possible to sim  the
agreement. Little progress  was made at this round o7rTalks.

Significant themes of the eriod
Without attempting to summarise  in any detail the history of the

Falkland Islands dispute between 1965 and  1979, we wish to highlig..ht three
points :

Successive British Governments soueht a solution to the Falkland
Islands dispute by negotiation: and they  recoanised that any solution
negotiated with Aree=had to be acceptable to the Islanders.
The negotiating options gradually  narrowed.  The Labour  Govern-
ment made clear in 1977 that sovereignty was an issue for negotiation;
but, although transfer of  sovereiQnty combined with leaseback had
come to  be regarded by the British Government  as the most realistic
solution, the leasebac - proposa was n n
TrinTthis period.
The military threat to the  Islands  varied in the light of the course
of negotiations: it also chanQed character from adventurist
operations in the Islands to wider and more aggressive forms of
military action  by the  Argentine Navy,

tr.
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CHAPTER 2

THE PERIOD OF THE PRESENT GOVERNMENT : MAY 1979
TO 19 MARCH 1982

Re-examination of the options
71. Following the General Election in May 1979 the present Conserva-

tive Government took office. Mrs. Thatcher became Prime Minister and
Lord Carrington Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary. The Foreign and
Commonwealth Office presented the new Minister of State, Mr. Ridley,
with a full ran e of olic o tions. These were to break off negotiations
and be prepared to maintain and defend the Islan s agams re
harassment or worse (' ortress a an s ; to give up the Islands. offering
to resettle the Islanderrergmrherrl which, it was suggested, would be
politically and morally indefensible); to go throu h the motions of ne otia-
tions; and to continue the negotiations in good alt in searc o a so ution
wThTli might ultimately prove acceptable 'tC7the Islands and Parliament.
Mr. Ridley discussed these options with Lord Carrington, and it was agreed
that, before the Government decided on the handling of any formal
negotiations, Mr. Ridley should visit the Falkland Islands and Argentina
to sound out views there at first hand, On 12 June 1979 Mr. Ridley had
an exploratory meeting with the Argentine Deputy Foreign Minister,
Comodoro Cavandoli. While Mr. Ridley emphasised the Government's
interest in economic co-operation with Argentina, Comodoro Cavandoli
indicated that his Government would require sovereignty to be a part of
any negotiations.

Mr. Ridley's first visit to the Islands and Argentina

72. Mr. Ridley visited the Falkland Islands in Jt._Ily1979. At meetings
with the Islanders he discussed the advantage-s-71— co-operation with
Argentina, but also made clear that the British Government would not
conclude an a reement which i no meet the Islanders' es Informal
soun ings o Island ouncillors' opinion showe a pre er e for a len thy

freeze ' of the dispute and little enthusiasm for the idea of lease ack.
Following his visit to the Islan s r. i ey a urt er ta -s with
Comodoro Cavandoli in Buenos Aires, at which agreement was reached
on the reinstatement of Am,1;laaLlrs in Buenos Aires and London. On
his departure, however, Mr. Ridley was han=oughly worler nmmuni-
cation in the form of an  aide memoire  which expressed the Argentine
Government's view that negotiations should be resumed - at a more
dynamic pace ". The  aide memoire  referred to the position adopted by
the British side at the New York meeting in March 1979
ste backwards "; expressed the hope that an agreement on scientific co-
operation could be carried forward in the terms agreed at Geneva the
previous year; and reiterated the Argentine position that, while the interests
of the Islanders must be taken fully into account, the could n ecome
a third arty in egotiations. Mr. Ridley restated the British Government's
position t a no settlement could be concluded which failed to respect the
wishes of the Islanders.
II•up•
Lord Carrington's proposals

73. On 20 September 1979 Lord Carrington sent a minute to the Prime
Minister and other members of the Defence Committee seeking aereement

to a policy towards the F lkland Islands. The minute set out three
options : ' Fortress Falklands ; protracted negotiations with no concession on
sovereignty; ausuosuiNkiegotiationi on sovereignty! Lord Carrington
recommend d the l'ArriThon on the ground that it was in the i *sh
interest and that orriffir anders t emse v o r to find a wa • forward
t _roug nigo• a io . e suggeste t at the solution est itted to meet
tli`e-vernment's objectives and the wishes of the Islanders would be
leaseback, which might be acceptable to the Islanders on the right terms.
rciriMed negotiations would make an unpredictable and possibly violent
Argentine reaction less likely. There would, however, be difficulties in
carrying out this policy and, if negotiations developed positively, it would
be necessary to ensure that it had the support of the Islanders and of
Parliament. Lord Carrington asked for agreement to this policy before
his meeting the following week in New York with the Argentine Foreign
Minister, Bga.Iier Pastor, at which=roped to suggest the resumption
of negotiatiTh771-ar in the year. After discussion with Lord Carrington,
and later with Mr. Ridley, the Prime Minister concluded that a decision
of principle on the Government's approach to the problem could not be
rushed but should be discussed at an early meeting of the Defence
Committee.

At the meeting with Lord Carrington in New York Brigadier
Pastor proposed a programme of work involving weekly contact between
Ambassadors, twice yearly meetin s of 'unior Ministers and an annual
me7i=t the two i ms ers. riga ier astor said he recognised
that t e s an s were a one way down in British priorities, but they were
at the top of the list for Argentina. Lord Carrington replied that he hoped
the difficulties were not insoluble, but that he was not yet in a position
to put forward a solution while other pressing foreign policy problems
remained outstanding.

On 12 October 1979 Lord Carrington circulated a memorandum
to the Prime Minister and other members of the Defence Committee with
a view to discussion by the Committee at a meeting the following week.
The paper restated the options set out in Lord Carrington's minute of
20 September. It pointed out that the ' Fortress Falklands option and
the option of continuing talks but withourrnakin '-`a v -e ions on
sovereignjy oth carrie a serious threat of invasion. One of the annexes
to t e memoran um was a wer on e rgentine political and-1-"--milit4ry
threat which assessed that, if Argentina concluded th7ri-lie-re Its...Tall.
pros ect of real progress towards a negotiated transfer of sovereignty,
there would ba  high risk of its resor na e orce u measures
including direct military actidn. It pointe out t at Nzentina a t e
capa i i o capture e s an s. Lord Carrington recommentretramt talks
with Argentina s ou e resumed at Ministerial level to explore, without

1

commitment and without seeking to rush matters, political and economic
solutions.

The Prime Minister decided, however, that discussion of the
Falkland Islands by the Defence Committee should be postponed until
after the Rhodesian issue had been settled. In November 1979 Mr. Ridley
declined an tion from the Argentine Government for a further informal
exchange of views.

20 21
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Assessmencof Argentine threat

In November 1979 the Joint Intelligence Committee reassessed the
Araentine thre"777117-Mlklands. It reviewed developments since the last
assessment (in November 1977), since when, as it judged, the Argentine
military threat had been diminished by the British Government's decision
to negotiate and by Argentina's preoccupation with higher priorities in
foreign affairs, notably its dispute with Chile over the Beagle Channel, and
with changes in the Argentine Government. It considered, however, that
there was no diminution in Argentina's determination to extend its
sovereignty to the area of the Falklands, and that the ov riding considera-
tion for the Argentine Government remained their erception o t e British
Government's willin ness to ne otiate about an even ua y to transfer,
sovereianty conclu ed that, w ile the Argentine overnment would
prefer to achieve their sovereignty objectives by peaceful means, if negotia-
tions broke down or if for some other reason the Argentine Government
calculated that the British Government were not prepared to negotiate
seriously on sovereignty, there would be a hi h risk of their resor i g
quickl to more forceful measures British interests; and that in
suc circumstances  irect mi itary action against British shipping_or agains
the Falkland Islands cotild not be discounted, although the- risk of such
action would not be ai as hitherto "I,‘_ Illwaes~

Exploratory talks

On 24 January 1980 Lord Carrington sent a minute to the Prime
Minister and Other members of the Defence Committee in preparation for
a meeting the following week. He advised that exploratory talks with the
Argentine Government should be started soon since to continue to stall
could be risky. The Defence Committee considered Lord Carrington's
memorandum of 12 October 1979 on 29 January 1980. The Committee
agreed that it was undesirable that talks should be resumed on the basis
of the terms of ref7717777inounced by the previous Government in April
1977 (see paragraph 60). It invited Lord Carrington to seek vajgen
con rmation from the Falkland Islands Council that it was its wish that
talks wit the Argentine Government should be resumed; annn7rb. pose
new terms of them. The agreenrrr7r the Falkland Island
Counci ors was obtained, and it was announced in the House of Commons
on 15 April 1980(')Mrta1ks would take place later that month in New York.

The first round of talks was held in New York in A ril 1980.
The British delegation, which was led by Mr. Ridley, included an s and
Councillor. The talks were exploratory and, although the Argentine
delegation restated the Argentine position on sovereignty, it was agreed
that the fundamental difference of opinion on this matter should not inhibit
further discussion of the possibility of co-operation in the development
and conservation of the resources of the South-West Atlantic.

Leaseback

In July 1980 the Defence Committee reviewed the position in
the light of these discussions, on the basis of a further memorandum by
Lord Carrington. It agreed to attempt to reach a solution of the dispute
on the basis of a leaseback arrangement. At a further meeting on

()Official Report, House of Commons, 15 April 1980, Written Answers, Col. 589.
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7 November the Committee agreed that Mr. Ridley should visit the Islands
to discover the level of support there for such an arrangement.

lir. Ridley's second visit to the Islands

Mr. Ridley visited the Falkland Islands again from 22 to 29
November 1980. While in Buenos Aires on his way to the Islands he called
on Comodoro Cavandoli. In the Islands Mr. Ridley had a full programme
of public and private meetings, at which he put forward several possible
future policies, including leaseback. On leaseback Islander opinion appeared
to be divided, with a substantial minority opposed to it and the majority
undecided.

Parliamentary reaction

On his return Mr. Ridley made a statement in the House of
Commons on 2 December. It referred to leaseback as one of the possible
bases for seeking a negotiated settlement tharnneen discussed. Although
the statement included an assurance that an eventual settleme would
have to be endorsed b s anders, and by Parliament, it received a
very hostile recfl1 from all sides of the House.° Ministers considered
the views o t e Islanders and the reaction of Parliament at a meeting of the
Defence Committee on 3 December 1980, and in Cabinet the following day.
The Cabinet noted that this was a highly emotive issue for Parliamentary and
public opinion in Britain, where the Islanders' hostility to Mr. Ridley's
approach seemed to have been exaggerated : it would be tragic if the Islands'
chances of escapina from economic blight were to be diminished by the
attitude of their champions at Westminster.

Islander reaction

On 6 January 1981 the Falkland Islands Joint Councils passed a
motion in the followina terms :

" While this House does not like any of the ideas put forward by
Mr. Ridley for a possible settlement of the sovereianty dispute with
Argentina, it agrees that Her Majesty's Government should hold further
talks with the Argentines at which this House should be represented
and at which the British delegation should seek an agreement o freeze
thrrsFite over sovereignty for a specified period of time."

Opening of formal negotiations

The Defence Committee reviewed the position on 29 January 1981
on the basis orrrernorandum by Lord Carrington. He judged that, in
withholding support for leaseback, the Island Councils' response was less than
had been hoped for; but they had given a mandate for future talks, althoueh
the idea of a freeze of the dispute was unlikely to be acceptable to the
Araentines. In his view1the aim should be to keep negotiations going; and,
while applying no pressure, to let the Islanders come to see the need to
explore a realistic settlement based on leaseback./Lord Carrinaton recom-
mended that the Government should agree to early talks, for which Araentina
was pressina. before the chanae of governmennn`rin Marchi The Defence
Committee endorsed Lord Carrington's recommen ens.

el The text of Mr. Ridley's statement and the subsequent exchanges is reproduced
in Annex F.
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Talks were held in New York in Febru 198 • Mr. Ridley led
the British side, which included two Falkland Islands Councillors. Mr. Ridley
propo=a ' freeze ' of the dispute:Which was -Feinted outright by the
Argentine sidr"."

On 13 March 1981 Lord Carrington sent a minute to the Prime
Minister and other members of the Defence Committee reporting the outcome
of these talks. He said that, although the Argentines had rejected the
' freeze ' proposal, the talks had been helpful education for both the
Islanders attending them and the Argentines, and had narrowed the issues.

ILord Carrington saw little point in further talks until the Islanders had

cleared their own minds. He considered that, if in the end the Islanders

tdecided that they would prefer the  status quo,  it would be necessary toprepare for the possibility of a deterioration of relations with Argentina,
which mieht involve supplyine the Islands, if Argentina withdrew its services,
and perhaps defending them against physical harassment.

Following a press conference given by the Falkland Island
Councillors on their return home from the talks in New York, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office officials advised Mr. Ridley on 26 March 1981 that
there were grounds for cautious optimism about eventually being given a

andate to develop negotiations, but expressed concern that the timetable :
envisage y s a ci lors for reaching a decision would be unaccept-
able to Araentina. It was unlikely that the Councillors would begin to
consider the issues until their elections in the autumIt at the earliest. At the
begMning of i.l.V.12y_ J281 the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires wrote to
the Foreien an-FrTamonwealth Office strongly urging at least one. further
round of talks durine the year, includina discussion of sojeenty, in order
to—rv7ITT".deterioration of relations with Argentina. The Foreign and
Commonwealth Oifice replied that they were under no illusions about the
limits of Areentine patience or the risk of serious confrontation if the
British Go\ ernment appeared unwilling or unable to continue substantive

	

I negotiations on soy. ereignty. However, substantiv e
. .

approval of the Islanders ran up a ainst the overnment's ublic commitme t
to e princip e t at e wis es o te s an ers were paramount, on which
Parliament tad strona _.. _  o  exe pressure. as might
be expecte , it wou e necessary to deal with the situation as it arose, but
a ways with the roviso that Islander wishes were aramount. It was
deemed o sen a senior official ( r. . -. r , ssistant Under-Secretary
of State concerned) to visit the Falkland Islands. in order to encouraae an
early decision, and to visit Argentina to reassure the Argentine Government
of the British Government's wish to make progress towards a solution and
to seek to persuade them not to force the pace.

Argentine views

One indication of Argentine impatience at lack of progress in the
talks was a speech made on 29 May 1981 (Army Day in Argentina) by

f eneral Galtieri. then the Army Commander-in-Chief, in which he said :

" Neither are we prepared to allow those who are discussing with
us the return of island territories that are Argentine by historical
inheritance and legal rieht to interfere in the slightest way with the
search for and exploitation of the wealth of our continental shelf.
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" Nobody can or will be able to say that we have not been extremely
calm and patient in our handling of international problems, which in no
way stem from any appetite for territory on our part. However, after a
century and a half they [these problems] are becoming more and mor
unbearable."

On 15 June 1981 Mr. Ridley had a general discussion of the
Falklands issue in Paris with the new Argentine Deputy Foreign Minister,
Sr. Ros. The Argentines appeared to be reconciled to awaiting the results
of the Falkland Islands Council elections, but were concerned that the
results might foreclose the options; they feared that the generally negative
and critical attitude of the Islanders towards Argentine efforts to improve
relations by providing air and fuel services might cause domestic opinion in
Argentina to conclude that there was no value in positive gestures or even in
continuing negotiations.

Mr. Ridley's office meeting on 30 June 1981

On 30 June 1981 a major review of policy was undertaken in the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office at a meeting chaired by Mr. Ridley,
which was attended by, among others, Sir Michael Palliser, the Permanent
Under-Secretary of State; Mr. D. M. Day, the Deputy Under-Secretary of
State concerned; Mr. A. J. Williams, H.M. Ambassador in Buenos Aires;
Mr. R. M. Hunt (as he then was). the Governor of the Falkland Islands;
Mr. J. B. Ure, the Superintending Assistant Under-Secretary of State for
the South America Department; and Mr. P. R. Fearn, the Head of the
South America Department. The meeting had before it a paper prepared
by Mr. lire following his visit to Argentina and the Falkland Islands earlier
in the month. In the paper Mr. Ure said that he had " found Argentine
Foreign Affairs Ministers and orriar reasonably relaxed about proaress or
lack of progress—on the Falklands negotiations and well-dispoSed towards
thrra—rse ack idea ". They had warned, however, that the military leaders
were " less patient and might require a more ' forward ' policy at any
time ". In the Islands Mr. Ure had formed the imp7Mon that opinion had
not 1,2grclened_inteyocably against leaseback; but he judged that, in order to
secure agreement to it, much more would need to be done to educate
Islander and United Kinedom opinion about the danger of inaction atiMre
safeguards on which the Government would insist in any leaseback
arrangements. He suggested a number of measures to assist a campaign of
public education, including assurances to the Islanders on access to the
United Kingdom. a resettlement sCheme for those dissatisfied with any
aiTangenidiitS i'-eached, further land distribution schemes, and the initiation
of more productive economic schemes for the Islands. He recommended
that, if such an approach were considered unacceptable, consideration should
be given to preparing fuller continaency plans for ths. Jsfepce and
development of the Islands.

In preparation for the meeting the British Ambassador in Buenos
Aires had also set out his views, in a telegram on 10 June 1981. He said
that ground had been lost since February both because it was las possible to
depend on continued Argentine patience and understanding and because
Tslarider opinion of the realities of the situation had been allowed to slide
back. Tf the only practicable outcome was some forirriir negotiated
leaseback. it was apparent that acceptance of that conclusion would not
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come of itself in the Islands, in Parliament or even in the whole of
Government. The Ambassador recommended that the forthcoming meeting
should concentrate on the possibility of a " sales campaign ", perhaps mainly
by bringing home to British o inion the otehrial co'st of any alternative.
He warned that the risk of Areentma's using Biji::Ala--„as a scapekVaTICifits
domestic troubles could well be much more tifreatening by the end of the
year. If the Government sponsored more visibl7re idea that a negotiated
settlement must be envisaged and achieved, it would help to reduce the
risk of Argentina's concluding that the Government were simply bamboozling
them without any basic intention of reaching a mutually acceptable settlement.

At the meeting on 30 June the situation in Argentina and ...,in the
Islands was also discussed in detail. The Governor gave the view from the
Islands. He said that the Islanders wished to have 12.21itawhatsoever to
d with the Areentin s; they did not believe that ataterms which could
be agreed or a leaseback settlement could ever picTirilie—them with the
guarantees that theTryanted.

The conclusions reached by the meeting were that the immediate
aim should be to play  for time with Argentina; that the new Falkland
Islands Legislative Council:Viten elected, should be persuaded to allow
talks to continue; that a paper for the Defence Committee should be
prepecommending a major public ecf=r1-717aign; and that
up-to-date contingency papers, both civil and military, should be prepared
as annexes to it.

r."-•
Intelligence assessment

On 9 July 1981 the Joinr Intelligence Committee circulated a new—,..
assessment of tne likelthood of Argentina's resorting over the next few
months to forcible action in the Falkland Islands dispute. It reviewed
developments since the last assessment in 1979, including the progress of
talks held with Aroentina in that period, political and econ-777rarmar.
ments in . reentina. the progress of its sovereignty dispute with Chile about
islands in the Beagle Channel and its improving relations with the
United States and Brazil. 'Me assessment reviewed the options open to the
Argentine Government if they decided to resoit to ar3e7—measuresin
the dispute./ It took the view that it waslikely 'that iirTre first instance
Argentina would adopt diplomatic and economic measures.The latter
could include the disruption -Orair and sea communications, of food and oil
supplies and of the provision of medical treatment. There was also a
distinct possibility that Argentina might occupy one of the uninhabited
De.EL_Klencies, following up its action in 1976 in establishing a presence
on 757.thern Thule; and a risk that it might establish a military presence in
the Falkland Islands themselves, remote from Port Statile-y.7 in the
Committee's viewl7rassment or arrest of British shipping would not be a
likely option unless the Argentine Government felt themselves severely
provoked.

As in 1979, the assessment noted that there was no sien of diminution
in Argentina'rrrermination eventually to extend its sovereignty over the

tFalkland Islands area, but that it would prefer to achieve this objective by

peaceful means and would turn to forcible action only as a last resort.% As
before, it judited that the overriding consideratio e rgentina's
perception of the Government's willingness to negotiate genuinely about, 


and eventually to transfer, sovereignty. It recorded evidence of impatience
in Argentina at the absence of progress in negotiations and at the attitude
of the Islanders. Earlier in the year Argentina had reduced the scheduled
flights to the Islands and delayed a supply ship. These actions were seen as
evi e t at in any eSea áf6iiof the dispute such measures would be likely
to come first. It was thought, however, that relatileLsmall-scale ,military
action could not be ruled out.t The final paragraph of the assessment stated
that, if Ar entma concluded that there was,m_hopecif a zaceful transfer
of sovereignty, t ere wou e a ig risk of its resorting to more forcible
measures against British interesTrriniat it mightact sw.....,1_4„ftandwithout...
warning. In such circumstances militar action a ainst British_shi ing_or
rfriTrscale imrasion or the Falkland Is ands cou not e discounted.

Mr. Ridley's report to Lord Carrington

On)..9.14y. Mr. Ridley sent a minute to Lord Carrington. He
recorded the agreement of his meeting on 30 June that there was no
alternative to the leaseback idea which stood any chance of solving the
dispute, while noting that the prospects for negotiating a sovereignty solution
with Islander agreement had receded in recent months. The forthcoming
general elections in the Islands seemed certain to lead to a new Legislative
Council oppi4glito substantive sovereignty talks with Argentina. While it
might be p e to manage one more round of talks without specific
sovereignty proposals on the table, it must be expected that Argentine
patience would then run out. Mr. Ridley warned that, if Argentina
concluded, possibly by_e_a±122, that the Government were zni2431e or
unwilling to neate se—r-i7i71T7etaliatory, action must be expected : m the
67r-instance through the withillawa o corn u , el and other
facilities which it provided; in the longer run through some form of military
action. Mr. Ridley then examined the options available. He dismissed
that of simply playing for time, except in the very short term, and suggested
that there were tize possible courses of action: to open negotiations on
leaseback with or without Islander concurrence or participation, but with
the outcome remaining conditional on the agreement of the Islanders and of
Parliament; to embark on a public education campaign to educate Islander
and British public opinion about the facts of the situation, the consequences
of a failure to negotiate and the corresponding advantages of a sovereignty

,4 solution; or to let Areentina conclude that the Government would not
\- discuss sovereignty, an to set in hand contin encv action o ea with the

consequences. Mr. Ridley advised against t  e  rst o t ese on the ground
\ that 71r5Thd breach the long held policy of acting only in accordance with

the Islanders' wishes; and the third on the ground that it would be difficult
and very costl to sustain the Islands and could lead to a military confronta-
tion with Tfgentina. e recommen e adopting t e second option, despite
the public criticism that it was likely to attract, and suggested that the
matter should be discussed in the Defence Committee in September.

Formal expression of Argentine views

On 27 July 1981 a note was delivered to the British Ambassador
in Buenos An=r----pin the Argentine Foreign Minister, Dr. Carnilion,
expressing the Argentine Government's serious concern at the lack ol
progress at the last round of talks in February 1981. It referred to the fact
that ten years had passed since the Communications Agreements and stated

f-.
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that in the Argentine Government's view it was not possible:

to postpone further a profound and serious discussion of the

complex essential constituents of the negotiations—sovereignty and

economic co-operation—in a simultaneous and global fashion with the

express intention of achieving concrete results shortly. A resolute

impetus must therefore be given to the negotiations. The next round

of negotiations cannot be another mere exploratory exercise, but must

mark the beginning of a decisive stage towards the definitive termination

of the dispute."

The Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a simultaneous

communiqué  referring to the note, rehearsing Argentina's claim and stating

thar—tre Argentine Gover=nt considered that " the acceleration of

negotiations on the Malvinas, with resolution and with clear objectives

in view, had become an unpostponable priority for its foreign policy ".

The  communiqué  expressed the Argentine liovernment's determination to

continue the negotiations ** in an eminently realistic spirit and with the

full certainty that there are rational and attainable solutions "; and concluded,

" there is a national awareness of the problem, which on the one hand

allows for negotiation and which on the other believes that it is not possible

to defer this question which affects territorial integrity and national dignity ".

Lord Carrington's decision

On 7 September 1981 Lord Carrington discussed the position with

the Lord Prigwry' Seal (Sir rff Gilmour), Mr. Ridley and officials. A draft

Defence Committee paper was prepared for consideration at the meeting.

It rew at en ioe increasing urgency of finding a solution to the

dispute and set out the options in similar terms to Mr. Ridley's minute to

Lord Carrington, recommending, as he had, a much more public and

active campaign to educate Islander and British public opinion.

Lord Carrington did not accept this course of action. As, in

accordance with normal Forerlird Commonwearr "Mce practice, no

minutes of the meeting were taken, the reasons for his decision were not

recorded at the time. But Lord Carrington told us that, in his view, such a

cungaign would not have been agreed to by his colleagues and would have

been counter-productive. In a personal letter to the British Ambassador in

Buenos Aires on 23 September, Mr. Fearn, the Head of the South America

Department, explained that Ministers had decided that " the domestic political

constraints must at this stage continue to prevent us from taking any steps

which might be interpreted either as putting pressure on the Islanders or as

overruling their wishes. Specifically that meant that an education campaign

in the Islands and the United Kingdom has, at least for the present, been

ruled out ". In oral evidence Sir Michael Palliser, the Permanent Under-

Secretary of State at the time, told us that, according to his recollection, it

was decided that it was not an appropriate time for Ministers to discuss the

matter collectively in the Defence Committee, because of, among other

things, the absence of any immediate danger of hostile Argentine reactions.

But, although he did not seek a meeting, Lord Carrington sent a

minute to the Prime Minister and to other members of the Defence

Committee on 14 September 1981, in advance of discussing the dispute with

Dr. Camilion at the United Nations General Assembly in New York later

that month. In it he referred to the Argentine note and  communiqué,  which
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had been circulated at the United Nations, and expressed his conviction

that leaseback still provided the most likely, and perhaps the only, basis for

an agreed solution of the dispute. He noted, however, that the prospects for

negotiating such a solution with Islander agreement had diminished and,

given the Islanders' views, there was little prospect of doing more than

keeping some sort of negotiation with Argentina going. Putting pressure

on the Islanders to take any decisions against their will could only be

counter-productive. Lord Carrington proposed to tell Dr. Camilion that the

British Government wanted to end the dispute, but that  they could act  

only in accordance with the wishes of the Islanders, and to invite the

r entine Government to ut forward constructive ro osals of their own.

He recognised. however, that this would be unwelcome to the gentme

Government and that, if they concluded that the British Government were

unable or unwilling to negotiate seriously, they might see little purpose in

trying to maintain a dialogue. This could lead to t e wi rawa o the

Islam.1iL.kervice and a significant part of their fuel supply. The risk of

ultimately becomin involved in a military confrontation with Ar entina

could not be discounte . or arring on exp ame t at contingency studies

we=e7ig undertaken bi officials (see paragraphs 108  et seq),  but that it

was clear that supplying and defending the IslandsTriCd be both difficult

and costly. awaits*

Lord Carrington's meeting with Dr. Camilion in New York

101 On 22 September 1981 Dr. Camilion addressed the United Nations

General Assembly. He referred to the " present illegal occupation " of the

Islands and expressed his Government's hope that they would be " able to

report in due course to the General Assembly that this series of negotiations

concerning the Malvinas, South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands, which

we hope will begin soon, was the last one ".
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Lord Carrington met Dr. Camilion the following day. The relevant

te;le.a.a.m reliated that he had told him that the British Government wanted

negotiationut, although they would continue to do their best to persuade

then-sTariders of the benefits of an accommodation, they could not seek to

coerce them. Lord Carrington suggested that it wourable if

Argentina put forward proposals when talks resumed. Dr. Camilion

emphasised t at t e ey question was Mrcirs"Mereignty. which had to be

negotiated between the United Kingdom and Argelifin. The Islanders could

not be allowed to veto the resumption of negotiations.

Argentine press comment after the meetia based on a press

conference that Dr. Camilion gave, presented the talks as a most significant

development in the Falklands negotiations, with Britain agreeing for the

first time with Argentina that the present status of the Islands could not be

maintained. Dr. Camilion was reported as having emerged visibly satisfied

from the talks. He was quoted in the Argentine press as saying that " Lord

Carrington advanced to the point of saying that the present  status quo  is

difficult to sustain today ".

The views of the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires

When he was informed of Lord Carrington's decision not to pursue

a public education campahm, the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires

3145006E*2
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protested strongly in a letter to Mr. Fearn on 2 October 1981. He said that,
as he understood it, the decision was to have no strategy at all be ond a
general Micawberism. It had to be recognised tha e ungui e wis es of
the Falkland islanders ' were very, very unlikely in any foreseeable future to
provide even a grudging acceptance of sovereignty transfer in any form ".
There was a clear risk that the Argentines would conclude that talking was a
waste of time. The Ambassador said that " talks-tor ine sake or talking
were something the Argentines conceded to the British and not  vice versa;
and he was dubious about their being ready to concede them any longer. If
it was no longer possible to negotiate meaningfully about sovereignty, it
would be better to tell the Argentines frankly and face the consequences.

Dr. Comilion's view of negotiations

Dr. Camilion discussed his ideas for negotiations with the British
Ambassador in Buenos Aires at some length on 14 October 1981. He said
that, for serious and constructive negotiations, it was necessary to tackle all
the component parts of what was a complex issue. There would be a need to
establish a methodology and draw up a catalogue of the subjects to be
covered, and th irrlo examine them piecemeal, even if the final settlement had
to be concluded globally. Dr. Camilion recognised that meaningful
negotiations would have to be Ion and difficult. These remarks were
we come in e oreign an ommonwealth Office as indicating Argentine
acceptance that no early solution was obtainable and reluctance on their part
to move to confrontation. While it was recognised that there was no

eakeiMiri the Argentine Government's ultimate and overriding objective
of securing a transfer of sovereignty, their position as stated by Dr. Camilion
was seen as offering scope for a protracted dialogue.

Falkland Islands Elections

The elections to the Falkland Islands Legislative Council were
completed on 14 October 1981 and, as expected, reflected a hardening of
Islanders' attitudes again_j_t_nagatia.t.inu.spn sovereignty. The new Legislative
Council agreed, however, to the need to keep a dialogue going, provided that
sovereignty was not on the agenda. It supported a proposal to send
representatives to further talks tina, which were originally
arran ed to be eld in Geneva on  17  and 18 December 1981. Because of
the c ange o overnment in uenos ires rgentina asked for the talks to
be postponed until January 1982; they were then further postponed until
the end of February because of Mr. Luce'sC) other commitments, in
particular in connection with the Canada Bill.

On 2 December 1981 Lord Carrington sent a further minute to the
Prime Minister and other members of the Defence ommittee. referring to
r7;777ting with Dr. Camilion and the outcome of the Falkland Islands
elections. He noted that Argentine and Islander attitudes left little room
for manoeuvre at the next round of negotiations, and that it would be left
to the Argentine side to make the running. Lord Carrington said that he
could not be optimistic on the outco c of the talks, but there was some
hope th"Ttey would not end in a complete stalemate. The Argentines were
likely to press for parallel working groups on nomic co-operation and on
so,einty, and in this event the aim would be1777eic to persuade the

(I) Mr. Luce had succeeded Mr. Ridley as Minister of State in September 1981.
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Island Councillors to agree that the establishment of the latter group would
not in surrender of their rights. Lord Carringso rred to
the possible need to provi e a erna ve services, based on sea rather than
air communication, at an initial cost of about £6 million, if Argentina
withdrew its services.

Contingency planning and HMS Endurance

Civil contingency plans

Early in 19.1Jhe Foreign and Commonwealth Office, which was
responsible or initiating civil contingency plans for the Islands, had begun to
look at what could be done in the event of Argentina's withdrawing
the services it provided. In May 1981 Foreign and Commonwealth Office
officials consulted the Overseas Development Administration about the
possibility of extending the runway at Port Stanley to accommodate long
haul 'ets; the provision o a ernative sea communications; and the co7TOT—
prow m better medical facilities.--m-T7il Aviation Authority provided
estimates of t e cos o extending the runway to different lengths. The
Department of Trade was consulted about the feasirr:=Mous forms of
sea service. The outcome of these consultations was a note by officials
prepared in September 1981 as an annex to the draft a er for Defence
Committee, whicr777 considered at Lord Carrington's meeting on
7 rertember (see paragraph 98). The note concluded that an alternative air
service was likely to be  impracticable. The only country from which such
a service could be provided without extension of the runway at Port Stanley
was Chile. It would need to be extended to 7,000 feet to accommodate
aircraft from Crugua or Brazil. at an estimatecT77 of about £11 million
at 19_81srices. It was unlirely, however. that South Americaris
woucif—bF prepared to allow the provision of alternative air services, in
which case the runway would need to be extended to 10,000-12.000 feet to
accommodate long haul aircraft from South Africa at a cost ot about £16
million. A far more uld also be required. r7-n
therithere would be difficulties, as Argentina could refuse to allow Argentine
airfields to be designated as alternatives to Port Stanley if an aircraft needed
to divert. It was likely. therefore, to be possible to prov ide only a sea
service. The cost of a charter would be of the order of about £8.000 1777
Co=deration was also given to the need to prepare alternative means of
providing the Islands with fuel and of transporting freight and to the effects
of Argentina's withdrawing=educational facilities and emergency medical
service.

Military contingency planning

Earlier in the year the Foreign and Commonwealth Office had
also asked the Ministry of Defence u date the assessment re ared
in 19777ee paragraph 64) of what could e one to counter mi itarv action
brirgentina. Some Manation of nomenclature is required here. The
former Chief of the Defence Staff (Lord Lewin) explained to us that in
military terminology ' contingency planning ' has a precise meaning. It is
a form of planning that ea o e reparation of a Joint Theatre Plan.
A Joint Thea.7 Plan is a detaile an o a spec!  e  con i
usua y one requiring air rein orcemen . is prepare on t c instructions
of the Chiefs of Staff and is regularly reviewed and updated. 'Me -77ers
prepared71-7=17mes by the Ministry of Defence at the request of the
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1 Foreian and Commonwealth Office were not contingency plans in this sense
IS71;nuch broader appreciation of the action a wou e necess ' to

counter various orms o mil ary action y rgentma. They did, however,
incorporate a concept o operations ', on which military action could be
based.
.........,

110. At a meeting between Ministry of Defence and Foreign and
Commonwealth Office officials on 1 May 1981 it v*-‘77-s-Tkreed that what was
required was a - short politico-military assessment of the United Kingdom's
ability to respond militarily to a range of possible Argentine actions, the
implications of responinrg in a particular way and the chances of success,
with some indication of the possible cost ". (It was also agreed that plans
for the evacuation of the Island population in the event of an emergency
should not be prepared.) It was envisaged that the paper would form an

...10

annex to a paper for the Defence Committee. On completion the paper was
formally approved by the Chiefs of Staff on 14 September 1981.

......6.1  0
14 r‘ei'.s 's paper, which was ,s.imilar in s.;az to that prepared in 1977,
nuned the military options identified by the July 1981 Joint Intergeice

Committee assessment as open to Argentina and possible responses to them.
It noted that Argentina had some of the most efficient armed forces in
South America, and gave a brief account of i s nava an air capa 11 _,. It
aTsTr1177rattention to Britain's very limited mary capaEnitly in the area,
consisting of only the garrison of 42 lightly armed Royal Marines on the
Islands, the part-time Falkland Islands' defence force, and  HMS Endurance,

which was due to be withdrawn in March 1982. The paper explained that
the length of the runway at Port Stanley, the lack of diversion airfields, the
limited airfield Mcrties and the adverse and unpredictable weather
conditions precluded air reinforcement on any significant scale. A British
military response would therefore have to be primarily a naval one.

Passage time was of the order of 20 days for surface ships, and additional
time would be required to asseml=nd prepare sea reinforcements, which
could involve significant pen71177to other f-FIET5.ry commitnints.

The paper then examined possible responses to various forms of
Argentine action : harassment or arrest of British shipping; military occupa-
tion of one or more of the uninhabited islands; arrest of the British

V. Antarctic Survey team on South Georgia: a small-scale military operation
ven against the Islands; and full-scale military invasion of the Islands. On the

t, 4  last option the paper judged that, to deter a full-scale invasion, a large

vrIlr. balanced force would be required, comprising an Invincible class carrier
is w ith four destroyers or frigates, plus possibly a nuclear-powered submarine,

1 supply ships in attendance and additional manpower up to brigade strength,
to reinforce the garrison. Such a deployment would be very expensive
and would engage a significant portion of the country's naval resources.
The w a dan that its des a reci itate the very action
it w asiate,jWc.clto deter. If then faced with Argentine occupation of the

Falkland Islands on arrival, there could be no certainty that such a force
could retake them. The paper concluded that to deal with a full-scale
invasion would require naval and land forces with organic air support on
a very substantial scale, and that the logistic problems of such an operation
would be formidable.

In the period that the Chiefs of Staff paper was being prepared
there was some anxiety in the Ministry of Defence (Navy Department)
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about the lack of detailed contingency plans for the protection of the
Falkland IsTas -themse yes an o t e oyal Marine platoon there. The
United- Kingdom CoiTIMfilders-m-Chie 's Committee ave further considera-
tion to the matter in Februar 1982, when the Ass7iTarTE7TI the

e ce perations) reported that, pending consideration of the
Chiefs of Staff paper by the Defence Committee, there was no enthusiasm
in the Ministry of Defence for detailed contin ency lanning. Since these
discussions a e p arming level were not came o e point of considera-
tion by the Chiefs of Staff at that stage, we do not regard them as
significant for our review, particularly in the light of the evidence given
to us by the former Chief of Defence Staff, to which we referred in
paragraph 109.

HMS Endurance

One consequence of the 1981 Defence Review was the decision
to withdraw  HMS Endurance  at the end of her 1981-82 deployment. Lord
Carrington wrote to the Secretary of State for Defence, Mr. Nott, on 5 June
1981 on several aspects of the defence programme, including the witlirn'al
of  HMS Endurance.  He pressed for her retention on the ground that, until
the dispute with Argentina was settled, it was important to maintain the
British Government's normal presence in the area at the current level; any
reduction would be interpreted 'by both the Islanders and Argentina as a
reduction in Britain's commitment to the Islands and in its willingness to
defend them. Lord Carrington also pointed out that the hydrographic
survey tascs  HMS Endurance  undertook and the operation of her helicopters
over a wide area of the British Antarctic Territory were an important
aspect of the maintenance of the British claim to sovereignty. Although
HMS Endurance  was nearing the end of her normal working life, it was
essential that she should be replaced by a v,.sel of similar type for
Antarctic work. This approach was followed up by a meeting of officials
on 10 June 1981, following which Foreign and Commonwealth Office
officin judged that there was no prospect of the decision being reversed,
and so reported to Mr. Ridley. The decision to withdraw  HMS-E777rance
was confirmed in Parliament on 30 June 1981.0

When they were informed of the decision, the Falkland Islands
Councils held a joint meeting on 26 June 1981, following which they sent
a message to Lord Carrington in the following terms :

The people of the Falkland Islands deplore in the strongest terms

the decision to withdraw  HMS Endurance  from service. They express
extreme concern that Britain appears to be abandoning its defence of
British interests in the South Atlantic and Aritarctic at a time when
other powers are strengthening their position in these areas. They
feel that such a withdrawal will further weaken British soverei2nty in
this area in the  eyes  not only of Islanders but of the world. They
urge that all possible endeavours be made to secure a reversal of this

decision ".

In July 1981 the British Embassy in Buenos Aires reported, in
a letter to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office at official level, that
several Argentine newspapers had carried prominently versions of a report

(1) Official Report, House of Lords, 30 June 1981, Col. 185.
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of an article in  The Daily Telegraph  on the subject. The letter reported
that all the newspaper articles highlighted the theme that Britain was

abandoning the protection of the Falkland Islands ". An intelligence
report in September 1981 quoted an Argentine diplomatic view that the
withdrawal of  HMS Endurance  had been construed by the Argentines as
a deliberate political gesture; they did not see it as an inevitable economy
in Britain's defence budget since the implications for the Islands and for
Britain's position in the South Atlantic were fundamental.

Lord Carrington wrote again to Mr. Nott on 22 January 1982
referring to the protests that the news of  HMS Enduranc"7771Trawal
had aroused. He referred to an Early Day Motion in the House of
Commons that had been signed by over 150 MPs, and to a debate in the
House of Lords on 16 December 1981 that had centred on the decision.°
Lord Carrington said that the decision was beingintszneted as a stage
in a deliberate British policy of reducing support for the Falkland Islands;
and as demonstrating a lack of commitment to Britain's sovereignty, and
to the related economic potential, in Antarctica. He suggested a discussion
of the matter. Tiritibtt replied on 3 February 1982 declining to reverse
the decision. He argued that the Government were on reasonable grounds
as regards their commitments in the Falklands as they would be keeping
the Royal Marine garrison there at its present strength. aaal Naval shins

(7-- would continue to visit eriodically, though less freqt7Fit y than  HMS
Endurance.  In answer to a question in the House of Commons on 9 February
1982 about the future of  HMS Endurance()  the Prime Minister said that
the decision to withdraw her had been very difficult and that, in view of
the competing claims on the defence budget and the defence capability of
HMS Endurance,  the Secretary of State for Defence had decided that other
claims on the budget should have greater priority.

Lord Carrington wrote to Mr. Nott again on 17 February 1982
expressing his continued concern at the strength of public and Parliamentary
opposition to  HMS Endurance's  withdrawal and at the consequence for the
Government's position on the Falklands. He said that he did not wish to
rule out an approach to the Defence Committee for additional finance, but
suggested that it would be better to wait until the outcome or me talks in
New York on 26 and 27 February 1982, when Argentine intentions and the
defence implic-a.77s wMbe clearer.

Events leading up to the New York talks

General Galtieri's accession

General Galtieri succeeded President Viola as President of
Argentina on 22 December 1981. He was in a stron er osition than his
predecessors since he also retained his position as Comman er-in- le of
the Army, which he was due to hold until the end of 1982. It is also
significant, in view of the traditional inter-service rivalry in Argentina, that
he is said to have been a personal friend of Admiral Anava, the Commander-
in-Chief of the Navy. The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires reported
at the time that the Argentine Navy, traditionally the hardest of the services
on the Falklands issue, was playing a decisive role in the change of
Government. which it was likely to maintain in the new Junta.

(i) Official Report. House of Lords, 16 December 1981. Cols. 209 -237.
(2 ) Official Report, House of Commons, 9 February 1982, Col. 856.

120. General Galtieri took office at a time of improving relations with
the United States. 1981 had been marked by a numlzr7r7Fievel visits
between the United States and Argentina. President Reagan's personal
emissary, General Vernon Walters, had visited Argentina in February and
September; the United -Slates Army Commander-in-Chief, General Meyer,
in April and the United States Ambassador to the United Nations,
Mrs. Kirkpatrick, in August. General Viola had visited the United States
in March and General Galtieri had himself aid two visit there, in August
at the invitation of General Meyer, and in Oct° er or the inter-American
Conference of Army Comm—Mrs-in-Chief.

121. In the new Government Dr. Nicanor Costa Mendez, who had
previously been Foreign Minister in the Government of President Ongania
from 1966 to 1969 (at the time of ne otiations between the United Kin dom
and Ar entina on t emoran um o Understanding was appointed
Foreign mister m p ace o r. aim ion. e oreign and Commonwealth
Office view of the implications of the new Government for the Falklands
dispute was that the basic Argentine position was unlikely to change, but
a more forceful approach could be expected. In his inau ural speech to
the nation on 23 December 1981 President Galtieri de no mention of

ute, although he had, as note m paragraph 88, made a re erence to
it in strong terms in a speech the previous May.

The situation at the beginning of the year

122. On 1 January 1982 the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires
submitted his Annual Review for 1981. He noted that the Ministers chosen
b the new President were a great improvement on their predecessors.
1 81 had been a difficult year or re ations etween ritam and Argentina,
mainly on account of the Falklands dispute. He said, " we have come
through without a bust-up, but certainly with the Argentines and the
Islanders more on e=ther's nerves than a year ago ". In submitting to
Mr. Ure an r. uce a r reply to the Ambassador, Mr. Fearn observed
that, while they had managed to avoid matters developing into a
confrontation, they would be fortunate to do so for a further year unless
Islanders' attitudes changed. In his reply to the Ambassador on 28 January
1982 Mr. ra--in made the point that, unless the Islanders modified their
attitudes, which was unlikely, it was going to be increasingly difficult to
persuade the Argentines of the virtues of continuing to seek a solution by
negotiation.

123. On 19 January 1982 the Governor of the Falkland Islands
submitted his Annual Review for 1981. He noted that the Islanders'
relations with both Britain and Argentina had deteriorated during the year.
Islander o inion had hardened against leaseback. Their suspicions of the
Government's intentions a een increase by a number of unconnected
matters, including the refusal to grant British citizenship to talland
Islanders in the British Nationality Bill, the announcement of the withdrawal
orT1MS Endurance,  a-7177ancial cuts in the British Antarctic Survey,
especiallylrrthreatened closure of its base at Gi...1.-tIrik=outh Georeia.
A large numberOrAMTri it'Thctions had antagonised th7TTanders. in
particular the reduction at very short noT777111 t  e  frequency of the air
seLyise and the fact that there had been six overfli hts b Ar entine Ai
Force aircraft. The elections had led to a Legislative Council on w ic the
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elected members were unanimously opposed to leaseback. In consequence
the Governor saw no way ahead in future talks, as long as Argentina
continued to insist upon sovereignty first and the British Government
continued to maintain that Islander wishes were paramount. He thought
that, if talks broke down, the first step that Argentina would take would
be to stop the air service, and he discussed various measures that would be
necessary to mee t a contingency and other action o a Rini ar kind that
Argentina might take.

In a detailed analysis of the Review, which he submitted to
Mr. Ure and Mr. Luce, Mr. Fearn observed that in 1981 the leaseback

1

initia= had run into the ground and the Islanders harrrioved to_lan
sup ort of a ' Fortre F lands ' olicy. Leaseback was now `‘ effeT:IiTely
dead "; its demise meant that - we are left with no alternative way to preven't
the dispute moving sooner or later to more open co ron

A formal reply, approved by Mr. Luce, was sent to the Governor
by Mr. Ure on .4....MArch. In it he confirmed the Governor's pessimistic
analysis of the future of the dispute and commented that, given Argentine
and Islander attitudes, " we are now perilousl near the inevitable move
from dialogue to confrontation ". It was explained to us in evidence t at
the wor co ronta ion was not intended to mean primarily military
confrontation,a771 that the purpose of the letter was in part to serveM a
wamg to the Islanders, through the Governor, of the consequences of a
breakdown in ne-gotiations. The reply pointed out that the range of options
open to the Araentines went far wider than a withdrawal of present services.
It had to be recognised that or t e ntis overnment it would be difficult
not only to find the necessaryce but also, in the final anal -sis, to defend
the Islands and the Dependencies in any adequate way. t wou e.-......
necessary to car , fonM the ' ei=""Tannng already undertaken
against a with rawa o services. It was unli e y to be possible to provide
an a erna ive air service. ile the Islanders should be in no doubt of the
strength of the Government's commitment to act onl in accordance with
thil....)- y.ihes, they should be un er no illusion on the di cu ties a ead or
on the limits on their ability to miti ate the consequences. Unless there
was a negotiated settlement, the way forward for the Islanders could only
be downhill.

Further Argentine proposals

On  27 January 1982 the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs
delivered to the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires a communication in
the form of a  bout de papier  setting out at length the Arvntine position on
its claim to sovereignty. It stated that British recognition of Argentine
sovereknty ober the Malvinas, South Georgia and the South Sandwich
Islands remained a  sine qua non  re uirement for the solution of the
dispute. mawever muc ime mig t pass, rgentina would never abandon
itnlaim nor relax its determination. It called for serious and in-depth
negotiations culminating - within a reasonable period of time and without
procrastination " in the recognition of Argentine sovereignty over the
disputed Islands. It pointed out that so far there had been no concrete
proaress and the matter had now reached a point which demands solutions,
without further delays or dilatory arguments ". It drew attention to the
fact that the United Nations Resolutions referred to the " interests (rather 


than the wishes) of the Islanders and reaffirmed Argentina's intention of
respecting'int interests, including the preservation of the way of life and
cultural tradition.= the Islanders. It claimed that the United Nations
Resolutions did mit refer to the " wishes " of the Islanders because the
dispute was confined to the Argentine and British Governments. It also
referred to the need to exploit the natural resources of the area, but stressed
that " any idea of making progress in The-"se'arch for pragmatic formulae for
exploration and exploitation which might mean a delay or paralysis of
the solution to the sovereignty question is totally unacceptable to Argentina ".
In order to resolve the dispute " peacefully, definitively and  rapidly",
Argentina proposed the establishment of a ermanent negotiating
commission, to meet in the first weeks of eac mon a erna
ca.77t. The commission would have a duration of one year and would
be open to denunciation by either side at any time without prior warning
to the other side.

The  bout de papier  was analysed in detail in the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. Although toughly worded, little of the subst e
of the paper was regarded as new. The greater part o it was seen to be
a re-wor ing o e  communique  issued in July 1981 (see paragraph 97).

C,The new element was the proposal for a permanent negotiating commission
working to a timetable of one year. A note, approve y mis ers, was sent
to the Britishassa cner""rBuenos Aires as the basis on which he should
speak to the Argentine Deputy Foreign Minister, Sr. Ros. The note
reaffirmed that the British Government were in no751-bi t about British
sovereianty over the Falkland Islands and their Dependencies, maritime
zones and continental shelves. They could not therefore accept the Argentine
assumption that the p..1.1.aose of the ne4tiations was the eventual recognition
by the British Government of Argentine sovereignty 77-Trarea. They
would, however, remain ready to continue Mrneaotiating process at the
talks to be held in New York later in the moiTrg, a".77Muldbe ready to
discuss in detail the ro osal to establish workin crroups to look at particular
aspects of the dispute. e note a so rea rme t e British Government's
wish to find, by negotiation, " an early and peaceful solution to this dispute
which can be accepted by alL concerned, namely the British and Araentine
Governments and the people of the Falkland Islands ". The British
Ambassador in Buenos Aires delivered this message on 8 February 1982.

In a letter on 3 February 1982. the British Ambassador in
Buenos Aires reported to the Foreian and Commonwealth Office that all the
indications were that Admiral Anava. probably with President Galtieri's full
agreement. had " got in"777rdriving seat " in regard to the Malvinas
negotiations and ha - in  e ,ec ,at  a test period should be allowed
to see if neeotiation got anywhere. The Am assa or suspected that the
period allowed might be up to the 150th anniversary, in January 1983, of
the British occupation of the Islarir "The expected that the position of
Sr. Ros, the leader of the Araentine delegation at the talks, would be very
ci rcumscribed.

Argentine press comment

The period leading up to the New York talks was marked by
widespread comment in the Argentine press. In an article in  La Prensa
on 24 January 1982 (before the  bout de papier  was delivered), Sr. Iglesias
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Rouco, a journalist regarded as usually well informed, predicted that the
Argentine Government would shortly present the British Government with
a series of conditions for the continuation of negotiations over the Malvinas
and that, if they were not accepted, Argentina would immediately break
off negotiations. He said that, according to reliable diplomatic sources,
the conditions would be "firm and clear " and would set very precise
time-limits for the solution of the different aspects of the rorn7h and
the a r rn e s ands to Argentina. He linked this new initiative
with development of Argentine policy towards the Beagle Channel, as part
of " an ambitious diplomatic and strategic plan which would assure the
country of a relevant role in the South Atlantic ". Sr. Rouco speculated
that Argentina would receive support from the United States for any action
leading to the recovery o e s an s, no exc u military action.
According to the article, it was believed in bo e us e and in
Europe that, if the Argentine attempt to clarify the negotiations with London
failed, Argentina would recover the Islands b force " this year . . . a
military atte177 to reso ye t e ispute cannot e rule  out when sovereignry'

is at stake n. In a further article in  La Prensa  on 7 February 1982 Sr. Rouco
agarredicted that the Argentine Foreign Ministry would present a series

of deadlines to resolve the various aspects of the problem and a demand for
British recognition of Argentine sovereignty over the Islands and of their

intention to return them in accordance with United Nations resolutions. He
believed that Buenos Aires was not prepared to go on talking indefinitely
and that, if the British Govermnent did not agree to Pm tnemsZlves to a
written timetable, would " apparently reserve the right to take other action,
which might by no means exclude the recover of the Islands by military
means ".

On 9 February 1982 an editorial in the English language
Buenos Aires Herald  drew Minion to the apparent willingness of the new

Argentine Government to accept the risks any serious attempts to recover

the Falkland and the BzuLChann7rislands migLentail, and to hints that
their F7rlands Malvinas approl7 would be far toug ler than anything seen
so far. It referred to talk of the pros and  7.7Is  of simply invading the

Islands and telling the wor a us ice a een e ate one, ut judged
th"rinvasion would be " utter y unnecessary ". However, un ess the dispute
was solved in the only reasonable way, by transferring the Islands to

Argentina, it would be solved " in a messy and damaging way ".

In a further article on 18 February 1982, Sr. Rouco argued that
there were three relatively new circumstances which justified taking a military
irakative to recover the Malvinas : Argentina's isolation from =ern

strategic policy; the unfavourable results of the Beagle Channel arbitration
and Pa al mediation; and Soviet penetration of the area. In discussion with
British mbassy staff in Buenos Aires, reported by them on 19 February
1982, Sr. Rouco insisted that the opinions expressed in his articles were his
own. -11-rifritish Embassy was sceptical of this assertion, and subsequent
Trit7lligence. which became available at the end of February and during
March 1982. indicated that the articles by Sr. Rouco, who had close
connections with the Argentine Foreign Ministry and the Navy, together
with other press reports, were part of a concerted effort to exert pressure on

the British before the New York talks.

There were also articles in other journals. A long article in the
magazine  Siete Dias  on 3 February 1982 reported that " unimpeachable

sources " indicated that Argentina would adopt a new diplomatic approach
in the next round of talks. It considered that the new impetus which the
Argentine Foreign Ministry had given to foreign policy, among other things,
pointed to 1982 as being the key year for the effective recovery of the

Islands. Tmradvocating a military operation saw occupation as a
consequence of British intransigence or indifference in the face of a possible
Argentine ultimatum to reach a realistic understanding through peaceful

)

negotiations. In the event of an eventual breakdown of the talks " a veritable
avalanche of massive and authoritative public opinion would descend in
favour of the alternative of force ". It considered that, although substantive
progress had not sc=arSeen achieved, Argentina would persist with " her
traditional peaceful negotiating approach, perhaps in the hope that this time
the United Kingdom, faced with the real alternative of armed occupation,
would take the bull by the horns and press the negotiations to a final
conclusion ".

The New York talks

On 15 February 1282, in advance of the talks in New York on

26 and 27 *t ebruary 1982, Lord Carrington sent a minute to the

Prime Minister and to other members of the Defence Committee referring
to the  bout de papier  and the proposal for a permanent negotiating
commission; and to the response that the British Ambassador in Buenos

Aires had been instructed to give. Lord Carrington observed that in principle
the idea of setting up working groups to look at particular aspects of the

idispute had considerable appeal since it was in the Government's interest
to keep a dialogue going l'n order to avoid the difficult and costly
consequences of a breakdown. But it would be necessary to resist the
unrealistic timetable of work ro osed by Ar entina. It wourrrso be

i cu o carry t e s anders since t ey wou be most reluctant to

agree to any discussion of sovereignty with the Argentines. and the Argent;nes
would accept nothing less. The British delegation would make it clear at
the outset of the talks that any agreement reached on the future of the
negotiations would be strictly  ad referendum,  but the tougher attitude being
shown by the new Argentine Government, together with the strong
disinclination of the Islanders to envisage any change from the  status quo,

narzowed the options. In the same minute Lord Carrington said that he
expected that there would need to be a further discucsion of the Falklands

in the Defence Committee in March.  e  nme inis er commented that
it must be made clear to the77ntines that the wishes of the Islanders were
paramount.

On 23 February 1982 Lord Buxton, the Chairman of Anglia
Television, who has wide experience of matters concerning the South

Atlantic, had a private conversation with Dr. Costa Mendez when he was
in Buenos Aires awaiting passage on  HMS Endurance. He  gave an account
of it to the British Embacsy in Buenos Aires afterwards and subsequently

sent Mr. Luce. on 26 March 1982. a detailed account of his interview.
The British Embassy reported that Dr. Costa Mendez had stressed that
sovereignty was crucial for Argentina "drirrITIV-1/trTnatis e solution to

leaseback had to be found: but he had discounte v ion.......
In his later and fuller report Lord ux on recorded that Dr. Costa Mendez
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had repeatedly said that he was under pressure from public opinion, but
Lord Buxton's impression had been that the pressure w
the _Iota. Dr. Costa Mendez said he was willing to renew discussion of
leaseback, provided it was presented in a different way. Lord Buxton said
that he had receive t e c ear impression t at an invasion was unlikely,
but that the military might plan unop Jed landings, pro a y m outh  
Georlia; and Dr. Costa Mendez had said that incidents such as Operation

' could not necessarily be prevented.

At the talks in New York at the end of February, after each side
had set out its position, the British delegation presented a working paper
on how it saw the framework within which a permanent negotiating
commission wou operate. ost of the subsequent discussion was
concerned with the detailed arrangements for the commission, but the
Argentine delegation pressed for a substantive response to its proposals
within a month and for the commission to meet for the first time on
1 April 19The talks concluded with agreement of an informal working
paper setting out the purpose of the permanent negotiating commission, and
of a brief joint  communiqué.

The purpose of the commission was stated in the working paper
to be to accelerate progress towards a peaceful and comprehensive solution
of the dispi=It would be presided over by Ministers, who would direct
its work and decide on the aaenda of, and participation in, meetings. The
working paper recognised thdiTrBritish deleg= might include Islanders.
The commission's task would be to identify all the elements in the disptite,
to consider them in depth and to recommend how they might be resolved
within an overall settlement. The period of operation of the commission
would be for one year, at the end of which Ministers would review proaress
and reach c'cirrisl.ons on whether the commission should continue us
work. During this period it would be open to either party to propose at any
stage the commission's termination. Meetings would be held alternately in
the c.aital, of the two countries, and would be chaired by the Minister of
the host Government. although this function could be delegated to a senior
official. The work of the commission would be conducted without prejudice
to the sovereignty position of either Government. The working paper made
no reference to the fre 2S.

By agreement, the joint  communique,  which was issued on 1 March
1982, gave none of the details of the informal working paper : its substance
was confined to the following :

The meeting took place in a cordial and positive spirit. The two
sides reaffirmed their resolve to find a solution to the sovereignty dispute
and considered in detail an Argentine proposal for procedures to make
better proaress in this sense. They agreed to inform their Governments
accordingly."

Aftermath of the New York talks

Argentine action following the New York talks

On the day that the joint  communique  was issued, before the
Argentine deleaation had returned to Buenos Aires, the Argentine Ministry
of Foreien Affairs issued a unilateral  communique  which, contrary to what
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had been agreed in New York, disclosed the full scope of the discussions. It
stated :

" At the meeting held in New York on 26 and 27 February, the
representatives of Argentina and Great Britain considered an Araentine
proposal to establish a system of monthly meetings with a pre-established
aaenda, pre-arranaed meeting place, and led by top-level officials. The
aim of such meetings will be genuinely to speed up to the maximum the
neaotiations in train to achieve recognition of Argentine sovereignty
over the Malvinas, South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands, and
by this means to achieve substantial results within a time which at this
advanced staee of the discussions will necessarily have to be short.

" Araentina has negotiated with Great Britain over the solution
of the sovereignty dispute over the Islands with patience, loyalty and
good faith for over 15 years, within the framework indicated by the
relevant United Nations Resolutions. The new s stem consti
effective step for the early solution of the ispute. owner, should
this no o , s o terminate the working of this
mechanism and to choose freely the procedure which best accords with
her interests."

This  communiqué  was accompanied by a aood deal of press
comment in Argentina.  La Nacion  quoted a Government source as saving
that parallel plans had been formulated in case the proposed meetings did
not roduce sufficient progress towards a solution. These included recourse
to t e Unite ions an e rea ina off of economic and political
rilgw. The source preferred, however, " at the moment ' to discount
su estions of Argentina's using force to resolve the dispute. L7757"-ensa

1  specu ate . a ter co m ion wi istry o oreign Affairs officials,
that, if present tactics were unproductive, a first ste micht be to cut off
services to the Islands followed by a progressive coo ina o ilateral relations.
Sr. Q.t....leo quoted sources saving that Britain would have no more than
three or four mont s to acknowle ae rgen ine sovereignty an agree on
an early date for the return o e _ ma. There would be
no fie-7677in Argentina's minimum demand for restitution of sovereignty
before ' ' ry and for the hol in o mon v meetings to
discuss the handing over of sovereignty and guarantees or the slanders.
Thereafter Argentina would resort to other means if there was no progress.
Sr. u also discussed the adyanta7e7=rect seizure of the Island ,
which he believed wou e un erstoo y e nite tates. to whom
joint naval facilities in the Islanc=d be offered. He suggested that such

irect action mig t e ta en etween t  e  mi e and end of the Year. The
Buenos Aires Herald  saw the Argentine statement as colia a " veiled
threat " and warned Britain that this time Argentina seemed to " mean
business ". In its view there was no alternative to a British handover.

On 3 March Mr. Luce sent a personal message to Sr. Ros
expressing  concern  about the unilateral  communiqué,  which contravened the
understanding in New York that the proposals would remain confidential
until Governments had been consulted. He said that the  communique
and accompanying press comment created a more difficult and unhelpful
climate for continuing the negotiating process. Mr. Luce  added  that he was
deeply disturbed by what might be interpreted as threats and that it would
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be very difficult to make progress unless there was a clear understanding
that the issue could only be resolved through peaceful negotiation.

On 4 March the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires saw
Sr. Ros, who assured him that he had been unaware of the unilateral
communtque  and accepted that it was unfortunate. He also said that the
Ministry of Forei Affairs accepted no responsibili r remarks ascribed
to it unattn uta y in e ress. e British Ambassa or saw
Dr. os a en ez e o owing day, who explained f ally and at
some length Argentine dissatisfaction with progress, but denieT that the
Argentme Government wished in any way to threaten. Dr. Costa Mendez
re erre to s a emen s e a ma e ear ier a ay in Brazil making it clear
that the Argentine Government were not imposing deadlines but setting out
a proposed programme which included only recourses contemplated in the
United Nations Charter. He repeated the need for a programme of monthly
meetings.

Mr. Enders's visit to Buenos Aires

Following the New York talks Mr. Luce went to Washington to
see Mr. Thomas Enders. the United States Assistant Secretary of State for
Latin American Affairs. before Mr. Enders's forthcoming official visit to
Buenos Aires. Mr. Luce briefed Mr. Enders on the British Government's
position on the dispute and the progress of negotiations. In view of the
danger of confrontation if negotiations broke down, Mr. Luce asked him
to encourage the Argentines to " keep things cool ", which Mr. Enders
undertook to do.

Following the unilateral  communiqué  on 1 March l82 the
British Ambassador in Washington was also asked to nef Mr. Enders on
the terms of the British reaction and make it clear that, while the British
Government had every wish to find a solution to the dispute, it was
politically impossible to negotiate against a background of threats. There
was not time, however, for this to be done before Mr. Enders left for
Buenos Aires, and instead the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires was
asked to brief the United States Embassy there in similar terms.

Mr. Enders visited Buenos Aires from Sunday 6 to Tuesday
8 March 1982, and met, among others, President Galtieri and Dr. Costa
Mendez.  La Prensa  reported that he had been given a very full report on
the progress of the Falklands negotiations. The British Ambassador in
Buenos Aires reported that his information from the American Embassy
was that Mr. Enders had not taken the opportunity specifically to advise
the Argentines to keep the temperature down, but Mr. Enders himself
subsequently asked that Mr. Luce be informed that he had raised the matter
both privately with Dr. Costa Mendez and publicly, stressing the strategic
and human aspects of the problem, both of which had to be resolved for
a successful outcome. Although the Argentines had been somewhat non-
committal, the2, had not given him the impression that they were about to
do am, thing drastic.

A Uruguayan view

On 3 March the British Ambassador in Montevideo reported to the
British Ambassador in Buenos Aires, and to the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, the views of a leading Uruguayan, who had told her that he had
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been struck by the much tougher way in which everyone in Buenos Aires
was talking about the Falkland Islands. He thought that, if Argentina
did not get what it wanted, it might well take some military action.

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office's assessment of the situation

On his return to London Mr. Luce answered a Parliamentary
Question on 3 March(') on the discussion77771d held in New York. In
answer to supplementary questions he stated that there would be no
conteinplation of an transfer of soverei nty without consulting the 71777
of fhe-ilanders, or wit out t e consent of the House. He referred to the
cortadlitnique  issued by the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs as " not
helpful to the process that we all wish to see, that will resolve this dispute ";
and, when asked for an assurance that all necessary steps were in hand to
ensure the protection of the Islands against unexpected attack, said, " we
have no doubts about our sovereignty over the Falkland Islands and no
doubt about our duties to the Islanders ".

At a short meeting on _5 March 1982 Lord Carrington reviewed
the situation with Mr. Luce, Mr.1717e--sm-7—.. Fearn. In accordance with
normal Foreign and Commonwealth Office practice, no minutes of the
meeting were taken, but Mr. Ure recorded the points for action that had
emerged. These were that :

draft messages should be prepared urgently for Mr. Luce to send
to Sr. Ros, and for Lord Carrington to send to Dr. Costa Mendez
urging him to put the talks back on the rails on the lines agreed in
New York;

a draft personal message should be prepared for Lord Carrington
to send to Mr. Haig;

a note should be prepared on United Nations Resolutions on the
Falklands; and the Department should consider what initiative
might be taken there if the present negotiations broke down; and

a draft paper should be prepared for a Defence Committee meeting
to be held " fairly soon ", probably as soon as the Argentine response
to the ministerial messages was received.

Mr. Ure recorded that the Cabinet Office haci.5aid that the prime Minister
would like the next Defence Commiitee paper on the Falklan177"rnclude
annexes on both ciVif and military contingency plans.

148. Although the fact is not recorded in Mr. Ure's note, he also took
the opportunity, after consulting the Permanent Under-Secretary of State
(who was not present at the meeting) to tell Lord Carrington that, in
November 1977 at an earlier period of heightened tension in the dispute, the
previous Government had covertly sent a small naval task force to the area.
Lord Carrington asked wrelrier the Argentines had known about it and,
when told that they had not, he did not pursue the matter. Officials did

)

not recommend to Ministers at the meeting that they should con'sre'r"T
simi ar nava ep oyment.

Intelligence reports

149. In early March 1982 a number of intelligence reports were available
indicating the views of,A1-77ntine Ministers and officials in the preceding

(I) Official Report,  House of Commons, 3 March 1982. Cols. 263-264.
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an early settlement of the disphte. The intelligence also litidicatt-44-ter. it
there was no tangible progress towards a settlement by the end of June, the . 10'
Argentine Navy would push for a diplomatic offensive in international it*-•-•4
organisations, a break in relations with Britain and military action againstl-M".
the Islands, but that neither President Galtieri nor the Aimy was thinkingA**-44•41,474
along those lines. Summarising the position, the minute said that all other
diplomatic and int7lireric-e-Teporting in recent weeks confirmed that all^t)
elements of the Argentine Government apart from the Navy favouredi
diplomatic action to solve the dispute and that the military o tion was ot
under active considerati ' e. It saw no n o e ieve t at the

rgen me avy ad any prospect of persuading the President or other
Government members to adopt its proposed course of action or of going it
alone; and did not therefore consider that the Navy's attitude posed any
immediate or increased threat to the Falkland Islands beyond that outlined in
the most recent Joint Intelligence Committee assessment, prepared in July 1981.

tA
lle  Prime Minister's reaction to the deteriorating diplo uationOn 3 March the British Ambassador i uenos Aires had reported

ful"-gfrri=ent in the Argentine press on t unilateral  communiqué  (see
paragraph 139). When the Prime Ministe saw t ei r m, she wrote
on it, " we=ust make contingency plans '. Her Private ecretary wrote
to the Foreign an ommonwea Office on 8 March, copying his letter
to the Ministry of Defence and the Cabinet Office, recording the Prime
Minister's comment and saying that he understood that it might be the
intention of Lord Carrington to bring a further a er on the Falkland
Islands to the Defence Committee in the fairly near future; an a the
Foreign ando=nwealth Office might think that this could helpfully
contain an account of continaenc Ian= . o mime ia e r s onse was
ma e o te etter ecause, we believe, of the general expectation in
Whitehall that 177 ould be included on the agenda of an early meeting
of the Defence Committee.

On 8 March the Prime Minister also spoke to Mrtt and asked
him how quickly Royal N77717.ips could be deployed to the Falkland
Islands, if required. The Ministry of Defence replied on 12 March
indicating which ships were then deployed in the West Incrr,""Trid on
exercise in the Gulf of Mexico and off the eastern seaboard of the United
States. The reply pointed out that passage time for a frigate deployed to
the Falklands, which would require Royal Fleet Auxiliary support, would
be in the order of 20 days.
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Diplomatic initiatives

154. On further consideration of the action agreed at Lord Carrington's
meeting on 5 March 1982 (see paragraph 147). it was decided to send only
one message to the Argentine Government, from Lord Carrington to Dr.
Costa Mendez. A draft was sent to the Governor on 8 March for considera-
tion by the Island Councillors. It expressed Lor'crtarrington's pleasure
at the progress that had been made in New York towards setting up new
procedures for carrying forward and giving fresh impetus to negotiations
about the future of the Islands. which reflected the Government's determina-
tion to achieve a peaceful solution to a difficult issue which would be
at eptable to both Governments and to the people of the Falkland Islands,c,
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weeks. The general tenor of these re r - that while it was im tant
for the Argentine Government to make progress in the ne tiations, wilitiuy

C.... action was not eing con em ae m e imme late future. eports availableimme late y prior o t e New York ta -s re ecte t e views of Argentine
( officials that there would be no invasion unless the talks broke down; that it

would be unrealistic to think of invasion before the next southern summer;
an at invasion was not considered a realistic option. v. urt er report at
the beginning of March, reflecting an Argentine diplomatic view, was to the
effect tharTigentina was determined to achieve progress on sovereignty by
the end of the year; and, if this was not forthcoming, would take the issue to
the 'G'eneral Assembly with a view to obtaining a declaration recognising

C.o.- Argentme sovereignty over the Falklands. There was information that
Dr. os a i len ez a ecided that, if the talks did not produce results, a
campaign would be mounted against Britain in intunational orzaLisations;
if this failed and the talks on the Beagle Channel made no progress, there

TrIllely to be little alternative to the use of force.

On 2 March 1982 the British Defence  Attache  in Buenos Aires wrote
to the Governor of the Falkland Islands, copying his letter to the Ministry
of Defence and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (where it was
received on about 9 March) on the Argentine military threat to the
Falklands. This followed a private visit that he had made to the Islands
on his own initiative in January 13.1 to enable him to judge at first hand
the military situation there in tFe event of Argentine action. On his
return to Buenos Aires he had briefed the British Ambassador there about
his visit, but had not made a formal re ort in view of its unofficial nature.
In the light of ater deve opments, in particular Argentine press comment
about the possibility of military measures. the Defence  Attaché  decided
to circulate his views more, widely. In his letter he commented that, on
the worst possible interpretation of developments, an Army President, who
had already demonstrated his lack of patience when frustrated over such
issues, could give or ers o ary o so ye the Malvinas problem once
a tter half of the ear. He judged that, unless and until
the talks broke down the most likel threat was osed b7-f=ir-eriti&

w lc cou d take a num er of measures to demonstrate how the
Argentine claim to soverei t co e ac e s reng , suc as
es a is ava presence on an ou ymg is an or landing n22rines on
one of the islands for a twenty-four hour exercise. If the  Argentines came
to-Seliel-771hat a negotia e se -as no longer possibre, a straight
seizure of the Islands was an o vious alternative. e e  ache
pointe  coup  was a fairly well practised
art; the Argentine Army studied and admired  coup  de  main  operations
of all sorts. He examined several ways in which Argentina might mount
an operation of this kind, and pointed out that the chance of providing
early warning from Argentina could be increased if some special arrange-
ments could be made, but that as things were they could not realistically
expect to be able to detect any Argentine military moves.

On 10 March an officer in the Defence Intelligence Staff of the
Ministry of Defence circulated a minute widely within the Ministry of
Defence; it was also copied to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
It drew attention to recent intelligence indicating that the belligerent press
comment had been inspired by the Argentine Navy in an attempt to achieve
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while expressing disappointment at the statements which had been made
in the press re orts in Buenos Aires following the talks. It sought agree-
ment on ' two essential points ": first, tfiarrrnegotiating commission
would encoinpass all aspects of possible approaches to a solution of the
dispute, without prejudice to either side's position on sovereignty; and,
secondly, that the negotiations could not be pursued against a background
of threats from either side of retaliatory action if they broke down. At
a joint meeting of me isladd Councils oii."1 March, which had been
brought forward from 18 March for this pur7srrhere was unanimous
support for the message as drafted. The Councillors asked the Governor
to emphasise that there could be no negotiations on the  transfer of
sovereignty;  their aim would be to convince Argentina that Britain had
the stronger claim to the Islands and that the Islanders were determined
to stay British.

On 18 March a draft telegram to the British Ambassador in
Buenos Aires was submitted to Mr. Luce and Lord Carrington incorporat-
ing the message to Dr. Costa Mendez. Officials were not optimistic that
Argentina would acceprThniessage as a basis for future negotiations.
They took the view that it would be necessary to work on the assumption
that the Argentine reply would be negative and that Argentina might
resort at an early stage to retaliatory measures. This view was reinforced
by recent intelligence indicating that, unless a satisfactory reply meeting
Argentine conditions was received by the end of March 1982 at the latest,
early action to withdraw Argentine serviCeTTervre—Tranrrmiht be taken.
Officials recommended tha , in ce o e proposed discussion in the
Defence Committee, Lord CarrinM should seek Mr. Nott's agreement, on
a connkency basis, to maintain  HMS Endurance  on station in the area for
the time being; and should circulate to members of the Defence Committee
the paper by officials seeking political and financial authority to carry
forward urgently contingency plans for the replacement of services to the
Islands. This paper was submitted to Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Ministers on 19 March 1982. •

Lord Carrington subsequently decided to circulate the draft of
the proposed reply to Dr. Costa Mendez to his colleagues with his minute
of 24 March 1982 (see paragraph 187) to the Prime Minister, but it wa4s
held up in consequence of events on South Georgia and was never sent.

The second initiative decided on at Lord Carrington's meeting
on 5 March was the sending of a personal message to Mr. Haig. This
was sent to the British Embassy in Washington on 811=r delivery
to Mr. Haig. It expressed the British Government's incr,raliag.xigazrn
about the Argentine Government's attitude, in particular about the threats
n t e rgen me ress, apparen y wi some measure of Mrertrient

o use orce i tle.nuggliations did not soon reach a conchvion
on Argentineer773.7.."— It smd that Mr. Haig woul realise that it was
po i to negotiate against such a background, so that any-
thing that Mr. Enders could do w i e in uenos ires to bring the
Argentines to a more reasonable and pacific frame of mind would be much
appreciated : it was in everyone's interest that the issue should not be
allowed to develop into a dangerous source of tension in the region. Lord
Carrington expressed the hope t at t e oyernment could count on Mr.
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Haig's help in ensuring that the issue was settled peacefully and in accord-
ance with the democratically expressed wishes of the inhabitants of the
Islands. Mr. Haig's reply was delivered on 15 March. In it he referred
to Mr. Enders's visit to Buenos Aires, where he had urged the Argentines
to continue negotiations. He said that they had been non-committal but
not negative. Mr. Haig added that, as opportunities presented themselves,
the Americans would continue to urge a constructive approach with due
regard for all interests at stake.

Intelligence : mid-March 1982

In mid-March Foreign and Commonwealth Office Ministers received
a number of intelligence reports. One reported that Mr. Enders had been
told during his visit that Argentina planned to mount an international
diplomatic offensive if there were no immediate signs of British willingness
to bring negotiations to a successful conclusion within the next year; the
report claimed that Mr. Enders had indicated that the United States
Government would see no problem in this course of action. Another,
reflecting Argentine military views, referred to a plan to achieve gradual
British withdrawal from the Falklands over a period of 30 years. at the
end of which full sovereignty would ass to Argentina; the-Ta- of invasion
since the New York negotiations was said to have een part of a design to
put psychological pressure on Britain. A further report indicated that senior
Argentine naval officers doubted that Ar entina would invade the Falklands,
although it would be re a ive v sim le to do so and they t oug hat Britain
wou not prevent it.

Other intelligence reports indicated that the Junta had been
displeased with the agreement reached in New York and rarthe unilateral
MifirMy of Foreign Affairs  communique  had been issued on the orders of
the President. The view of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was said to be
that the negotiating team in New York had properly carried out its
instructions except in failing to obtain British agreement to a date in
March 1982 for a meeting to begin the monthly series of talks. This had
caused the trouble with the Government. It had been decided that, if
no reply were forthcoming from the British side on a date in March 1982,
Argentina would retaliate by withdrawing the air or sea services to the
Islands. There had been no final decision on t e action o  e  taken 1
lMragreed to a date after March but there was a disposition in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to take action to show all concerned that
they were serious. Dr. Costa Mendez was also concerned to make up for the
Argentine failure in the Beagle Channel dispute. An invasion was said not
to have been seriously considered but in the last resort it could not be
discounted in view of the unprediitability of the Pre,sident and some senior
members of the armed forces.

At this stage in the diplomatic exchanges with Argentina. the
initiatives directed towards the resumption of negotiations on the basis
agreed at the New York talks at the end of February were, in effect, over-
taken by the South Georgia incident, with which we deal in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3

19 MARCH-2 APRIL 1982

The South Georgia incident

Sr. Davidoff s contract and visit to South Georgia in December 1981

Sr. Constantino Davidoff, a scrap metal merchant from Buenos
Aires, first approached Christian Salvesen, the Edinburgh-based firm
managing the Crown leases for the disused whaling stations on South
Georgia, in 1978. The following year he signed a contract giving him an
option to purchase equipment and dispose of it. The option was exercised
in 1980 under an agreement that any equipment remaining after March 1983
would revert to Salvesens. Sr. Davidoff was occasionally in contact with
the British Embassy in Buenos Aires in 1980 and 1981.

Sr. Davidoff left Buenos Aires on 16 December 1981 on the
Argentine naval ice-breaker,  Almirante Irizar,  tospect the scrap on South
Georgia and arrived at Leith on 20 December. He notified the British
Embassy in Buenos Aires of the visit in a letter which arrived after he had
departed.

On 31 December 1981 the Governor of the Falkland Islands relayed
to the Foreign"M Commonwealth Office a report by the British Antarctic
Survey Base Commander at Grytviken of theifiTaTft:nrised presence of the
Almirante Irizar  in Stromness Bay. The Governor pointed out that the
Almirante Irizar  was required by the Dependencies' legislation to obtain
entry clearance at Grytviken and that Sr. Davidoff knew this. He recom-
mended instituting proceedings against Sr. Davidoff and making a strong
protest to the Argentine Government.

A reply was sent instructing the Governor not to institute
proceedings, which " would risk provoking a mO7rgrrious incident which
could escalate and have an un oreseea . e was instructed
that, i Sr. Davidoff presente imself at Grytviken and asked for entry
clearance, it should be granted; if the Argnifine vessel was naval and
clearance for her also was not sought, the Base Commander should deliver
a formal written protest; if Sr. Davidoff attempted to land at Grytviken
without proper clearance, the party should be ordered to depart immediately
but without threats being used; and, if it refused to comply, further
instructions should be sought from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
The reply also said that the Foreign and Commonwealth Office would
probably wish in due course to make a protest to the Argentine
Government but would first see what transpired at Grvtviken.

On 4 January 1982 the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
instructed the Ambassador in Buenos Aires to deliver a formal protest in the
strongest terms at this violation of British sovereignty and warn against
the undesirable consequences which could follow from a repetition. The
Ambassador was to say that, if any further attempt were made to land at
Grvtviken or elsewhere in South Georgia without proper authority, the
British Government reserved the right to take whatever action might be
necessary, and that it was up to Sr. Davidoff to comply with the laws of
the Falkland Islands Dependencies. The British Ambassador in Buenos
Aires approached the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 6 January, 


but withheld the protest pending an investigation by the Ministry, which
denied any knowledge of the incident. Following the receipt of evidence
corroborating the visit of the  Almirante Irizar,  the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office instructed the British Embassy on 3 February 1982 to lodge a formal
protest. The Embassy reported on 9 February that the protest had been
delivered, and on 18 February that the Argentine Ministry of Foreign
Affairs had rejected it.

HMS  Endurance's  reception in Argentine ports

On 8 January 1982 Captain Barker, the Captain of
HMS Endurance,  reported that he had spoken by radio to Captain Trombetta,
the Officer commanding the Argentine Antarctic Squadron, who was
embarked on the  Almirante Irizar.  Captain Trombetta had told him that
he was en route  for the Belgrano base in the Antarctic, but shortly afterwards
it had become apparent that he was really making for Southern Thule.
Later in the month. on 25 January 1982, Captain Barker."7717d that
HMS Endurance  had received a cold reception at the Argentine port of
Ushuaia. He had heard that there had been an order not to fraternise with
the British. An Argentine pilot had told him on his departure that some-
thing was " very wrong with the Argentine Navy. In contrast to her
reception at Ushuaia,  HMS Endurance  was w rmlv received when she visited
another Argentine port, Mar del Plata, shortly a terwar s.

The landing on South Georgia on 19 March 1932

The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires reported on 23 February
1982 that Sr. Davidoff had called at the Embassy that morning. He had
apologised for the problems caused by his visit on the  Almirante Irizar  in
December 1981 and said that he intended soon to return to South Georgia
with a party to salvage the equipment. He was anxious not to create
difficulties and had asked for full instructions on how to proceed. The
Ambassador sought advice from the Governor on this point, but did
not receive a substantive reply before the party left for South Georgia.

On 9 March Sr. Davidoff sent the British Embassy in Buenos Aires
formal notifiCTM that 41 workmen were going to South Georgia on
11 March on the  Bahia "17=77eso, an Argentine naval support vessel,
and would remain there for an initial period of four months. He offered to
transport supplies to the British Antarctic Survey and to make available to
them the services of a doctor and nurse travelling with the party. The
British Embassy reported this to the Governor and informed the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office, and asked Sr. Davidoff for further details of
the ship and the workmen. Salvesens reported to the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office and to the Governor on 16 March that Sr. Davidoff
had notified them of the visit and that they had granted his request for an
extension of the contract to 31 March 1984.

On 20 March the Governor of the Falkland Islands informed the
Foreign and tgr"nr"nnonwealth Office  of  a signal from the Base Commander
at Grytviken late the previous day. The British Antarctic Survev had
observed the  Bahia Buen Suceso  in Leith Harbour and a sizeable party of
civilian and militar - ersonnel ashore. Shots had been heard. the Argentine
flae a een , an a notice warmng against unauthorised landings
had been defaced. The British Antarctic Survey had informed the Argentines
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that they should have reported to Grytviken, but was told that permission
had been given by the British Embassy in Buenos Aires. The Governor
instructed the Base Commander to tell the Argentines again to report to
Grytviken and to lower the Ar e ' g. The Governor gave his view
that the Argentine Navy was using Sr. Davidoff as a front to establish an
Argentine presence on South Georgia. He suggested that, since this was
the second violation by Sr. Davidoff, the party should be ordered to leave
even if it did report to Grytviken. Having consulted CaptaIMrker, he
also suggested that  HMS Endurance  should sail to South eorgia with
marines to enforce the eviction. The Foreign and Commonwealth Office
app ye t e in trictions to the Base Commander at Grytviken, but said
that Ministers wo—ii cTneed to be consulted about the deployment of  HMS
Endurance.  The Foreign and Commonwealth Office instructed the lirieMn
ErnM.7 in Buenos Aires to give a message to the Argentine Ministry of
Foreign Affairs that the incident was regarded as serious and that, if the
Bahia Buen Suceso  did not leave forthwith, the British Government would
have to take whatever action seemed necessary. The message also indicated
that, while both sides were considering how best to continue negotiations
on the sovereignty dispute in order to solve it peacefully, it would be hard
to understand if the Argentine Government endorsed the incident. The
Argentine  Charge d'Affaires  in London was also summoned and given this
message. The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires reported that the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs professed to have been unaware of the visit.
He confirmed that Sr. Davidoff had not been given any permission by the
British Embassy. He advised that great restraint should be used, at least
until it was clear whether or not th ci e

),

s a deliberate c llenge
authorised at high  level. Foreign an Commonwealth ffice and Defence
Mutsters agreed the  MS Endurance  should sail for South Georgia the
next day, with additio es, un ess t e rgentines obeyed the
Governor's instructions. The Commander-in-Chief, Fleet, sent the necessary
instructions to  HMS Endurance  towards midnight on 20 March 1982.
The Governor was instructed to report any developments71777th Georgia
and to keep the destination of  HMS Endurance  confidential, in order to
avoid the appearance of escalating the incident.

170. The following day, Sunday 21 March, the Base Commander at
Grytviken, who had arranged an obse?rArdri party at Leith, reported that
the Argentinef...12.Lhad been lowered,obut that there was no indication that
the Argentines were preparing to leave. The British Ambassador in Buenos
Aires reported the Argentine Government's official response, which, without
making an apology, expressed the hope that the significance of the affair
would not be exaggerated. It confirmed that the par y an t e s ip wou

e caving t e same ay; a they werein no way official: and that the party
included no serving service personnel and was not carrying military arms.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office informed the Governor that  HMS
Endurance  would sail for South Georgia unless the Argentine ship and
party left, and asked for confirmation that the party was civilian. The
Base Commander reported that some of the Argentines were dressed in what
appeared to him to be military-style clothing and had behaved in a military
way, but had not carried firearms. Between 50 and 60 Argentines had been
seen, most of them in civilian clothing. Although no firearms had been seen,
further shots had been heard and reindeer had been killed, which was
contrary to the prov isions of Sr. Davidoff's contr -
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On Monday 22 March the Base Commander at Grytviken
reported that the  Bahia Buen Suceso  had sailed from Leith and that there
was no sign of the shore party.

On the same day the Governor telegraphed a personal message
to Lord Carrington from Lord Buxton, who said that he had gained the
impression from his recent talk with Dr. Costa Mendez (see paragraph 134)
that open attack was unlikely but that casual unopposed landings were
probable. He urged that Sr. Davidoff should not be regarded as a casual
scrap-dealer and that his contract should be rescinded immediately in view
of the deliberate breaches of its terms. He judged that, if the British
reaction was placatory, more illegal landings would follow, the next time
probably on the Falkland Islands.

The Argentine  Charge d'Affaires  informed the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office that the  Bahia Buen Suceso  had departed from
Leith on 21 March, leaving behind equipment, and that he assumed that
all the personnel had left with the ship. He stressed that the action taken
by Sr. Davidoff had been on his own responsibility and in no way reflected
any deliberate intention by the Argentine Government to raise the political
temperature; the ship was not a warship but a naval transport vessel
operating under a commercial charter and without service personnel or
weapons on board. The Foreign and Commonwealth Office informed
the  Charge d'Affaires  that the British Government had no wish to build
up the incident.  HMS Endurance  was instructed to resume her normal
duties unless the Base Commander reported a continued Argentine pressure
at Leith.

On 22 March diplomatic exchanges also took place in Buenos
Aires, where the Ministry of Foreign Affairs expressed concern at news

1

of an insult to the Argentine flag at the LADE (Argentine Air Force
airline) office in Port Stanley. The Governor reported that on the night
of 20/21 March the LADE office had been entered, apparently by someone
using a key. A Union Flag had been placed over the Argentine flag there
and " tit for tat, you buggers " written in toothpaste on a desk. In a
later incident, during the night of 22 '23 March. " UK OK " was written on
two external windows of the LADE office.

Later on 22 March the ease Commander at Grytviken reported
that some Argentines were still at Leith, and that a F yacht, the
Cing Gars Pour,  had ignorerrrinructions not to go to Leith and
was making contact with the es. Captain Barker sent signal
expressing is view t at there were indications of collusion between Sr.
Davidoff and the Argenu Navy. The naval headquarters in Buenos
Aii"17Thad congratulated the  Bahia Buen Suceso  on a successful operation
and directed her to return to Buenos Aires as soon as possible. The
Governor strongly recommended that  HMS Endurance  should be instructed
to remove the men from Leith.

HMS Endurance  was ordered to continue towards South Georgia
and await further instructions. The same evening, t e ritis m assador
in Buerios Aires reported that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had confirmed
that some men had been left behind at Leith but had ured that no
forceful action should be taken which would irritate public opinion in
Argentina.
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On 23 March Captain Barker sent a signal suggesting that the
events in South Georgia were linked with the misinformation he had been
given in January 1982 aborrrie activities of the  Almirante Irizar  (see
p rap an ith three recent Argentine Air ri7"---"" ts of
South Georgia. T e signa a so a t e  a la Buen Suceso  had
ors7rvecT7trict radio silence throughout her stay at South Georgia. In
drawing this signal to the attention of Mr. Luce, Foreign and Common-
wealth Office officials commented that it was evidence that the operation
in South Georgia had been undertaken with the full knowledge and probable

guidance of the Argentine Navy.

The Base Commander at Grytviken reported that there were
an estimated ten Argentines left at Leith. Ministerial a royal w s given
for  HAIS Endurance  and the Royal Marines aboard her to be used to
remove em.

—111477—rh7. afternoon Mr. Luce made the following statement to the
House of Commons : (1)

We were informed on 20 March by the commander of the British
Antarctic survey base at Grytviken on South Georgia that a party of
Argentines had landed at Leith harbour nearby. The base commander
informed the Argentine party that its presence was illegal as it had
not obtained his prior authority for the landing. We immediately took
the matter up with the Argentine authorities in Buenos Aires and the
Argentine embassy in London and, following our approach, the ship
and most of the personnel left on 21 March. However, the base
commander has reported that a small number of men and some equip-
ment remain. We are therefore making arrangements to ensure their
early departure."

In reply to ouestions expressing concern, Mr. Luce referred  to the presence
in the area of  HMS Endurance,  which was in a ositIMI-17Tel it necessary.

He also sarrm-TIT7Z—frnuty of any British Government to defend the

Islands to the best of their ability but that the deployment of a defence
force was a matter for the Defence Secretary.

The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires was informed by the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office that Ministers had decided that  HMS
Endurance  should continue to South Georgia in order to remove the
remaining Argentines. He was instructed to tell the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs that the continued presence of the Argentines, contrary to previous
assurances, left no option but to take this action, which was the regrettable
result of Sr. Da=ff's own irresponsibility. The intention was to conduct
the operation correctly, peareitilly and in as low a key as possible.

On the same day (23 March) the British Ambassador in Buenos
Aires reported that he had been summoned to see Sr. Ros, who had asked
him to account for the incident in the LADE office at Port Stanley and
sought an assurance that the matter would be investigated and any breach
of the peace duly punished. Sr. Ros had also asked for co-operation to
reduce the landing at Leith to more realistic proportions since the men left
wel7F- simple workmen. The British Ambassador told Sr. Ros that the
British Government shared his wish to avoid exaggeration.

(r) Official Report, House of Commons. 23 March 1082, Col. 798.

Later in the day the British Ambassador was summoned to see
Dr. Costa Mendez. who expressed surprise that the British Government were
proceeding so rapidly to such very grave action, without exhausting the

) diplomatic options. Dr. Costa Mendez gave a solemn warning that, if
action to remove the party on South Georgia was not postponed, those
like himself and Sr. Ros who were trying to deal with the Falklands in
a moderate way, would lose control of events. Harsh action would
precipitate a harsh response, but he could not predict what it would be,
nor could he undertake to keep it within bounds. Dr. Costa Mendez
aareed to look at the British Ambassador's sugaestion that the  Bahia Buen
Suceso  might return to remove the men and urged that in the meantime
HMS Endurance  should not take an ' action. ea e t at t e mcident
il ustrated the nee to get on with the main negotiations and suggested
that it might be held over as a first subject for discussion by the neeotiating
commission.

In reporting this conversation to the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, the British Ambassador warned that, seen from Buenos Aires. the
British Government's reaction to Sr. Davidoff's " tri\ial and low-level
misbehaviour " could do lasting damage to the whole structure of bilateral
relations.

Foreign and Commonwealth Office Ministers decided to make a
further attempt to resolve the problem without provocation.  HMS Endurance
was ordered to wait at Grvtvik instead of proceeding to Leith. The
British Ambassador in Limos Aires was instructed to pass on a personal
messaee from Lord Carrington to Dr. Costa Mendez aareeing to the
removal of the men by the  Bahia Buen Suceso:  but making it clear that
it was essential that thev should be removed without delay. Failine this.
they would be removed by other means. The message also said that it
was essential not to lose sight of the overridine need to ensure the riaht
political climate for mutual efforts to resolve the Falklands dispute
peacefully through negotiations.

In the evenina of 23 March Dr. Costa Mendez told the British
Ambassador in Buenos Aires that he welcomed Lord Carrinaton's message.
He had discussed the issue with the Junta. Dr. Costa Mendez said that he
assumed it would be possible for another Argentine ship to remove the
men, and was about to discuss this with the military. In reportina this
conversation to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. the British
Ambassador commented that he thoueht Dr. Costa Mendez was trying
to be helpful and sensible, but he was on a short rein with public opinion
and the military.

On 24 March the British Ambassador reported that Dr. Costa
Mendez had told him that he was hopeful of arranaina the removal of
the men by another vessel but that the decision would be made at a
meeting of the Commanders-in-Chief.

114A41.44.1 7. On the same day Lord Carrington sent a to the Prime
Minister and other members of the Defence.(Cm-nittee about the
Falkland Islands dis ute renera y. L L aL ast reported.
On  e  ruarv t e aispute had developed to a point where an early
confrontation IA ith Argentina might need to be faced. He referred to the
difficult and demanding propos 77r= t n a had put forward at the
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New York talks; to the subsequent Ministry of Foreien Affairs  communique
and bellicose press comment; and to the South Georgia incident. He
circulated with his minute the draft messaee to Dr. Costa Mendez
(prepared after his meeting on 5 arc u never sen see paragraphs
147 and 156)). The message was as follows :

" I was p ease to hear from Richard Luce about the progress which
the Argentine and British delegations (with the assistance of the Falkland
Islands Councillors) made in New York on 26 and 27 February towards
setting up new procedures for carrying forward and giving fresh impetus
to negotiations about the future of the Islands. This reflected our
determination to achieve a peaceful solution to this difficult issue, which
would be acceptable to your Government, to the British Government
and to the people of the Falkland Islands. You must also know of our
subsequent disappointment (which Richard Luce has made clear to
Sr. Ros) at the statements which have been made, and the press reports
which have been appearing, in Buenos Aires since the conclusion of
those talks.

" I therefore think it would be helpful, if we are to be able to
proceed further along the lines discussed in New York, that we should
confirm our respective Governments' agreement on two essential points.
Firstly, it is understood that the work of the proposed Negotiating
Commission will encompass all aspects of and possible approaches to
a solution of the dispute without prejudice to either side's position on
sovereignty. These talks must be genuine negotiations and cannot be
based on any predetermined assumptions oiThliarthe outcome might be.
Secondly, these negotia oi.r=c=".inot be pursued against a background
of threats from either side of retaliatory action if they break down.
We would welcome y our assurance that the Argentine Government
intends to further the negotiations on this basis.

- In the spirit of the recent meeting in New York, and so that there
may be no misunderstanding, I would intend, once you have replied,
to publish this message and, with your permission, your reply."

188. Lord Carrington said in his minute that the draft message had been
agreed by the Falkland Islands Councillors, but that it would require
amendment before issue to take accoun evelopments over the illegal
1717 on Sotirmteorgia. Once the Argentines replied, he intended to
publish the terOir his messaee in order to demonstrate to both British and
international opinion the importance the British Government attached to
achieving a solution of the dispute through peaceful and genuine negotiations.
He could not, howel, er, be confident that the message would be acceptable
to the Argentines. Argentina had built up a dangerous head of ;175.m on
the issue and Argentine public opinion had been led to expect rapid progress

Ionly on Argentine terms and with the sole objective of arraneing an early
transfer of sovereignty. It was therefore necessary to recognise that

1\i negotiations miaht be at an end and that the Argentines would turn to other
forms_zUressure : international action at the United N i ns, clinglatic
and commercial reprisa s, and, in t e na analysis, mil ' ' inst
the s . ngton recommen  e  an ear v meetin of t efence
Connee to consider the full implications an t e action it might be
ner7ary to take in response. He also so ht a royal for officials to carr y
forward civil contingency plans to replace air and sea senices to the Falklands
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and financial approval to meet such costs from the Contingency Reserve.
The Chief Secretary to the Treasury replied to Lord Carrington on 29 March
saying that he could not agree to meeting the cost from the Contingency
Reserve.

Also on 24 March Lord Carrington wrote se aratel to Mr. Nott
seeking agreement to  HMS Endurance's  remainmg on station or t e time
being and suggesting that, m advance of the next Defence Committee meeting
to discuss the Falklands, the Ministry of Defence should circulate a paper
on milita contingency planning.

Intelligence was also circulated indicating that Admiral Anaya,
(00.0p441the Argentine Naval Commander-in-Chief, was behind the hardening

Argentine position on South Georgia and that the Navy was planning to
do something if the Argentine proposal made at the New York talks did
not produce tangible progress towards the transfer of sovereignty within
the next few months. It was said that Admiral Anaya had been responsible
for the deliberate raising of the temperature since the beginning of the
year in or er to pr c opinion; u a ere was no central
cro"rdination of policy, which was conducted from several quarters, including
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Navy.

Late in the evening of 24 March the British Ambassador in Buenos
Aires was summoned by Dr. Costa Mendez, who told him that he was having
great difficulty, particularly with Admiral Anaya, in takine any action under
the threat of force implied in the de loyme7771-/MS  Endurance.  Dr. Costa

en ez sai a e a een reassure to earn at  HMS Endurance
had sailed to Griken rather than Leith and undertook to see whether
Sr. Davidoff cou-13-be persuaded to arrange for the removal of the party,
perhaps on a scientific ship which was in the area, but he was doubtful
whether he would succeed.

Also on 24 March, the British Defence  Attache  in Buenos Aires
sent the Ministry of Defence a telegram brineing up to date his earlier
assessment of the Argeigri"nr military threat to the Falklands. He judged that
any attempt at forcible removal of the Argentines from Leith would be
met by force, either from a warship at sea or by a rescue operation -
at Port Stanley if the workmen were taken Mere. Yhe latter could escalate
into an occupation o te a an s an s. scalation would suit the
hawks in the Argentine Government, who w re ressing the leadership to
talruiglutage of me incident. The Defence  ttac le  a vise a , fore
HMS Endurance  was committed, it would be necessar to take into account
the increase in the threat to Port Stanley. .

The days leading up to the invasion

Thursday 25 March

On 25 IVIarch information was received in London of the despatch
of Ar entine warshi s to revent  HMS Endurance  frbm evacuatine the

rgentines from Leith and o t e ep oyment of further ships to intercept
HM37771-177nr ce,  if required. between South Georgia and the Falkland
Islands. Later in the day  HMS Endurance  reported that a second Areentine
ship, the  Bahia Paraiso,  had arrived at Leith and was working cargo. In
the evening  HMS Endurance  reported three landing craft and a military
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helicopter between the  Bahia Paraiso  and the jetty at Leith. She also
reported that the  Bahia Paraiso  was flying the pennant of the Argentine
Navy's Senior Officer, Antarctic Squadron. At that stage the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office believed that the  Bahia Paraiso,  although an
Argentine naval vessel, was an unarmed, scientific ship.

That morning Lord Carrington reported to Cabinet on the situation
in South Georgia. He said that  HMS Endurance 73.77111n at Grytviken
and 7rraremove the remaining Argentines from Leith, but that public
opinion in Argentina was in a highly charged state over the incident and
there was a real risk that, if  HMS Endurance  took this action, Argentine

1

warships in the area might either intercept  HMS Endurance  on her way
back to Port Stanley, or carry out some counter-action against the Falkland
Islands themselves. Efforts were therefore continuing to persuade the
Argentine Government to evacuate the men. There seemed certain to be an

- adverse effect on negotiations over the Falkland Islands, in which event the
Islands' air link might be cut. If the Argentines thereafter threatened
military action, Britain would face an almost impossible task in seeking to

if defend the Islands at such long range. The Cabinet noted that the
le) 41, withdrawal from service of  HMS Endurance  might nee o ,

Ott"
by Ir. Nott on is r u . . o was attending a NATO meeting in
Colorado Springs, from which he returned the following day.)

During the day there were further diplomatic exchanges with
Argentina, both in London with the Argentine  Charge d'Affaires,
Sr. Molteni, and in Buenos Aires. Foreign and Commonwealth Office
officials briefed Lord Carrington and Mr. Luce on Dr. Costa Mendez's.....-
unhelpful response to the request for the Wntine Government to remove
urgently the remaining personnel from South Georgia and on the report
about the deployment of Argentine warships to prevent their evacuation 19}
HMS Endurance.  They told them that the Ministry of Defence was urgently
assessing the defence implications but that, unless the problem could be

tBesolved by diplom7.7=M . there was a real risk of military confrontation,
'Inch Britain warrn no position to win. Lord Carrington agreed that the
ri,i,WL Ambassa or in ,i...izus_... ires should be instructed to urge

Dr. Costa Merez strongly to persuade his colleagues to find a way out of
thl4passe, and to say that the British Government did not wisrMscalate
the situation but that the Argentine Government should be in no doubt
that " we are committed to the ritish sovereignt in So Geor ia

E.,...as elsew ere . e ritish Ambassador in uenos ires was also as ed
Ito sot77."".."I out Dr. Costa Mendez on whether a personal message from the

Prime Minister to President Galtieri or the visit of a special representative of
Lord Carrington would help.

These points were also made by the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office to the Argentine  Charge:4'A fiaires  in London, who made the personal
suggestion that it might help if the British Government were to send a
positive response to the proposal made at the New York talks for a
permanent negotiating commission. Foreign and r=onwealth Office
ATM ad viserMinisters drat sending Lord Carrington's proposed message
to Dr. Costa Mendez (see paragraph 187) at that stage might only exacerbate
the difficulties and that it would be better to leave the Argentines77 the
impression that a reply on negotiations depended on clearing up the impasse
on South Georgia.
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In the afternoon the Foreign and Commonwealth Office briefed the
British Ambassador in Washington on the situation by telegram. It
explained that there was a grave danger of any conflict spreading more
widely and that action against the Falklands could not be discounted. The
telegram also said that, while everything was being done to defuse the
potentially dangerous situation, " in the final analysis we cannot acquiesce in
this infringement of British sovereignty and are bound to take action to restore
the  status quo".  At the same time Foreign and Commonwealth Office
officials briefed the United States  Charge d'Affaires  in London, Mr. Streator,
who undertook to report the British concern to Washington immediately.

The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires reported that afternoon
that he had carried out his instructions at meetings with both Sr. Ros
and Dr. Costa Mendez. They had both referred to articles in the British

Ipress about  HMS Endurance's  havin been sent to South Georgia to take

off the rgentme par y ere an ad said that there now seemed to be
no way in which the Argentines could remove the men, even if they had
agreed to do so, without appearing to have responded to threats.
Dr. Costa Mendez had also rejected the offers of a message from the
Prime Minister and of a special representative. He had, however, asked
whether the expulsion order could be revoked if Sr. Davidoff ordered his
men to complete the necessary landing formalities by having their ' white
cards '(1) stamped at Grytviken. The British Ambassador recommended this
course of action in view of the risk of military confrontation. Commenting
on the British Ambassador's report, the Governor pointed out that the
Dependencies were not included in the 1971 Communications Agreement
(and were therefore outside the ' white card ' régime) and that, if the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs had issued ' white cards ', this indicated its
involvement in Sr. Davidoff's plans. But he agreed (in a telegram the
following day) that this was the most sensible course of action, although
it would be unpopular with the Islanders, provided that it was on the
basis of stamping the Argentines' passports rather than their ' white cards '.
A reply approved by Ministers was sent to the British Ambassador
informing him that the British Government were publicly committed to the
Argentines' leaving Leith. He was instructed to tell Dr. Costa Mendez
that as an ultimate effort of goodwill, if the Argentine party went to
Grytviken, documentation would be issued to enable it to return to Leith.
The British Ambassador saw Dr. Costa Mendez in the evening. Dr. Costa
Mendez told him that he could not comment on the proposal without
consulting the President, which he would do and report back to the
Ambassador, if possible the same evening.

The Ministry of Defence reported on the situation to the Chief
of Defence Staff, who was abroad. It informed him that the Argentine
Mini; ri77f Foreign Affairs appeared to be trying to cool the situation,
but that the Argentine Navy were taking a hard line. Two Argentine
frigates, with Exocet missiles, had been deployed between South Georgia
and the Falklands. The Foreign and Commonwealth Office was informed
by the Prime Minister's  office  of her agreement to Lord Carrington's proposal
that officials should urgently take forward civil contingency planning for a
sea service.

(') The white card ' was a document issued by the Argentine Government for
travel between Argentina and the Falkland Islands agreed as part of the 1971
Communications Agreement (see paragraph 26).
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Reports were received during the day indicating that the Argentine
forces were being kept informed about the Royal Marines on the Falkland
Islands, about the movements of  HMS Endurance  and other Royal Navy
ships, and also about the latest diplomatic situation. The reports indicated
that it had been decided that the civilians should remain on South Georgia.

Friday 26 March

On 26 March the Governor informed the Foreign and Common-
wealth Office-7771MS  Endurance  had reported that the  Bahia Paraiso
had left Leith, but it was not yet possible to tell whether it had taken the
party off.  HMS Endurance  later signalled that the Argentines were still
ashore at Leith and, from the large quantity of s ore • • eared
to be established for a lon7-777.—r"Sptain Barker added that in his view
the opera mu een anned for some time as the  Bahia Paraiso
had arrived from Antarctica, not rom rgen ma.

The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires reported that he had
been told that President Galtieri wished to discuss South Georgia with
the Argentine Commanders-in-Chief and that a response to the British
proposal would probably not be made until the evening. In the meantime,
Foreign and Commonwealth Office officials made a submission to Mr. Luce
about the options, on the assumptions that the Argentines had no intention
of departing and that the proposal to complete the arrangements at Grytviken
was rejected. The submission said that the present evidence was that the
Argentines were consolidating the landin:iat Leith but there was 4u:.1.1.no
evidence of an Argentine military capabi=ere. The option of preparing
a tas orce to su  HMS n urance  w as mentioned—but not recom-



mended at that stage—with the comment that the Ministry of Defence
would not be in favour of it.

40 4.0.,e'Th.v41 1044. /116.44
204. Ministry of Defence officials briefed Mr. Wiggin, the Parliamentary

Under-Secretary of State, Armed Forces, about the possible retention of
HMS Endurance  and about the situation in South Georgia. After consulting
Mr. Nott by telephone, Mr. Wiggin wrote to Lord Carrington agreeing to
the retention on station of   HMS Endurance  for the time being and inform-
ing him that arrangements were also being made to sail a support vessel
on 29 March to resupply, her. Mr. Wiggin said that there was an urgent
need to decide  HMS Endurance's  long-term future. While he accepted
that she had grea sym oac importance as a demonstration of commitment
to the Falklands, if the Argentines w ere to bring to bear the sizeable
naval forces they had available,  HMS Endurance  could make onl a very
limited contribu i n to the defence o t e Falkla ds. The Ministry of
De ence could not justi y or er retention. Mr. Wiggin added 


that for these reasons there was everything to be said for a very early
discussion by the Defence Committee, hopefully before Easter. Mr. Wiggin
separately notified Mr. Luce of his agreement to the double-banking of
the Port Stanley garrison.

SC.ifr
205. The stry of Defence also sent to the Prime Minister's office

a revised version of the note approved by the Chiefs of Staff in September
1981 on the defence implications of Argentine action against the Falkland
Islands (see paragraphs 110-112). The only significant changes from the
earlier version were the re'rn-673rof the cost estimates and of a concluding
surnmary_paragraph, and the addition of a passage discussing the possi-
bility, at the outset of a period of rising tension with the prospect of
Araentine military action against the Falklands, of deploying a nuclear-
powered submarine to the region, either covertly or overtly as a deterrent
pending the arrival of further naval reinforcements. On the response to
an Argentine invasion of the Falkland Islands, the conclusion was
unchanged : if faced with Argentine occupation of the Islands on arrival,
there could be no certainty that the large balanced force required to deter
a full-scale invasion could retake them. p 2

206. Intelligence reports were  circulated—and seen by Mr. Luce—
indicating that on 23 March there was stilf'no seri • tention of invasion
b the Ar entiner(777-n7nent as a w o e, although there was a more

awkis attitu e in Navy quarters, and that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
solution would be preferable. The reports also

indicated that the Argen ne over oui ry to raise the temperature
but would stop short of bloodshed. The British Embassy in Buenos Aires
reported, on-Trea=r information from another Embassy, that all the
submarines at the naval base of Mar del Plata had recently put to sea
but that this might not e sinister since a joint naval exercise was taking
place, probably in the-River Plate area, with the Uruguayan navy.

Saturday 27 March

207. On Saturday 27 March the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires
reported his fears that Dr. Costa Mendez had been less than honest with him
and that the Argentines had been " lavinc us alone . e 00 is view
because after the Commanders-m-Chief's meeting the previous evening
Dr. Costa Mendez did not summon him, as they had agreed, but instead made
a public...gatement that a firm decision had been taken to give the men on
South Georeia all necessary protection, which, in view of the presence of the
Bahia Paraiso,  would not be only diplomatic. The British Ambassador
reported that he was seeking an uraent interview with Dr. Costa Mendez to
discuss this statement and to clarify the status of the  Bahia Paraiso.  He
later saw Sr. Ros and pressed for information about the position of the
Bahia Parazso  and about suggestions in the press that there were armed
marines on board. Sr. Ros was unable to answer these questions and said
that, following the Commanders-in-Chiefs meeting the previous evenine.
revised instructions had been eiven to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. which
would be put into a message to the British Government and delivered that
day. The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires commented later in the
day that he suspected that Argentine intentions were still a subject for debate
within the Junta, the navy being the most, and the army and the President

203. On Mr. Luce's advice Lord Carrington decided over the weekend
that  HMS Endurance  should evacuate t offe to
transfe777 to an Argentine vessel if challen ed; and that a message
shot...77A e sent to Mr. aig see i g e goo o ces of the United States
as a mediator. Foreign and Commonwealth Office Ministers also agreed
to take advantage of the arrival of a new party of Royal Marines to
double-bank the garrison at Port Stanley pending the outcome of events
in South Georgia.
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the least, hawkish. He said that there was still a possibility that action to
remove the party from Leith would be taken as a trigger for armed action by
the Argentines.

The British Naval  Attache  in Buenos Aires reported Argentine
press reports the previous day of a joint Argentine, Uruguayan anti-submarine
exercise and the sailing of a destroyer and corvette from Mar del Plata.
He had been aware of the exercise and thought that it was probably genuine.
He also reported press articles that day about intense naval activity at Puerto
Belgrano. the sailing of various ships, including a submarine, and the
embarkation of marines.  HMS Endurance  confirmed that the  Bahia Paraiso
had sailed from Leith, but reported Argentine activity there and the continued
presence of a French yacht, whose crew appeared to be working with the
Argentines.

" I feel I must point out to Your Excellency that the present situation
is the direct result of the persistent lack of recognition by the United
Kingdom of the titles to sovereignty which my country has over the
Malvinas, South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands. This is
confirmed by the negative attitude of Your Excellency's Government
throuehout many years of negotiations in which Argentina has given
adequate evidence of its wish to resolve the dispute by peaceful means
with imagination and patience which today have lasted for over fifteen
years.

" To resolve the present situation I consider it necessary that Your
Excellency's Government should display, as does the Areentine Govern-
ment, the p litical will ne • t only the current problem which
concerns us but also the sovereianty dispute bearing in mind that so long
as this continues our relations will be open to similar disturbances and
crises.

Your Excellency can be sure of counting upon the co-operation and
goodwill of my Government to achieve a satisfactory solution."

The British Ambassador commented that the messa e did not sue est any
constructive way of roceedin a drew Dr. Costa en ez's proposal
for e comp etion of formalities at Grytviken. He concluded that the
Argentines intended no move to resolve the dispute, but to let matters ride
while they built up their naval strenath in the area. The Governor pointed
out that the message contained some inaccuracies, which indicated that the
Argentines either misunderstood or were flouting the 1971 Communications
Agreement. He thouaht that the messaae confirmed the Argentine Govern-
ment's complicity with Sr. Davidoff.

HMS Endurance  reported that the  Bahia Paraiso  was stationed
15 miles off the north coast of South Georgia and that there appeared to be
more than a dozen, possibly 18, Areentines at Leith.

. In the evenine, Lord Carrington sent Mr. Haig the message
referred to in paragraph 203. It said that it was the British Government's
firm wish to resolve the problem peacefully, but that the continued
presence of the Argentines was an infringement of British sovereignty " in
which we could not acquiesce . as -e r. aig o consider taking
the matter up with the Argentines and suggested that the matter could be
resolved either by the Araentines' seekina permission at Grytviken to
reaularise their position or by their evacuation by a third country ship.

212, Later that evening the Prime Minister, prompted by the most recent
telegrams. telephoned Lord Carrington expressing her concern that the
Government shou respon e ec iveiy to the critical situation on South
Georgia and worsening relations with the Araentine Government. Lord
Carrington said that a messaae had been sent to U.... Haie. and that
Mr. Luce was to hold a meeting_ with officials the next morning and would
report to them at midday in Brussels, 177777hey were due to attend a
European Community meeting.

.11onday 29 March

213. On the morning of Monday 29 March the Prime Minister and
Lord Carrington discussed the matter en their way to Brussels. They decided
that a nuclear-powere mantle stiou. „L support  HMS Endurance.
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Sunday 28 March

On Sunday 28 March the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires
reported the text of Dr. Costa Mendez's reply, which was as follows :

" The events which have taken place on St. Peter's Island in the
South Georeias are being followed by my Government with close
attention. I am convinced that both the British Government and Your
Excellency share our concern and this is why I am sending thi ssage
with the object of dispelline any misunderstanding a out my Government's
motives.

Thhe acti‘ ities of the group of workers disembarked at Leith are
of a private and peaceful character based on the undisputed fact that
they were known in advance by Her Britannic Majesty's Government
and in any case on the fact that they are being carried out on territory
subject to the special regime aareed in 1971 between the Argentine and
Great Britain. It is moreover within Your Excellency's knowledae that
these territories arc considered by the Argentine Republic as her own and
that the sovereignty dispute about them had been recognised by the United

Nations in its relevant Resolutions. Your Excellency's Government has
accepted the existence of the sovereignty dispute.

" However the British Government has reacted in terms which
constitute a virtual ultimatum backed by the threat of militar action
in the form of the despatch of the nava wars i n !trance  an a
requiremenvacua ion o t e Araentine
workers from the Island. These actions ai ou regard
to e specia c arac eristics mentioned above. The reaction to which
I refer thus constitutes a disproportionate and prcl\x„catijve response
aggravated fnr having reeeived w1.77--uffusion in the press which has had
a negative effect on developments and which is not the responsibility of
the Argentine Government. In this connection I cannot but refer to the
comments published in the British press many of which have had an
aggravating effect and in any case do not contribute to the maintenance
of the desirable climate for the conduct of negotiations.

" In the light of this attitude my Government can only adopt those
measures which Faile.gce and its rigill4emand. In this context the
Argentine workers in South Georgia must remain there since they have
been given the necessary documentation to do so.

r-3
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and this was notified to the Ministry of Defence. In reply Mr. Nott sent
a telegram to Telerme Minister in Brussels confirming that contingency
plans had been set in hand over the week-end in the context of developments
on South Georgia, as a result of which a number of steps had been taken.
As  HMS Endurance  might be required to remain at South Georgia for the
foreseeable future and would begin to run shOrt of food and other supplies
in trn-Mer, the  RFA Fort Austin  had that da sailed from Gibraltar to
replenish  HMS En urance.  e wou a so e capa e o providing support
to other stws--srrild they have to be sent to the area. In addition, a
nuclear-powered submarine would be sent co2_7eL_y_t1 to reach the Falklands
by UFT.ril, and a second submarine would FE-Trerared. Mr. Nott advised
that it would be possible-71717)y a ff=seven destroyers and.4.9'Ws
then on exercise of7Thibraltar which could rriltrliiiirliTrklands in two

s would not in itself constitute a viable full-
streng7rnsk force. Such a force would take about a week to assemble,
whICI 1:r.olä immediately become public knowledge, and a further three
weeks to reach the Falklands. As stated in his subsequent despatch,(') on
29 March the Commander-in-Chief Fleet ordered the Flag Officer First
Flotilla, Rear Admiral Sir John Woodward, to repare to detach a suitable
group of ships from Gibraltar and to be rea y o proceen to the South
Atlantic if required.

.MEN  11011 1 )

At midday on 29 March Mr. Luce reported to Lord Carrington
by telegram on his meeting that morning. He recorded the general Foreign
and Commonwealth Office view that it would be premature to propose a
resumption of the broader Falklands negotiations, or to send a special
emissary to Buenos Aires, before a further diplomatic effort had been made
to resolve the problem of South Georgia. Mr. Luce advised that any
resumption of wider talks in New York or Buenos Aires would look too
much as if the Government were negotiating under duress, even if the
solution of the South Georgia problem were made the first item on any
agenda. Later in the day Lord Carrington was also sent drafts of a reply to
Dr. Costa Mendez, a statement to Parliament and a further message to
Mr. Haia.

The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires reported on Argentine
press treatment of the South Georgia affair, which included reports that
five Argentine warships had been despatched towards South Georgia and
that all naval leave had been cancelled. He expressed his concern that the
Argentine Government would not only gain in popularity by taking a
jingoistic stance but would be accepted as doing the right thing in taking
even the most extreme measures. Although the relationship between the
United States and Argentine Governments had become important, it was
questionable whether it would carry the weight of suggesting an Argentine
climb-down.

That evening the British Ambassador in Washington reported that
he had called on Mr. Stoessel, the Deputy Secretary of State at the State
Department, who relayed Mr. Haig's concern that there should be restraint
on both sides and insistence that the United States would not take sides.
The British Ambassador had replied that the Americans could surely
not be neutral in a case of illegal occupation of sovereig-n British territory

(1)The  London Gazette (Supplement), 13 December 1982
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and left Mr. Stoessel in no doubt that, while the British Government remained
anxious to keep the temperature down, they could not allow Argentina to
assert a claim in this way to a British possession. Mr. Stoessel had said
that, while the Americans did not have a role to play in resolving the
underlying dispute over the Falkland Islands, they were nonetheless willing
to use their good offices to bring about a solution to the immediate
problem on South Georgia.

In the afternoon the Argentine  Charge d'Agaires,  Sr. Molteni,
called on Mr. Fearn to obtain reactions to Dr. Costa Mendez's message. He
said that in his view the solution of regularising the position of the
Argentines at Grytviken had been foreclosed since the despatch of
HMS Endurance  to the area and the consequent escalation of the issue.
He referred to pressure from " die-hards " in Argentina to capitalise on
the South Georgia situation in order to resolve the whole Falklands issue
by force. He thought the only probable way out of the impasse would be
a positive response from the British Go \ ernment to the procedural proposals
for future negotiations put forward at New York. Sr. Molteni was told that
this suggestion would be difficult for the British Government to accept.

Intelligence was received which reflected the view of Argentine
officials that some form of military action stopping short of a full-scale
invasion would take place in the near future and that military action was
planned in April, but in the form of occupation of one of the outlying
islands, not an invasion of the main islands. It indicated that the Argentine
Ministry of Foreign Affairs was making an assessment of the likely reactions
of members of the United Nations Security Council to Argentine occupation
of the Falkland Islands. It was also learned that a beach on the Falkland
Islands was to be reconnoitred by the Argentinnes and that an amphibious
task force was beina.red.

Tuesday 30 March

On the morning of 30 March Lord Carrington held a meeting with
Mr. Luce and officials at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, at which
the terms of a Parliamentary statement and of a reply to Dr. Costa Mendez's
messatre of 28 March (see paragraph 209) were agreed. It was decided
that the reply should propose the visit of a Foreign and Commonwealth
Office official as an emissary on behalf of Lord Carrington and the
resumption of negotiations on the Falklands once the South Georgia incident
had been defused. The message was sent that evening (see paragraph 226).

In the afternoon Lord Carrington made a statement in the House
of Lords(') summarising developments in the dispute and announcing that
HMS Endurance  would remain on station for as long as was necessary.

Mr. Luce repeated the statement in the House of Commons.(2)
In reply to questions Mr. Luce said that the Islands would be defended if
necessary and that the Islanders w ishes were paramount.

Lord Carrington summoned Mr. Streator, the United States
Charge d'AUaires,  to express his displeasure at the messaae from Mr. Haig

Official Report,  House of Lords, 30 March 1982, Cols. 1276-1281.
Official Report,  House of Commons, 30 March 1982, Cols. 163-170.
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conveyed through Mr. Stoessel the previous day, which had put the British
position on the same footing as Argentina's (see paragraph 216).

The British Naval  Attaché  in Buenos Aires reported to the
Ministry of Defence that five Argentine warships including a submarine
were sailing to South Georaia: that another four warships had sailed from
Puerto Belgrano; and that travel restrictions had been imposed on
personnel there. One Argentine newspaper had reported that the four
warships were part of a routine training exercise, but another had stated
that there had been a rush to put missiles aboard one of them.

Later in the afternoon of 30 March the Ministry of Defence
convened a meeting of the Defence Operations Executive, which acts, when
the need arises, as the executive agency on behalf of the Chiefs of Staff
for the central direction of military operations. The Executive noted the
position of Argentine naval ships near South Georgia and of a naval task
force, comprisina an aircraft carrier, four destroyers and an amphibious
landing ship on exercise 800-900 miles north of the Falklands, which was
unusual for that time of year. It also noted that there had been no
noticeable change in Argentine Air Force readiness and that the Argentine
air service to Port Stanley was continuina normally. The Foreign and
Commonwealth Office advice at the meeting was that there was an
indication that the Argentines planned to occupy at least one island in the
Falklands some time in April. They favoured sending one or more nuclear-
powered submarines. As a result of the meeting a submission was made
to Mr. Nott recommending against the deployment of surface ships, which
was likely to prove provocative and would require a carrier to provide air
support, and against sending a third nuclear-powered submarine. It pointed
out that to maintain a presence in the Falklands area for a prolonged period
would make enormous demands on military resources, which would have
a very serious effect on the ability to meet other commitments worldwide
and would incur substantial operating costs. It also noted that the approach
of winter in the area would limit the ability effectively to reinforce the
Falklands.

Lord Carrinaton and Mr. Blaker, the Minister of State, Armed
Forces, sent a joint minute to the Prime Minister outlining the
precautionary ste s which had been taken to reinforce the British naval
presence in t e a an s area and what e se mi ht - done. They
repor e t at, in a i ion o ou ing the Royal Marine garrison at Port
Stanley, sending the  RFA Fort Austin  to resupply  HAI'S Endurance  and
sailing a nuclear-powerergITMarine, it had been decided that morning to
confirm t e or er o sen a second submarine. Consideration had been
given to sending a third submarme. I Ins' action was favoured by Lord
Carrinaton. and a sub717.717Tad been earmarked. But it had not yet beengr

ers to sail since the Ministry Or Trennce took the view that there
—..enjrd

would be significant operational enalties elsewhere. The minute also
recorded that the possibi ity o sending the grou of seven warships
exercising off Gibraltar had been considered but was not t oug t a, visa le.
The despatch of the force would Fel=known. which wouldcp icate
the diplomatic efforts to defuse the —777477 and there were military— reservations about the ade uacy of such a force. which could be easily
matched by the Arr.en,tines. credible force would need to be much larger:,
it w--zirtea–---a-r—ut24 days to muster and arrive in the area and would
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be difficult and expensive to maintain. Its preparation, which could not be
concealed, would ne nighty 'provocative and escalatory unless the
Argentines were preparing to invade the Falklands, of which there was no
sign. It was suggested that these matters shouldse discussed at the
meeting of the Defence Committee arranged for Thursday 1 April.

In the evening of 30 March the British Ambassador was instructed
to deliver a message from 17777a r ring ton to Dr. Costa Mendez about
South Georgia. The message said that the potentially dangerous situation
which had now developed had not been of the British Government's seeking.
The British objective throughout had been to seek a solution acceptable
to both Governments. A coztLr.9.n.Wion, which could have far reaching
consequences and which could seriously prejudice attempts to resolve the
whole Falklands issue throuah peaceful negotiation, was in the interests
of neither Government. The messaae proposed sending a senior Foreign
atct Uommonwealth Office official (Mr. Ure) as a personal emissary on his
behalf to Buenos Aires with constructive proposals for a solution allowing
the salvage contract on South Georgia to be carried out. It said that Lord
Carrington would view the defusing of the South Georgia incident as\
preparing the way for a resumption of the dialogue on the broader issues
discussed between Mr. Luce and Sr. Ros in New York in February.

The same evening the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires
reported the United States' Ambassador's account of Dr. Costa Mendez's
wholly  negative reaction to the approach he had made on the instructions
of Mr.. Stoessel, the Deputy Secretary of State at the State Department.
Dr. Costa Mendez had said that the United States' good offices, while
welcome on the underlyina dispute, were not required on the current incident
and that the compromises suggested by them were not acceptable. There
would be no confrontation, provided the British did nothing to disturb

(

the Argentine workmen. The solution of the problem of the incident
could be found in starting without delay on ne ona ion 0 e main
dispute. e ntis Ambassa or noted t at t is uncompromising stand
vrarintn a few hours before major demonstrations in Buenos Aires by
labour unions aaainst the Government's austerity measures. It was
generally believed there that the Government had been hoping that the
recent jingoist fervour would decide the unions to put off the demonstrations
or at least steal the headlines. It also seemed to show Dr. Costa Mendez
repeating a formula aiven him in advance to use without discretion. It
seemed that the Argentine Government had their tails up and believed
that they had found a way of bullying Britain into conceding sovereignty.
However, that mood might not last for long. Commenting on his instruc-
tions from Lord Carrington, the British Ambassador advised a5,ainst sipding
a s ecial emissary and against assing on the messaae to Dr. Costa Mendez
at t at stage, on the grounds t at it a so ar een possi le or him to
main-77-7M relations with the Argentines without conceding around, and
a conciliatory gesture and messaae at that time might serve to convince
the Argentines that they had the British Government on the run, not only
over South Georgia but over conceding sovereignty. He suagested holding
up the message for a day or two while considerina the United States'
reaction to the report of their Ambassador in Buenos Aires.

Later that evenina. the Foreign and Commonwealth Office sent
a telegram to Lord Carrinaton. w ho was then in Israel, about two
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intelligence reports received since his departure reflecting Argentine swice
vie One indicated that a peaceful settlement of the South èeorgia
incident was pcle but that, if any Argentines were killed, Argentina
would initiate  aTi7ry  action against the Falkland Islatict-Mmselves. The
Argentine Government had not provoked the Soutlirrolgia incident but,
now that it had happened, would take advantage of it to press forward
Argentina's claim to sovereignty over all the islands. The Argentine
assessment was that, while Britain might send naval reinforcements to the
area, this was unlikely. The other repor in Ica e t at t e Argentine

overnment cou ta e military action against the Falklands in April, not

itthrough a complete invasion, but by occupying one of the outlying islands.
A further report indicated that the Argentine Navy was keeping under
review British naval dispositions wor wi e.

Wednesday 31 March

229. On the morning of Wednesday 31 March Lord Carrington sent
a telegram from Tel Aviv accepting the advice of the British Ambassador
in Buenos Aires to delay the message to Dr. Costa Mendez. Later in the
day, however, Lord Uarnngton that the message should be delivered,
in view both of the intelligence reports and of a British press report
that day about the sailing of a nuclear-powered submarine, which might
give the Argentines the impression that the British were seeking a naval
rather than a diplomatic solution. The British Ambassador in Buenos
Aires was instructed accordingly, and he delivered the message that evening.

. Ch 230. An immediate assessment headed " Falkland Islands—the incident
on South Georgia was prepared and circulated by the Latin America
Current Intelligence Group. It assessed that the landing on South
Georgia had not been contrived by the Argentine Government, but that
the Junta was"77ng full advantage of the incident to speed up negotiations
on the transfer of sol7e7iir.nty. Despite Sr. Davidoff's close contacts with
some senior Argentine naval officers, the unauthorised landing was not
considered to be part of the Navy's plans. There was no central co-
ordination of Argentine policy and the Junta's intentions were not known,
but it had a wide range of options open to it. Argentina had overwhelming
superiority i e area. There was a possibility that, both because of the
streng of Argentine public feeling on the issue and because of imperfect
co-ordination and the confused counsel given by various Argentine officials
and service advisers, the Junta mi ht take some unex ected action. The
assessment concluded that t e Argentine unta s main aim in its handling(1/4

of the Falkland Islands dispute was to persuade the British Government
to ne otiate the transfer of sovereignty, and it was likely ' to use the
inci ent on outh C71777.-Trobtain the earl ' o enin of talks on t e
basis discussed in New York in February. This would tend to constrain
it rom adopting ex reme On ions, u the possibility could not be ruled
out that it might in future choose to escalate the situation by landing a
military.force onanMer Dependency or on one of the Falkland Islands.
But it was believed Th777 that time the Argentine Government did not
wish to be the to ado t forcible measures. ere was, ow ever, a
hig • e sorting to the use of force to
rescue their nationals if the Argentine civilians on South Georgia were
arrested or removed from the island. The Argentine GoNernment would
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see such action by the British authorities as highly provocative and might
use it as a pretext for an invasion of the Falkland Islands.

The British Naval  Attache  in Buenos Aires reported to the Ministry
of Defence that, according to the United States Naval  Attache,  virtually all
the Argentine fleet was at sea, but without the fleet commanders, and that this
was well in advance of the next exercises planned for after Easter.

The British Ambassador in Buenos Aires reported Argentine press
comment on the dispute, which had been overshadowed by violent demon-
strations in Buenos Aires against the Government's economic policies. Lord
Carrington's statement had been reported, but the popular press had given
greater prominence to the despatch of a nuclear-powered submarine. There
were also reports of the despatch of a British destroyer and a Royal Fleet
Auxiliary vessel. Dr. Costa Mendez was widely quoted as telling reporters
that Argentina would not give way to threats of force and that the group
on South Georgia was on Argentine soil.

2._33. In the early evenina of 3 h ott was briefed by Ministry
of 7efence officials on intelligence which had been received that day that
a time in the early morning of 2 April had been set by the Argentines as
the time and day for action. TrIIS considered that, taken with earlier
intellieence reports, this provided a positive indication of an Argentine
intention to invade the Falkland Islands. These reports were also seen
by the Foreien and Commonwealth Office and the Joint Intelligence
Organisation.

Mr. Nott sought, and obtained, a Prime
Minister, which took place in her room at the mmons. It was
a so atten e y r. ins. r. uce, an Foreign and Commonwealth
Office and Ministry of Defence officials. The Chief of Naval Staff was also
present, having gone to the House of Commons to brief Mr. Nott.

At the meeting a messaee from the Prime Minister to President
Reagan was drafted and sent just before 9.00 p.m. In it the Prime Minister
referred to intelligence indicating that an Argentine invasion of the Falklands
might be imminent and said that the British Government could not ac uiesce
in an Argentine occu ation. She asked President Reaaan to ta - urgently
to rest ent a tieri an as for an imme.1ialti,4surance that he would not
auth771771y landing, let alone hostilities; she said that he could tell President
Galtieri that the British'r=nment would not escalate the dispute or start
fighting. The British Ambassador in Washington was asked to speak to
Mr. Haig to ensure a rapid reaction from the White House. The Chief of
Naval Staff advised on the size and composition of a task force likely to be
capable of re-takine the Islands and was instructed to prepare such a force
without commitment to a final decision as to whether or not it should sail.

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office immediately informed the
British Ambassador in Buenos Aires and the Governor of the Falklands of
the reports indicating a possible invasion. The Governor was instructed to
pass on this information only to the garrison commander.  HMS Endurance
was ordered back to Port Stanley.

At 10.30 p.m. the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires delivered
the message (see paragraph 229) to Dr. Costa Mendez. who said that he
would communicate the message to his President and report back. Dr. Costa
Mendez added, however, that the message was not what he had hoped for.
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He agreed on the need to avoid confrontation, but said that the statements
in Parliament and the press reports of warship movements did not encourage
hope for a quick solution.

Intelligence indicated that the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs
thought that the minimum acceptable reply from the British Government
would be an agreement to enter into immediate negotiations on sovereignty
and that Ar entina would not now give up its presence on South Georgia. It
also indicate t a r. os a u z was eing use y e unta as nothing
more than an adviser oler South Georgia; and that the Argentine Navy had
asked for a forecast of voting in the United Nations Security Council in the
event of a military initiative against the Falklands. Dr. Costa Mendez was
said to have advised the Junta on 26 March that there would be a balance of
votes against Argentina. There was also a report of preparations for the
disembarkation of a marine infantry brigade.

Thursday 1 April

The British Ambassador in Washington reported having seen
Mr. Haia. He had outlined to him the intelligence reports of Argentine
intentions, the significance of which Mr. Haig had been unaware.

At 9.30 a.m. the Cabinet met. In Lord Carrington's absence,
Mr. Atkins reported the latest developments on South Georgia, the
diplomatic efforts beina made, and the deployment of Argentine naval
forces. He advised that, while certain precautionary measures had been
taken, it would not be an easy task to defend the Falklands. Summing up
the discussion, the Prime Minister said that the best hope of avoiding
confrontation lay in the influence that the United States Government could
bring to bear on the Argentine Government.

At the same time an assessment re ared b the Latin America
Current Intelliunee. Group was circulated updatin t e in orma 10 ut
Argentine military dispositions, which would enable Ar entma to aunc n
assau on pri . destination, a t ough not known or certain,
apr17e=to be Port Stanley. The assessment said that, despite these
military preparatios7117rwas no intelli2rence sugaesting that the Argentine
Junta had taken a decision to invade ds. The evidence of
unusua co-operation etween the three Argentine military services and their
acthe involvement in the amphibious task force was disturbing. The report
judged tbat the assembled Argentine force now had the capability and
loaistic support necessary for an invasion of part of the Falkland Islands
and that it would be in a position from which it could launch an
assault by about the middle of the day on Friday 2 April.

Later in the morning of 1 April the Defence Committee met to
consider the precautionary militarrniloyments in hand for the Falkland
Islands. The Prime Minister informed the Committee that an Argentine
task force could reach Port Stanley during the morning of 2 April, but
that the Argentine Government's precise intentions were not known. A
diplomatic solution had to be found if possible. and the United States
Government would be making representations at the highest level. As it
w as far from clear that Argentina would be willing to agree to a diplomatic
solution, preparations had to be made against the possibilities that it would
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cut off services to the Islands or that some kind of military invasion might
occur. n discussion, t e British nav e re
noted, and attention was drawn to the f at a ver lar e naval task
orce o su ace shi s would be re uired to de tine force.

e size of t e Argentine orce, the distances involved, and the importance
of avoiding an action which would endan er the Islanders meant that
there was no alternative for the moment to see mg to resolve t e problem
by diplomatic means. The Committee agreed that every effort should
continue to be made to resolve the current dispute with Argentina by
diplomatic means. The United States Government had been assured that
the British Government would not take any early action amounting to
an escalation of the situation. The Committee also agreed that
HMS Endurance  should not be • as earlier lanned, but for the
time being should remain on station in the South Atlantic. Officials were
authorised urgently 77-717=n7ngency plans for alternative services to
those provided by Argentina, including the replacement of the weekly air
service between Argentina and the Falkland Islands, probably by a sea
service direct to the United Kingdom. The Committee also agreed not to
send troops to reinforce the arrison at Port Stanley since they would not
arrive in time or in su cient strenati to rests an i asion and their despatch
1111g t trigger an imme late rgen me an mg.

243. Mr. Streator, the United States  Chargé d'Affaires,  delivered a
message from Mr. Haig to Lord Carrington undertaking that the United
States Government would do all it could to help. Mr. Haig said that the
United States Ambassador in Buenos Aires had been instructed to urae
Dr. Costa Mendez to take no steps which would aaaravate the crisis.
Mr. Haig added that he thought that the United States would have a greater
chance of influencing Argentine behaviour if they appeared not to favour
one side or the other. Later in the day Mr. Streator delivered a message
to the Prime Minister from President Reaaan saying that his Government
shared British concern about apparent moves against the Falkland Islands
and would contact the Argentine Government at the highest levels to urge
them not to take military action.

2,44 In the afternoon of 1.April. the British Ambassador in Buenos
Aireported his interview iFitliDr. Cost Mendez, who had told him
that the Areentine Government regarded the South Georgia incident as
closed. The British Ambassador asked for a written statement of the
Argentine position, which was given to him in the following terms:

" Since the problem raised is disregard of Argentine sovereianty,

— I judge pointless the despatch of a person to examine the events
in the Georgias since Araentina considers this incident resolved. In fact
the workers there are carryina out their tasks under normal lawful
conditions without any breach of the agreement previously reached
between our two countries

— bearing in mind the antecedents and course of the negotiations
undertaken from 1964 to today we would have accepted the despatch of
the representative proposed by Great Britain if his task had been to
negotiate the modalities of transferring sovereignty over the Malvinas
Islands and their dependencies to the Argentine Republic which is
essentially the central cause of the present difficulties.
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I cannot omit to draw attention to the unusual British naval
deployment towards our waters reported in the international press which
can only be interpreted as an unacceptable threat of the use of military
force. This obliges us to refer to the UN organisation where Argentina
will circulate a note on the antecedents of this case."

The British Defence  Attaché  in Buenos Aires reported Argentine
press statements that Air Force transport aircraft were being prepared to
lift troops to the south of the country. The British Ambassador later
reported details of further Argentine press statements about the mobilisation
of ships and troops and about intentions to widen the scope of the South
Georgia incident.

In the early evening of .1.4144 the British Ambassador to the
United Nations, who had been in close touch with the Foreign and
Cortalth Office, reported the success of an initiative, which had led
to the Secretary-General's summoning both the Argentine and British
Ambassadors to express his concern about rising tension. The Secretary-
General would be making a public appeal to both sides to settle their
differences through diplomatic means. The British Ambassador prepared
a draft statement to the Security Council calling on it to take immediate
action to prevent an arart Resolution canine on the
Areentine overnment to exercise the utmost restraint and to refrain from
the use or threat of force in the South Atlantic. It was later aereed with
the President of the Council that, instead of the Resolution, he would make
a Presidential statement. The British Ambassador subsequently reported
that he thoueht as much action as possible by the Security Council had been
achieved. There had been two appeals by the Secretary-General and a firm
Presidential statement, and Britain had the sympathy of the majority of
the Council. The Argentine Ambassador to the United Nations had,
however, ignored his appeal to join Britain in a positive response to the
Council's call for restraint.

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office informed the Governor
of the Falkland Islands and the British Ambassadors in Washington, New
York and Buenos Aires. that there was reliable information that an
Argentine naval task force would be assembling off Port Stanley the next
mornine.

The British Ambassador in Washington informed the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office that the United States Ambassador in Buenos Aires
had spoken to Dr. Costa Mendez that morning; that Dr. Costa Mendez had
been non-committal; and that the United States Ambassador had arranged
to see President Galtieri in the afternoon to deliver a message from
Mr. Haig with President Reagan's authority. The British Ambassador later
reported that, at the meetine with the United States Ambassador, President
Galtieri would not say what Argentina was going to do, but had talked
about the need for the British to discuss surrendering sovereignty. The
United States Ambassador had concluded that Argentina would go through
with its military operation. The State Department would now ask
President Reagan to talk personally to President Galtieri.

The Governor reported on the arrangements made for the
deplT„ment of the Royal Marines, and consulted the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office about informing the civilian population and rounding 


up local Argentines. The Foreign and Commonwealth Office pointed out
that, while the eNidence of Argentine intentions to attack the next day
was highly suggestive, it was not yet entirely conclusive and diplomatic
action was being taken to prevent an attack.

Intelligence received on 1 April indicated that at the end of March
the military leaders in Argentina were close to using the military option to
solve the dispute with Britain and had decided to invade the Falklands if no
constructive proposal was forthcoming from the British Government by the
end of the week. The constructive proposal would have to involve a concrete
agreement to talk about the transfer of sovereignty within a set period. The
military option could be put into action on 3 or 4 April.

At a meeting later in the el, ening of 1 April between the Prime
Minister, Lord Carrington and Mr. Nott, it was decided that troops should
be put on immediate notice for de lo‘ment to the South Atlantic. They
noted that the naval tas orce assem lmg in Britis ports was at four hours'
notice to sail within the next 48 hours, and that the ships exe-177117 off
Gibraltar were moving south; th-e-577Tuld not act independently but would
form up wit t e orce assem ling in British ports if it sailed.

Friday 2 April

In the early hours of Friday 2 April Mr. Haig informed Lord
Carrington that President Galtieri =used to receive President Reaean's
telephone call. The President's messaee was, owever. ei , ent to
Ruenos Aires immediately and would be delivered within the hour.
Mr. Haig was trying, to reach Dr. Costa Mendez on the telephone and the
Argentine Ambassador in Washineton was being summoned. The Vatican
had also been contacted and was trying to get a messaee to President
Galtieri.

At about the same time intelligence was received that orders had
been issued on 1 April for the Areentine occupation of the FalklanC777

r6Wrn.

Eventually President Reagan succeeded in speaking to President
Galtieri. At 2.45 a.m. he sent the Prime Minister a message reporting on
his telephone conversation, in which he said that President Galtieri had
spoken in terms of ultimatums and had left him with the clear impression
that he was embarked on a course of armed conflict.

.....—
A fuller account of President Reagan's initiative was received

later on 2 April. Early the previous evening, the United States President
had tried to telephone the Areentine President, who initially refused to

Itake the call. When President Rea gan eventually spoke to him, he had

 urged in forceful terms that Argentina should not take action aaainst the
Falklands, which he said the British would regard as a  casus twin.  He
had left President Galtieri in no doubt of the consequences of such action
on relations between Argentina and the United States. President Galtieri
emphatically rejected PrMn't. it Reagan's offeTTO send Vice-President Bush

..../. 1.1.11immediately to Buenos Aires to assist in a solution.

At 9.45 a.m. the Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that an
Argentine in7=appeared imminent. Mr. Nott reported that a large
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amphibious task force had been put on immediate alert. Lord Carrington
reported the continuing diplomatic initiatives. It was agreed that a
decision to instruct the task force to sail should be considered later.

At midday  RRS Bransfield,  a British Antarctic Survey ship,
reported interruptions of local Falkland Islands radio broadcasts confirming
that Argentines had landed. There were also reports of invasion from the
State Department, from the British Antarctic Survey station at Grytviken
and from the Cable and Wireless operator in Port Stanley.

At 7.30 p.m. the Cabinet met and agreed that the task force
should sail.

On Saturday 3 April. the Prime Minister announced in the House
of Commons() that Argentina's armed forces had attacked the Falkland
Islands the previous day and established military control of the Islands.

CHAPTER 4

THE GOVERNMENT'S DISCHARGE OF THEIR
RESPONSIBILITIES

In this Chapter we address the central issue of our terms of
reference, the way in which the responsibilities of Government in relation
to the Falkland Islands and the Falkland Islands Dependencies were
discharged in the period leading up to the invasion. We have had to
consider many questions, but two are crucial. First, could the Government
have foreseen the invasion on 2 April? Secondly, could the Government
have prevented that invasion? We deal with the first question at the outset
of the Chapter. The second question is more complex and in our view
cannot be answered until we have examined how the dispute became critical
and how it was handled at various stages by the present Government.
We consider the answer to this question at the end of the Chapter.

I-) Orncial Report,  House of Commons, 3 April 1082, Cols. 633-668.
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Could the invasion of 2 April have been foreseen?
We consider first the question whether before 31 March the

Government had warning of the invasion of the Falkland Islands on 2 April.
We have described in detail in Chapter 3 the events of the days leading
up to the invasion and all the information available at the time, including
all relevant reports from the intelligence agenciesgWe believe that our account
demonstrates conclusively that the Government had no reason to believe
before 31 March that an invasion of the Falkland Islands would take place
at the beginning of April.

All the information, including intelligence reports, that has come
to light Min the invasion sug="that the decision to invade was taken
by the Junta at a very late date.

Argentine naval forces were at sea between about 23 and
28 March, in the course of annual naval exercises, which included a joint
anti-submarine exercise with Uruguay (press accounts of which the British
Naval  Attache  in Buenos Aires reported on 27 March). The Argentine
news agency reported on 2 April that the fleet had sailed south from
Puerto Belgrano on 28 March with a marine infantry battalion, an
amphibious command section and troops embarked. The actual order to
invade was probably not given until at least 31 March, and possibly as
late as 1 April. Dr. Costa Mendez was subsequently reported as saying that
the Junta did not finally  decide  on the invasion until 10.00 p.m. (7.00 p.m.
local time) on 1 April. It is probable that the decision to invade was taken
in the light of the development of the South Georgia situation: but it seems
that the violent demonstrations in Buenos Aires on the night of 3Q 31 March
were also a factor in the Junta's decision.

It may be thought that, although the Government could not have
had earlier warning of the invasion, they must have had fuller and more
significant information of Argentine military movements. The act is t at
there was no covera e of these movements and no evidence available to

7ernment from satellite hotogra hs. We discuss these matters
further below in the context of the arrangements made for gathering
intelligence.
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/265. We specifically asked all those who gave evidence to us—Ministersand officials, the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires and other Embassy

\staff, the Governor of the Falkland Islands, Falkland Islanders and persons

outside Government with special knowledge of and interest in the area—
whether at any time up to the end of March they thought an invasion
of the Falklands was like y at t e egmni of April. They all stated
categoricall ' that they did not.

In the light of this evidence, we are satisfied that the Government
did not have warning of the decision to invade. The evidence of the timing
of the decision taken by the Junta shows that the Government not only
did not, but could not, have had earlier warning. The invasion of the
Falkland Islands on 2 April could not have been foreseen.

How did the dispute become critical?
Before we consider the present Government's handling of the

dispute, we need to examine the question: how did the dispute develop
into such a critical state that a sudden and unforeseeable invasion took
place? To answer it, it is necessary to look back at the main features of
the dispute and the positions of the parties to it over a longer period.

The positions of the parties to tire dispute
From 1965 the positions of the three main parties to the dispute

—the Argentme overnment, t e ntis overnmen an e s an ers—



remained constant.

Firt, for all Arg ntine Governments repossession of the
' Malvinas ' was alwa.,s a major issue of policy and a national issue. The
dispute has not held the same place in the attention of British Governments
or of the British people. Although it pressed its claims with greater force
on some occasions than on others, Argentina never wavered in its commit-
ment to recover the Islands. Whatever other issues were proposed for
discussion, such as economic co-operation on fisheries or oil exploration,
its overriding concern was with sovereignty. In only one instance, namely
the talks leading to the Communications Agreements in 1971 (see para-
graphs 26-28), did Argentina take part in negotiations that were not in
part concerned with some form of transfer of sovereignty. It did so in the
hope that, by improving communications between the Islands and the
mainland and show ing its goodwill, it would persuade the Islanders of the
benefits of a closer relationship between them, leading in time to constitu-
tional changes; and it followed up the Agreements by pressing for a
resumption of negotiations on sovereignty.

Secondly, all British Governments asserted British sovereignty over
the IslanarTird the Depel.Thncies, without reservation as to their title,
coupled with an unchanging commitmerirfrtne defence of their territorial
integrity. Although at the time of the first United Nations Resolution in
1965 the Government stated that sovereignty was not negotiable, from
1966 all British Governments were prepared to negotiate about sovereignty
O\-77f* ire-Tslands, an o reac a se emen , prow e a certain con itions
were fulfilled and that it was capable of being came in ar lament. The
mos as a ways een a any settlement must be
acceptable to the Islanders, and Ministers of successive Governments have

made unequivocal statements to Parliament to this effect. This was also
always made plain to the Argentine Government.

1fflrdJ, the Islanders always made it clear that they wished to
remain British and consistently resisted any change in their constitutional
relriOrn with the United Kingdom. On occasion they accitjaced in
negotiations and later took part in negotiations; but they never apiroved
an proposals for a "MT17ment of the soverei nty issue oin be ond a
lengtr eze oe ispute.ey were not prepared to agree even to the
propose sc eme of joint scientific activity in the Dependencies worked out
with Argentina in 1979, which they saw as a threat to British soverei nty in
the area (see paragraph 69).

Developments affecting the attitude of the Argentine Government
While the positions of the three sides in the dispute remained

constant, circumstances in Argentina changed and British Government policy
developed in several important respects.

(i) Developments in Argentina.
In Argentina itself the military takeover in 1976 was an important

factor. The  coup  placed decision-making in the hands of a small group at
the head of the armed services, and increased the influence of the Navy,
which had always been the most hawkish of the services on the Falklands
issue. It introduced a repressive régime, whose appalling human rights
record understandably increased the Islanders' reluctance to contemplate
any form of closer association with Argentina. There was also a danger
that the Junta might at any time seek to divert attention from domestic
problems, particularly as economic difficulties grew, by appealing to
Argentine nationalism to support an initiative on the Malvinas.

The other main issue in Argentine foreign policy over the period
was its sovereignty dispute with Chile over three islands in the Beagle
Channel. Argentina's concern is less with the islands themselves, which
are occupied by Chile, than with their territorial waters and continental
shelves, as it is strongly opposed to any extension of Chilean sovereignty
into the South Atlantic. The relevance of this issue to the Falkland Islands
dispute was that, if Argentina were preoccupied with the Beagle Channel
dispute, it would divert its attention from the Falkland Islands: whereas.
if that dispute were going in favour of Chile or reached deadlock, Argentina
was more likely to seek a compensatory success in the Falklands.

In 1977 an International Court of Arbitration awarded the islands
to Chile. but did not pronounce on the seaward extension of either side's
claims. Argentina refused to accept the award, despite earlier agreement to
adhere to the Court's findings, and the following year the two countries came
to the brink of war on the issue. A Papal mediator was appointed, whose
proposals again favoured Chile. Argentina delayed its response to his
proposals. and early in 1982 announced its intention of abrogating a treaty
with Chile. the effect of which would be to prevent the dispute being
referred to the International Court of Justice. From Argentina's point of
iew the dispute had reached an impasse adverse to the Junta. and this

was likely to focus its attention more closely on the Falklands.

A further development in Argentine foreign policy was its
rapprochement with the United States from the time President Reagan's
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administration took office. We referred in Chapter 2 (see paragraph 120) to
evidence of improved relations between the two countries, in particular the
visits that General Galtieri made to the United States in 1981, when he was
Commander-in-Chief of the Army. It seems likely that the Argentine
Government came to believe that the United States Government were
sympathetic to their claim to the Falkland Islands and, while not supporting
forcible action in furtherance of it, would not actively oppose it. When
initially asked to intervene, the United States did adopt an ' even-handed '
approach, while using their good offices to attempt to find a solution.

Given the relative closeness of the Falkland Islands to Argentina,
their distance from Britain and the absence of a substantial British deterrent
force in the area. Argentina always had the capability successfully to
mount a sudden operation against the Islands. Moreover, in recent years
there was a substantial increase in Argentina's military strength in all three
of its armed services, which must have increased its confidence in its ability
to occupy the Islands and retain them.

(ii) Developments in British policy

Argentina's growing military power coincided with an increasing
concentration on the part of the United Kingdom on its NATO role and
the progressive restriction of its other defence commitments. Even before
the Defence Review published in 1966 the South Atlantic had not been a
major area of deployment, but the decisions taken in 1967 to withdraw
the Commander-in-Chief. South Atlantic, and the frigate on station in the
area, and in 1974 to terminate the Simonstown agreements, marked the
lower riority attached to a British defence ca ability in the area. As the

rgen me reat grew, in eci o mam am on y a ence in the
area, in the form of a small detachment of Royal Marines and in the
summer months  HMS Endurance!' successive  Governments had o acce t that
the Islands coul not be defended ac,ainst sud en invasion.il-t hese decisions
were ta -en in the lieht of wider strategic interests, u i is likely that they
were seen by Argentina as evi ence o a ecreasing British commitment to
the defence of the Islands, however stronely that commitment was publicly
asserted.

Nor were these the only signals that could be read by Argentina
as evidence of diminishine British interest in protecting its sovereignty in
the area. Argentina no doubt always had in mind that what it saw as the
weakness of Britain's response to the establishment of an Argentine presence
on Soihern Thule in 1976 was an indication that it mi ht be able to mount
similar operations, at Te-a7t in t e unin a ited islands, wit out provoking
serious retaliatory action.

There were other British Government policies which may have
served to cast doubt on British commitment to the Islands and their defence.
These included the Government's preparedness. subject to certain restrictions,
to continue arms sales to Argentina (and to provide training facilities in the
United KingM for Argentine military personnel); the  decision not to  
implement some of the recommendations of Lord Shackleton's 1976 report,
notably that relating to the extension of t e ; an t e allure in The
British Nationality Act to extenelreitists ip to those inhabitants of
the Islands who either were not themselves patrial or did not have a United
Kingdom-born grandparent.

Finally, the 1981 Defence Review may have provided further
reassurance to Argentina, in ‘iew of the planned reductions in the surface
fleet, the sale of  HMS Invincible  and, more particularly, the decision,
although it was never implemented, to withdraw  111151Endurance.  In short,
as Argentine military power increased the British capability to respond to
it became more restricted.

The course of negotiations over the years was also itself an
important factor limiting the Government's freedom of manoeuvre. As
successive initiatives had been tried and failed, and with no signs of
softening of either Argentine or Islander attitudes, the picture that the
history of the ispu e presen s is one in w IC t e negotiating options were
progressively eliminated until only one leaseback—was left that might
eventually satisfy the aspirations of Argentina on the one hand and the
wishes of the Islanders on the other.

It is against that background that we examine the present
Government's handling of the dispute. What stands out is the dilemma  
to which successive Governments were ex osed by their policy of seeking
to resolve, or at least contain, t e dis ute by diplomatic negotiation on
the one hand and their commitment to the defence o t e a. an s ands
on the other. This dilemma sharnened as the policy options diminished.
fl=nds were always at risk, and increasingly so as Argentina's military
capability grew stronger; but a British decision to deploy to the area any
additional warships, whose secrecy could not always be assured, also carried
a risk, dependent on its timing, of fnistrating the prospect of negotiation.
This dilemma underlined the importance of the token defence presence,

loww. IMES
which we examine in the next section of this Chapter.

Did Foreign and Commonwealth Office officials pursue a policy of their
0 own ?

Before coming to that, however, we first deal with the allegation
thr7777r the years Foreian and Commonwealth Office officials pursued
a policy aimed at getting rid of the Islands, irrespective of the views of
Ministers. In our examination of the papers we have found no evidence
to su sort this dama in alle io 1,
foundation.  On every occasion that a new crovernment—or new
Ministers—came into office a full ranee of olicv o tions was ut before
them. In every case Ministers made a decision of olic and chose to
seek a neootiated settlement that would be acceptable to Ar entina an
to the Islanders. Without exce tion the re'ected the alternative of
' Fortress Falklands ', which would have involved the isolation o t e
Islands from Argentina and probably from the rest of Latin America.

How did the present Government handle the dispute?

Continuity of policy and  HMS Endurance

A chief responsibility of British Governments in relation to the
Falkland Islands and the Falkland Islands Dependencies, as for any other
part of British territory, is for their defence and security. As We have
already explained, the policy of swi..;u_sive Governments on the defence, of
the Islands has been to maintain a token presence on the Falklands in the
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form of a small detachment of Royal Marines. This force was adequate to
deal with sudden adventurist ' incursions, which up to about 1975 were
regarded as the main threat.

Although from that time the Argentine threat of military action
increased, no Government was prepared to establish a arrison on the
FalklandsarrW--rioug to repel a full-7g rgentme invasion, or-Th.

- 7"oMnirextende runway or t e air e wit su ortine facilities. A
a cou ave beenTh or e Wi ill overnment e ence

priorities, might have enhanced Britain's deterrent capacity in the area: but
it would not in itself have ensured ra id reinforcement by air in a crisis
since, in view of the istances invo ved an t e uncertainties o t e out
Atlantic weather, landing on the Falklands could not be guaranteed and.
at a time of confrontation with Argentina, diversion airfields in South
America were unlikely to be available (see paragraph 108). Before the
invasion air reinforcement from Ascension Island, 3500 miles away. was
believed to be impracticable because of the distance involved, the lack of
a diversion airfield and the refuelling techniques required.

Throughout the period, in addition to the detachment of Royal
Marines, a Royal Naval ice-patrol vessel, first  HMS Protector  and
subsequently  HMS Endurance,  was kept on station in the area in the summer
months. In paragraphs 114-118 we described the decision to withdraw
HMS Endurance  and the subsequent appeals by Lord Carrington to Mr. Nott

_to reverse it. We reco ise the limited military value of this vessel; but, as
the only regular Royal Naval presence in t e area, er svm o  ic  role was
im ortant in relation to Ar entina. With the exception of the occasions in
1976 and 1977 (see paragrap s 45, 59 and 65-66) when the Government
buttressed negotiations by undisclosed naval deployments, successive
Governments relied on their negotiating policy and on diplomatic means
to prevent a confrontation with Argentina; and the role of  HMS Endurance,
as a token of the Government's commitment to the defence of the Falkland
Islands and Dependencies, was a valuable complement to that. That was
chmrly borne out by the press and intelligence reports of Argentine reactions
r

to the decision to pay her off.

We conclude, in view of these factors, that it was inadvisable for
the Government to announce a decision to withdraw  HMS Endurance  and
that, in the light of the developing situation in the second half of 1981.
they should have rescinded their decision to pay off  HMS Endurance  at
the end of her 1981,' 82 tour.

The decisions of September 1981

As 1981 wore on, one of the most significant developments in
the situation was the receding prospect of ne a leaseback solution.
Mr. Ridley's meeting on une was held against the background of
a general belief that time was runnin out and that Argentine impatience
wasiLowing. It reviewe t e pc) icy options and concluded fliaTTEF only
ferle option was leaseback preceded by an education campaian both
in the Falkland Islands and at home. At his meeting on 7 September,
however. Lord Carrinaton decided not to pursue that course of action, but
to discuss the whole matter with Dr. Camilion in New York later in the

him that it would help if the Argentines were able
posals for resolving the dispute. Lord Carrington
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have support in the Islands, in the House of

s own Ministerial colleagues in Government. So
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e Islanders dictated. Lord Carrinaton himself
ainute of 14 September 1981, in which he said

Islanders modified their views, there was little
:o keep some sort of negotiation going ".

n also decided on  7 September not to present a
inisterial discussion in the Defence Committee.
minute to his Defence Committee colleagues on
one of a series of minutes (he circidated others on

bruary 1982 and 24 March 1982) by which he kept

iDefence Committee colleaeues informed of progresstime of the invasion. We recognise that Cabinet
Defence Committee, usually meet to take decisions
Minister with proposals to put forward; and we
tember 1981, the prospect of further neeotiations
is of agreed Government polic:77Cleverre777 it
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rgentina. In the event, Government policy towards
land Islands was never formally discussed outside

Luc ruicigu ....oninionwealth Office after January 1981. Thereafter,
the time was never judged to be ripe although we were told in oral evidence

that, subject to the availability of Ministers. a Defence Committee meeting
could have been held at any time, if necessary at short notice. There was
no meetine of the Defence Committee to discuss t  e  al lands until 1 April
1982; and there was no reference to the Falklands in Cabinet, even a ter.r'ire—
New York talks of 26 and 27 February. until Lord Carrington reported on
events in South Georaia on775 March 1982.

292. We cannot say what the outcome of a meeting of the Defence
Committee miglirr7e been, or whether the course of events would have
been altered if it had met in September 1981; but, in our view, it could have
been advantageous, and fully in line with Whitehall practice. for Ministers to
have reviewed collectively at that time, or in the months immediately ahead.
the current negotiating position: the implications of the conflict between the
attitudes of the Islanders and the aims of the Junta: and the longer-term
policy options in relation to the dispute.
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We conclude, in view of these factors, that it was inadvisable for
the Government to announce a decision to withdraw  HMS Endurance  and
that, in the light of the developing situation in the second half of 1981,
they should have rescinded their decision to pay off  HMS Endurance  at
he end of her 1981 82 tour.

The decisions of September 1981

As 1981 wore on, one of the most significant developments in
the situation was the receding prospect of ne o a leaseback solution.
Mr. Ridley's meeting on une was held against the background of
a general belief that time was runnin out and that Argentine impatience
was _EL-owing. It reviewe t e po icy options and concluded-that the only
ferle option was leaseback preceded by an education campaign both
in the Falkland Islands and at home. At his meeting on 7 September.
however, Lord Carrington decided not to pursue that course of action, but
to discuss the whole matter with Dr. Camilion in New York later in the
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month and to suggest to him that it would help if the Argentines were able
to make constructive proposals for resolving the dispute. Lord Carrington
told us that, in his view, there was no prospect of selling ' leaseback at
that stage. It did not have support in the Islands, in the House of
Commons or amongst his own Ministerial colleagues in Government. So
he saw this a roach to Dr. Camilion as the best di lomatic tactic in the
circumstances. The Government was thenceforth left with no resort other
than attempting to keep negotiations going by some means or other, and
they were in the position of having nothing to offer Argentina other than
what the wishes of the Islanders dictated. Lord Carrington himself
recognised this in his minute of 14 September 1981, in which he said
that, unless and until the Islanders modified their views, there was little
we can do beyond trying to keep some sort of negotiation going ".

We conclude that the Government were in a position of weakness,
and that the effect of Lord Carrington's decision was to pass the initiative
to the Argentine Government.

Lord Carrington also decided on  7 September not to present a
aper for collective Ministerial discussion in the Defence Committee.

Instead he circulated a minute to his Defence Committee colleagues on
14 September. This was one of a series of minutes (he circulated others on
2 December 1981, 15 February 1982 and 24-March 1982) by which he kept
the Prime Minister and Defence Committee colleagues informed of progress
in the dispute up to the time of the invasion. We recognise that Cabinet
Committees, such as the Defence Committee, usually meet to take decisions
at the invitation of the Minister with proposals to put forward; and we
have noted that, in September 1981, the prospect of further negotiations
still existed on the basis of agreed Government po1ic771ever1171777 it
was also evident at t e time t at t e po icy roa a lea , last endorsed by
Ministers in January 1981 could well be blocked, with serious political
repercussions. Officials in both the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and
the Ministry of Defence were looking to Ministers to review the outcome of
the contingency planning they had done in view of a potentially more
aggressive posture by Argentina. In the event, Government policy towards
Argentina and the Falkland Islands was never formally discussed outside
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office after January 1981. Thereafter,
the time was never judged to be ripe although we were told in oral evidence
that, subject to the availability of Ministers. a Defence Committee meeting
could have been held, at any time. if necessary at short notice. There was
no meeting of the Defence Committee to oiscuss t c  al lands until 1 April

1982: and there was no reference to the Falklands in Cabinet, even aire-rre—
New York talks of 26 and 27 February. until Lord Carrington reported on
events in South Georgia on71. March 1982.

We cannot say what the outcome of a meeting of the Defence
Committee migIr FM been, or whether the course of events would have
been altered if it had met in September 1981; but, in our view, it could have
been advantageous, and fully in line with Whitehall practice. for Ministers to
have reviewed collectively at that time. or in the months immediately ahead,
the current negotiating position: the implications of the conflict between the
attitudes of the Islanders and the aims of the Junta; and the longer-term
policy options in relation to the dispute.
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The view in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office at the beginning of the
year

293. At the beginning of 1982 there was evidence from several sources
that Argentina, and particularly the new government of President Galtieri,
was committed to achieving success in its Malvinas policy in a much shorter
timescale than most previous Argentine Governments had envisaged. There
were clear indications that it attached particular significance to achieving a
solution of the dispute on its terms, in which the sovereignty issue was the
overriding consideration, by January 1983, the 150th anniversary of British
occupation. These indications included General Galtieri's remarks in his
speech in May 1981, intelligence about the attitude of different elements
in the Argentine Government, the press comment at the beginning of the year
and, definitively, the terms of the  bout de papier  at the end of January 1982,
which called for serious negotiations with a timescale of one year,
culminating in the recognition of Argentine sovereignty.

..,4 294. The Foreign and Commonwealth Office recognised clearly that
001..the situation was moving towards confrontation, as is shown by the advice

they gave their Ministers at the beginning of the year, notably in connection
with the Annual Report of the Governor of the Falkland Islands. They
believed, however—and their kat was supported by evidence—first, that
Argentina would not move to confrontation until ne otiations brOrnown;
secondly, that there would be a progression o measures startin wit the
wirrrawal of Argentine services ote s an s an increase ip omatic
pressure, inc u ing urt er ac ion at t e United Nations; and thirdly—and
the intelligence bore this out—that no action, let alone in\ asion of the

411) 134 Islands, would take place before the second half of the year.

VillIrt,
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develop was one which could reasonabl be taken in the light of all theCm.
circurnstances at that time. n t e event i prove a misjudgment,
bu no one in view for ZIT" blame should be attached to
any individual. There were, we believe, three important factors in the
misjudgment: first in underestimating the importance that Argentina
attached to itTrible for resolving the dispute by the end of the year;
secondly, in being unduly influenced—understandably and perhaps inevitably

rEe lon histor - of the dis ute, in which Argentina had previously
made t reatemno noises, accompanied by bellicose ress coTrnand
in eed bac ed u its threats wit. aggressive actions, wit out e dispute
developing into a serious confrontation; and, thirdly, in 1:771717177 =the

asis o evi ence, t at rgentina wou d follow an orderly ro ression in
, escalating the dispute, starting with economic an ip omatic measures.
Sufficient allowance was not made for the possibility of Argentina's military
government, subject toernal political and economic pressures, acting
un redictably if at any time they became frustrated at the course of
negotiations. The July 1981 intelligence assessment had warned that in
those circumstances there was a high risk that Argentina would resort to

orci e measures swi .y WI Oil arning.

The response to events following the New York talks 4.404.104.-

We acknowledge the skill with wh Mr. Luce and Foreign and
mmonwealth Office officials andled the formal talks between t e

Argentine an ntis Governments in ew ork on 26 and 27 February
(see paragraph 133). The agenda for the talks was provided by the
Argentine  bout de papier  issued on 27 January. They were held in a
cordial atmosphere, and the general view of the British side was that they
had gone somewhat better than they feared. A joint  communique  was
agreed, and in the draft working paper on the negotiating commission
reference to the frequency of meetings—an important element in the
Argentine proposais—was avoided. At the same time, it had been clear
even at the talks that the Argentine side's ability to manoeuvre was strictly
limited. The Argentine Government were committed to the establishment
of the commission, with negotiations being conducted at high level, at a
much faster pace than in the past, and with a strict deadline of a year.
They pressed strongly for a formal reply from the British Government
to their proposal within a month, with a view to the first round of talks
being held at the beginning of April.

The unilateral  coninueniqut;  of I March instigated by the Junta
marked an important change of atti 177-71Te art of the Ar tme
Governmen t in effect denounced the joint  communiqut:,  by making

- rterTiritjThetails of the infal working 7777,7771d commended the
proposals in the  bout de papier  or ti rogt I me of mo eetings
nr-tr aim of achieving reeognition  o  rgentine sovereignty wit in a
short time; and, if those proposals were not effective, claimed the right to
choose" the rocedure which best accords with Ar entine117t7T-Mr'.
A t Otte r. os expressed regret a out t e  communion,:  and accompanying
press comment, and Dr. Costa Mendez assured the British Ambassador
in Buenos Aires that no tl tended, it indicated a hardening

tAn attitude on the part of t e Argentine overnment, and a commitment to
the negotiating commission proposals and the timetable for its work.
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Contingency planning
t-  295. Nevertheless, in recognition of the deteriorating situation, the

Foreign and Commonwealth Office had set in hand in 1981 contingency
plans to provide alternative services for the Islands, and, at its request, the
Ministry of Defence prepared a paper on the military options available
in response to possible aggressive action by Argentina (see paragraph 110).
A paper on civil contingency planning was also prepared in Septenn5
1211, in expectation of a meeting of the Defence Committee, at which
Ministerial authority might have been obtained to take the plans further.
Chartering ships would have required appropriate financial provision and
also Ministerial agreement to acknowledge such measures publicly, and
this could have been seen as a form of pressure on the Islanders. As it
turned out, the inability to give more substance to these civil plans did
not matter, as Argentina did not escalate the dispute in the way expected.

1

On the n2iLtily-side the absence of detaile ' • r lans for res ond-
ing to a oressive action by Argentina did not inhibit a ver ' swift response
once it was clear t at an invasion was imminent, as can e seen rom t e
rei=kable speed with which tne task force was prepared and sailed. We
discuss in paragraphs 324--332 the separate question whether earlier military
steps should have been taken to deter an Argentine al75.77—

Foreign and Commonwealth Office judgment on how the dispute would
develop

296. We believe that the view taken by Foreign and Commonwealth
Office Ministers and officials early in 1982 of how the dis ute would
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The increased seriousness of the situation was recognised by
Foreign and Commonwealth Office officials. As described in paragraphs
147 and 148, they discussed it with Lord Carrington at a short meeting on
5 March, at which several diplomatic initiatives were set in hand.

This was also the occasion when they mentioned to him the
previous Government's decision in November 1977 to deploy ships to the
area covertly, though without recommending similar action at that stage. As
it hal-7577, 5 March was about the last moment at which, iven that the
invasion toOT—FaCe on 2 pri , it wou ave een possi e to sail
raZierrent force to be lir-race in time. It would have taken nuclear-
powere su marines approximately t...o weeks and surface ships
approximately three weeks to reach the Falkland Islands. The evidence we
received suageste77717 that Foreign and Commonwealth Office officials
did not press Ministers to consider deterrent rather than diplomatic counter-
measures or prompt the Joint Intelligence Organisation urgently to update
its July 1981 assessment because they believed that Argentina would not
resort to military action before initiating diplomatic and economic measures.

Officials were also looking for an early meeting of the Defence
Committee, which Lord Carrington had envisaged taking place after the
February talks, and it was expected that the meeting would take place on
16 March. No paper was tabled for that meeting, however, because

or-71—nrington thought it right to await the Argentine Government's
reaction to the message he was proposing to send to Dr. Costa Mendez.

We believe that Foreign and Commonwealth Office officials did
not attach sufficient weight at this time to the c1.2.2.Li ing ArzaLtine attitude

)!

at and following the February talks and did not give sufficient importance to
the new and threatening elements in the Argentine Government's position.
We conclude th7—They should have drawn Ministers- attention more
effectively to the changed situation.

We note that the Prime Minister reacted to the telegrams from
the British Ambassador in Buenos Aires on 3 March reporting aggressive
Argentine press comment following the New York talks, and called for
contingency plans (see paragraph 152). We regret that the Prime Minister's
enquiries did not receive a prompt response. She also enquired of Mr. Nott
on 8 March about the timing of possible warship movements to the South

Atlantic (see paragraph 153).

The Joint Intelligence Organisation

The reports by the intelligence agencies and the assessments made
by the Joint Intelligence Committee were a key factor in the judgments made
by Ministers and officials in the period leading up to the invasion, which we
have reviewed above. A description of the structure and role of the Joint
Intelligence Organisation is contained in Annex B. For many years
Argentina and the Falkland Islands were regarded as a priority for
intelligence collection but were in a relatively low category.

Earlier intelligence assessments

From 1965 the Argentine threat to the Falkland Islands was
regularly assessed by the Joint Intelligence Committee, the frequency of
assessment increasing at times of heightened tension between Britain and
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Argentina in the dispute on sovereignty, in the light of the internal political
situation in Argentina and information about Argentine intentions. The
timing of assessments was often related to the rounds of formal negotiations
between the British and Argentine Governments. In the period of the
present Gov ernment a full assessment was prepared in November 1979.
which we summarised in paragraph 77.

The assessment of July 1981

A further full assessment, the last before the invasion, was prepared
in July 1981. We summarised its contents in paragraphs This
assessment was particularly important because, as was apparent ffom the
oral evidence we received, it had considerable influence on the thinking of
Ministers and officials.

Review of the 1981 assessment
Qt L.4"

We were told in evidence that the Latin America Current
Intelligence Group met 18 times between July 1981  and March 1982, but wir
did not discuss the iklan Islands on those occasions. They were.
however, discussed on two occasions in that period at the weekly meetings
held by the Head of the assessments staff; and on at least four separate
occasions c7177777.tion777-gri-brt hose concerned, who were in close
touch with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office on this matter, to the
need to update the assessment made in July 1981. These occasions were in
November, in preparation for the next round of talks, which were then
scheduled for the following month; in December 1981: in January 1982, in
the light of the proposals that it was kilowi—=Argeniina would put
forward before the February talks in New York; and in March 1982. On
each occasion up to March it was  decided  that there was no need to
revise t e assessment.

We were told that the four principal factors that the assessments
staff considered in assessing the Argentine threat were : the progress of
Argentina's dispute with Chile over the Beagle Channel: the political and
economic situation in Argentina: the state of inter-service rivalry there; and.
most importantly, Argentina's perce tion of the ros ects of making
progress by negotiation. The information they received after July 1981
was not thought to indicate any signincan e actors which
wou ave justified a new assessment. The conclusions reache in u v 1
about Argentine intentions and the options open to them were regarded
as consistent with more recent intelligence and therefore still valid.

In March 1982 it was agreed that a new assessment should be
prepared, and work was started on it. It was thought. however, that it could
most usefully be presented to Ministers in the context of a more general
consideration of Falkland Islands policy. which they were expected to
discuss at a meeting of the Defence Committee on 16 March. In the event.
as we have explained, that meeting did not take place. and the new
assessment was never completed.

The next assessment, which we described in paragraph 230, was
made at very short notice in the morning of 31 March and was  concerned
with events on South Georgia. In its conclusioTh7=xpressed the view that.
while the ossibilitv that Araentir co choose to escalate the situation
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by landing a military force on another De ndenc or on the Falkland

Islands could not be ruled out, e Argentine overnment did not wish to

be the first to a opt forcible measures.

The intelligence agencies

This assessment on the eve of the invasion relied chiefly on the

information available from the intelligence agencies, whose role and

relationship with Government Departments and the Joint Intelligence

Organisation are described in Annex B. Throughout the period leading

up to the invasion secret intelligence was collected, in accordance with the

priority accorded to this target, on Argentina's attitude to and intentions

in the dispute, in particular the views of its armed forces and Ministry of

Foreign Affairs; on relevant internal factors in Argentina: and on its general

military capability. In October 1981, following a general review of

intelligence requirements in Central and South America and the Caribbean,

the Joint Intelligence Committee notified the collecting agencies that, in

view of the increasing difficulty of maintaining negotiations with Argentina

over the future of the Falkland Islands, the requirement had increased for

intelligence on Argentine intentions and policies on the issue. But

additional resources were not allocated for this purpose. We were told in

evidence that, for operational reasons which were explained to us, the

deployment of additional resources would not necessarily have secured earlier

or better intelligence of the intentions of the very small circle at the head of

the Argentine Government where decisions were taken.

If, as we believe, the decision to invade was taken by the Junta

at a very late stage, the intelligence agencies could not have been expected

to provide earlier warning of the actual invasion on 2 April. It might

have been possible to give some warning of the military preparations

preceding the invasion, if there had been direct coverage of military

movements within Argentina in addition to coverage of its general military

capability. But it would have been difficult to provide comprehensive

coverage of these movements in view of, among other things, Argentina's

very long coastline and the distance of the southern Argentine ports from

Buenos Aires. The British Defence  Attache in Buenos Aires told us that

his section at the Embassy had neither the remit nor the capacity to obtain

detailed information of this kind. By the time the diplomatic situation

deteriorated at the beginning of March it would have been difficult to

evaluate such information because of the absence of knowledge about the

normal pattern of Argentine military activity.

There was no coverage of Argentine military, movements within

Argentina, and no advance information was therefore available by these

means about the composition and assembly of the Argentine naval force

that eventually invaded the Falklands. There was no intelli ence from

American sources or otherwise to show that the force at sea efore t e

invasion was inten e o er t an for normal naval exercises. No satellite

photograp y was avai a e on t e disposition of t e Argentine forces. The

British Naval  Attaché  in Buenos Aires reported the naval exercises when he

became aware of them, mainly on the basis of Argentine press reports.

314! We have no reason to uestion the reliabilik of the intelligence

that was regularly received from a varlet o sources.

8.4

Did the intelligence assessment machinery function effectively ?

As to assessments, however, we were surprised that events in

the first three months of 1982, in particular the Argentine  bout de papier  on

27 January, the unilateral  communiqué  on 1 March and the Prime Minister's

comments on the telegram of 3 March reporting Argentine press comment,

did not prompt the Joint Intelligence Organisation to assess the situation

a=esr —in—vehave explained, the assessments staff considered the need for

a new assessment on several occasions in this period. Work was started on
one early in March, but not completed because of the intention to link it

to a arfrir The Defence Committee. It was decided not to prepare a

new assessment before the beginnine of March because of the view in

the Joint Intelligence Oreanisation that the conclusions of a new assessment

were unlikely to be significantly di eren rom t ose o te u 1

assessment. e assessment o arc , a t oug ocuse on the.................,
South Geor ia incident en ort this view.

We do not regard the view taken by those concerned of the need

I for a new assessment as unreasonable in the light of the i --MC
,1: aval a e to them at t e time. ut in our consi era ion o t e evidence we

I remain ou u a out two aspects of the work of the Joint Intelligence

Oreanisation. First, we are not sure that at all important times the

taassessments staff were fully aware of the weight of the Argentine press

campaign in 1982. As a result it seems to us that they may have attached

Jeater significance to the secret intelligence, which at that time was

reassuring about the prospects of an early move to confrontation. For

instance, the intelligence referred to in paragraph 131 pointed out that the

press campaign was probably designed to exert pressure on the United

Kingdom in the negotiations. Our second doubt is whether the Joint

Intelligence Organisation attached sufficient wei ht to the ossible effects

on Argentine thinkin of the various actions of the British Government.

e c anges in t e Argentine position were, we e ieve, more evident on

the diplomatic, front and in the associated press campaign than III the
intelligence reports.

We do not seek to attach any blame to the individuals involved.

But we believe that these factors point to the need for a clearer understanding

of the relative roles of the assessments staff, the Foreign and Commonwealth

Office and t e mis ry o efence. and or closer liaison between them. The

aim should beIrTeti-sin= a: the assessments sta are a e o ta e ully into

account both relevant diplomatic and political developments and foreign

press treatment of sensitive foreien policy issues.

We are concerned here with defects in the Joint Intelligence
machinery as we have seen it working in an area of loz.E.L.,...-iority. As we

have seen only the papers relev ant to the subject of our review, we are

not able to judge how the assessment machinery deals with areas of higher

pLy4ty, but we beliew that, in dealing with Areentina and the Fa and

Islands it was too assive in operation to respondtc.cly and critically to

a rapidly changing situation w ic emanded urgent1-niCin.

We consider that the assessment machinery should be reviewed.

We cannot say what the scope of such a review should-677777Zpect of

the machinery's wider preoccupations. but we think that it should look at

two aspects in par icu ar. e first, to which we have already referred,

is The arrangements for bringing to the Joint Intelligence Organisation's
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attention information other than intelligence reports. The second is the
composition of the Joint Intelligence t_ommittee. On this, consideration
should be given to the p7grtimiof the chairman of the Committee : to the
desirability that he or she should be ftinme, with a more critical and
independent role; and, in recognition of the Committee's independence in
operation from the Government Departments principally constituting it, to

(

the Chairman's being appointed by the Prime Minister and being a member
of the Cabinet Office.

The suggestions we have made about the Joint Intelligence
Organisation derive only from our consideration of the Falkland Islands issue.
We put these suggestions forward as a auide for the uture. ny view o
the effect they might have had on the period we have studied would be
hypothetical and speculative.

Impact of the South Georgia incident

If the Joint Intelligence Committee machinery had operated
differently, we have no reason to believe that it would have increased the
intelligence available to the Government about the operations of Sr. Davidoff,
which led to the South Georgia incident preceding the invasion. There arc
still uncertainties about the full scope and character of those operations.
The visits to South Georgia, by Sr. Davidoff himself in December 1981 and
by his party in March 1982, were both made on Argentine naval vessels,
and the Argentine Navy was no doubt aware of them. But there was
no evidence at the time, and none has come to light since, suggesting that
the whole operation was planned either by the Argentine Government or
by the Navy as a follow-up to the occupation of Southern Thule. The
intelligence available indicates that, when the incident grew more serious
it was seized on to escalate the situation until the Junta finally decided to
invade the Falkland Islands.

We recognise that the response of Ministers had to take account of
conflicting pressures at home, especially from Parliament, and from
Argentina. The initial reports of the incident appeared alarming--shots
having been fired and the Argentine flag run up—and it was a reasonable
reaction to order  HMS Endurance  to sail to South Georgia to take the men
off.  Thereafter the Government went to great lengths to avoid exacerbating
the situation and made every effort to offer constructive ways of enabling the
Argentine party to regularise its position. These were all rejected by
the Argentine Government, which by then were clearly intent on raising the
temperature.

Nevertheless we believe that, if Davidoff's operations had
been more closely monitored from Decernb-e-F1981 onwards an t ere had
been better liaison between the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the
British Embassy in Buenos Aires and the Governor in preparation for the
second visit in March 1982, Ministers would have been better able to deal
with the landing on South Georgia when it occurred.

.ic

The possibility of earlier deterrent action I676.er et:10 1 C..401.4

We next examine whether the Government should have taken
earlier military action to deter Argentina. We have considered two possible
1771-Ths th7-The Government might have taken : the earlier despatch of a
task force on a sufficient scale to defend, or if necessary retake, the
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Islands; and the deployment of a much smaller force in the form of a
nuclear-powered submarine, either on its own or supported by surface
ships.

IA 325. We believe that it would not have been a ro riate to re are a
ITT task f with the ca acitv to reta e t e a an sian s, e ore t ere

was c ear evi ence of an invasion. s we ave exp ame , is was
lg..," perceived to e imminent un i March. 'Sending such a force would

r have been a disproportionate, and indeed provocative, response to the
/ events on South Georgia, and would have ee nconsisL,„ i arrerrn

pi, 6-

bnIrtrratte-tcr-rosoive-the problems there by diplomatic means.

In this connection parallels have been drawn with the action taken
by the previous Government in November 1977, when two frigates and a
nuclear- owered submarine were deployerlo the area. •571 that occasion
the deployment was made co.uuly to buttress negotiations. The closest
parallel is therefore with the talks in New York in February 1982. At that
time there were signs of growing Argentine impatience, in the form of the
bout de papier  and the accompanying hostile press comment in Argentina,
but in other respects the circumstances were different from those obtaining
at the time of the 1977 talks. 1977 was a tense period in Anglo-Argentine
relations and there was a sharper risk of Argentine military action.
Ambassadors had been withdrawn at the beginning of the previous year;

_by there had been a much more recent infringement of British sovereignty in

QIP

the form of the establishment of an Argentine presence on Southern Thule;

Ll ,and there had been physical acts of aggression by Argentina against foreign
shipping. Before the talks in 1977 the Joint Intelligence Committee assessed
that, if negotiations broke down, there would be a high risk of Argentina's
resorting to more forceful measures: in those circumstances action against
British shipping was seen as the most serious risk.

It was believed that the round of talks in December 1977 could
lead to a breakdown of negotiations. The circumstances leading up to the
February 1982 talks were different, and we consider that the did not warrant
a similar naval de lo ment.

There was a stronger case for considering action of this nature
early in March 1982, in  The lightf evidence of increasing Argentine
impatience, culminating in the threatening  communiqué  issued on 1 March
by the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the accompanying bellicose
Argentine press comment. As we explained in paragraph 148. Lord
Carrington was informed of the action taken in 1977 at the end of a short
meeting on 5 March. Lord Carrington told us in oral evidence that the
matter was mentioned only briefly. He asked whether the Argentines knew
about the naval deployment, and, when told that they did not, he took the
view that this reduced its relevance to the situation he faced. Lord Carrington
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•,/ 326. A smaller force might have been deployed, either overtly as a
deterrent measure or covertly as a precautionary measure, whose existence
could have been declared if circumstances required. There were three
occasions when such a force might reasonably have been deployed : before
the New York talks at the end of February; at the beginning of March in
the light of evidence of increased Argentine impatiencel'-77ck of progress
in negotiations; or later in March, as events on South Georgia moved towards
confrontation.



also told us more generally that, although the situation had become more
difficult, he did not believe that the prospect of continuing negotiations at
=Tile was hopeless. In his view nothing had happened to trigger the
, ending of a deterrent force. He was concerned that, if shi s were sent, the
fact would have become known. This would have jeopardised t e prospec o

eeping negotia ions going, which was his objective. With hindsight he
wished he had sought to deploy a nuclear- owered submarine to the area
at an earlier stage, but on 5 March it did not seem to im that the situation
had changed in such a way as to justify such action.

fj C 330. We do not think that this was an unreasonable view to take at
irf 1.0 f....„../the time, but we believe that there would have been ;Law& in the
— c.,4.---' Government's giving wider consideration at this stage to the question whether

the otentiall  T  more rea enm lueb Argentina re uire some orm

.e.....
1 2 of de erren action in addition to the di lomatic initiatives and the contingenc

lannin already in hand.

Finally, we consider whether earlier action should have been taken
to deploy 4.pitl.to the area in response—Tc77rMeloping crisis on LiaLth
Georgia. ord Carrington's judgment a deployment involving surface
ships was likely to carry too great a risk of becoming known at a time when
the Government were concerned to avoid any action that might haw appeared
provocative. That could have rov entina
against the Falkland Islands themselves, which the Government had no means
of resisting effectively. This objection would not have applied so strongly
to sailin a nuclear-powered submarine, since there would have been more
c ance o eepmg 1 s ep oyment covert. The decision to sail the first
nuclear-powered submarine was taken early on Monday 29 March.

tWe consider case for takinhis action at the
end of the previous week in the li ht of the tele ram of 24 ch from
t e e ence  ac z e  in uenos Aires (see paragrap 192) and the report
of 25 March that Argentine shi s had been sailed for a ossible interception

\ (N)flinilry 

ot hostile activity

by the eh Ae wsr e2o e utbwl di on e r aeG;coo Nr,etesxr hp mwe chet eni cdth. aw e ruei c tk eer r er sa c tii no n 1 cianli ot hh es(En dDI eerfaetnrccee. toNN;
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Final warnings to Argentina

The British Government took several opportunities in the weeks
leading up to the invasion to state publicly their commitment to the defence
of the Falkland Islands and the Dependencies. In the House of Commons
on 23 March Mr. Luce stated that it was the " duty of this Government
and of any British Government to defend and support the Islanders to
the best of their ability ".0 On 25 March the British Ambassador in
Buenos Aires, on instructions, warned Dr. Costa Men ez a n am s
committed to the detence of its soverei nty in South Georgia as elsewhere.
As soon as a t rea to t e Fal Ian s an s emse yes was perceive , t e
Prime Minister contacted President Reagan on 31 March and asked him
to make it clear to the Argentine Government that the Government could
not acquiesce in action against the Falkland Islands. As the Prime Minister
explained to us in evidence, without the collective advice of the Chiefs of

(1) Official Report,  House of Commons, 23 Nfarch 1982, Col. 799.
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Staff on whether an operation to retake the Islands was feasible and the
approval Orrabinet, it was m77371tle for her to go TirRE77In the
event, when speaking personally to General Galtieri, President Reagan
stated forcefully that action against the Falklands would be re arded b
the BriT177r;  antis belli.

1

334. We conclude that warnings by the British GoNernment of the
consequences of invading the Falkland Islands were conveyed to the
Argentine Government.

Could the present Government have prevented the invasion of 2 April 1982 ?

Finally we turn to the more complex question we posed in the
opening paragraph of this Chapter. Could the present Government have
prevented the invasion of 2 April 1982?

It is a question that has to be considered in the context of the
period of 17 years covered by our Report : there is no simple answer to it.
We have given a detailed factual account of the period, and we attach
special importance to our account of events immediately preceding the
invasion. It is essential that our Report should be read as a whole—and
to recognise, as we do. t mt t ere were ee roots to rgentina s attitude
towards t e a vinas , an t at t e present oNernment a to ea
with that within the political constraints accepte y successive ntis
Governments.

As to the Argentine Government—and this is quite apart from
the influence on the Argentine Government of actions of the British
Govermnent—the Junta was confronted at the end of March 1982 with a
apidly deteriorating economic situation and strong political pressures at

a moment when it was able to exploit to its advantage the developments
in South Georgia. We have already stated at the beginning of this Chapter
the reasons why we are convinced that the invasion on 2 April 1982 could
not have been foreseen.

The British Government, on the other hand, had to act within
the constraints imposed by the wishes of the Falkland Islanders, which
had a moral force of their own as well as the political support of an
influential body of Parliamentary opinion; and also by strategic and
military priorities which reflected national defence and economic policies :
Britain's room for policy manoeuvre was limited.

Against this background we have pointed out in this Chapter
where different decisions might have been taken, where fuller consideration
of alternative courses of action might, in our opinion, have been advan-
tageous, and where the machinery of Government could have been better
used. But, if the British Government had acted differently in the ways
we have indicated, it is impossible to —judge what the impact on the
Argentine Government or the implications for the course of events might
have been.* There is no reasonable basis for any suggestion--which would
be purely hypothetical—that the invasion wZMid have been prevented if
the Government had acted in the ways indicated in our report. Taking
account of these considerations. and of all the evidence we have received,
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we conclude that we would not be justified in attaching any criticism or

blame to the present Government for the Argentine Junta's decision to
commit its act of unprovoked aegression in the invasion of the Falkland

Islands on 2 April 1982.

FRANKS, Chairntan

BARBER

LEVER

PATRICK NAIRNE

MERLYN REES

WATKINSON 


Po 4.1
ANNEXA

COMMENTS ON SOME SPECIFIC ASSERTIONS

There has understandably been much speculation about the causes of the Falkland
Islands conflict and about whether it could have been foreseen and prevented. The
truth of these matters is less simple than some commentators have asserted, and for
an accurate and comprehensive account of the facts our ort needs to be read in
full. In the detailed narrative of events and our comments on them we ave answered
er(plicitly or by implication many of the mistaken or misleading statements that have
been made, but we think it right also to state for the record our view of some of the
more important specific assertions which have been made, in order to clear up
damaging misunderstandings.

1. Assertion: Ministers and officials secretly told Argentina that Britain was prepared
to give up the Falldand Islands against the wishes of the Islanders.

Comment: We have found no evidence to support this allegation. On the
contrary, Ministers and officials made clear to Argentina on numerous occasions
that the wishes of the Falkland Islanders were paramount, and that any proposals
to resolve the dispute would be subject to approval by Parliament.

A. R. RAWSTHORNE, Secretary

P. G. MOULSON, Assistant Secretary

31st December, 1982

N1',4

1. Assertion: Clear warnings of the invasion from American intelligence sources
were circulating more than a week beforehand.

Comment: No intelligence about the invasion was received from American
sources, before it took place, by satellite or otherwise.

Assertion: On or around 24 March 1982 the British Embassy in Buenos Aires
passed on definite information to London about an invasion and predicted the
exact day.

Comment: This assertion derives from newspaper interviews after the invasion.
We have investigated these interviews. It is not our task to come to any con-
clusion about what was or was not said to the journalists concerned or whether
or not what was said was correctly interpreted. It is our task, however, to
ascertain beyond doubt whether any such communication from the British
Embassy in Buenos Aires predicting the invasion was in fact made. We have
examined all the relevant telegrams and intelligence reports and interviewed the
individuals concerned. We are satisfied that no such communication was in
fact made.

Assertions: (i) Two weeks before the invasion the Cabinet's Defence Committee
rejected a proposal by Lord Carrington to send submarines to the area;

(ii) The Government rejected advice from the Commander-in-Chief,
Fleet, to send submarines soon after the landing on South Georgia on 19 March.

C'onzment: These assertions are untrue. We have described in detail the events
of the weeks leading up to the invasion. The Defence Committee did not meet
at that time. The first discussion between Ministers about sending nuclear-
powered submarines took place on Monday 29 March 1982 when the Prime
Minister and Lord Carrington decided that a nuclear-powered submarine should
be sent to support HATS Endurance. No earlier military advice recommending
the despatch of submarines was given to Ministers.

Assertion: Argentina was informed by the British Government of their decision to
send a task force in 1977.

C'omment: e c s re ating to the deployment of ships to the area in November
1977 are set out in our Report (see paragraphs 65-66). We have had no evidence
that the Argentine Government became aware of this deployment.
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Assertions:  (i) Captain Barker, the Captain of  HMS Endurance,  sent warnings
that an invasion was imminent which were ignored by the Foreign and Common-
wealth Office and the Ministry of Defence.

(ii) The Secretary of State for Defence saw Captain Barker and ignored
his advice.

Comment:  These assertions are untrue. Captain Barker reported his concern
about events within his knowledge, but none of his reports warned of an imminent
invasion. Both the Ministry of Defence and the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office saw his reports and took them into account along with other intelligence
material. Captain Barker confirmed to us that he never met Mr. Nott.

Assertion:  On 1 I March 1982 an Argentine military plane landed at Port Stanley
to reconnoitre the runway. The incident was reported by the Governor as
suspicious.

Comment:  The emergency landing on 7 March of an Argentine Air Force
Hercules transport aircraft was reported factually by the Governor to the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office on 12 March but not as suspicious. He has subse-
quently confirmed that the landing was preceded by a ' May Day ' call and that,
after the aircraft landed, fuel was seen leaking from it. The Argentine Air Force
would already have had detailed knowledge of the strength of the runway in
consequence of its responsibility for operating the flights between Port Stanley and
Argentina and of authorised landings by Argentine Hercules aircraft at Port
Stanley on several occasions in 1981.

Assertion:  The Argentine Government made a bulk purchase of maps of the
Falkland Islands in Britain before the invasion.

Comment:  An investigation by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office found
that no such bulk purchase was made. This has been confirmed by the agents
for the sale of the hydrographic charts produced by the Royal Navy. It has also
been confirmed by the agents for the sale of the 1966 map of the Falkland Islands
published by the Directorate of Overseas Surveys, copies of which were left on
the Islands by the Argentine forces.

Assertion:  There were massive withdrawals of Argentine funds from London
banks shortly before the invasion, of which the Government must have been
aware.

Comment:  We are satisfied that the Government had no information about such
a movement of funds. The deposit liabilities of United Kingdom banks to
overseas countries are reported to the Bank of England on a quarterly basis.
The reporting date relevant to the period before the invasion was 31 March 1982,
but, because of the complexity of the figures, they normally take several weeks to
collect. Withdrawals by Argentine banks in March would therefore not have
normally been reported until May. After the invasion the Bank of England
asked banks for a special report, and this showed that around $÷. billion of the
original 511 billion of Argentine funds were moved out of London in the period
running up to the invasion, much of it on 1 and 2 April. Since the withdrawals
were in dollars, there would have been no effect on the sterling exchange rate to
alert the Bank of England.

Assertion:  On 29 March 1982 the Uruguayan Government offered the British
Government facilities for Falkland Islanders who wished to leave the Islands
before the Argentine invasion.

Comment:  Neither the Foreign and Commonwealth Office nor the British
Embassy in Montevideo had knowledge at the time or thereafter of any such
offer. The Uruguayan Government have also described this allegation as
completely without foundation. They have confirmed that neither they nor
their Navy had any foreknow ledge of the Argentine invasion of the Falkland
Islands.
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ANNEX B

ASPECTS OF THE MACHINERY OF GOVERNMENT IN RELATION TO

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

In this Annex we describe briefly the main aspects of the machinery of Government
relevant to their responsibilities for the Falkland Islands and the Falkland Islands
Dependencies.

The machinery for collective Ministerial consideration and decision
Collective Ministerial decisions are taken by the Cabinet and Cabinet Com-

mittees. The standing committee of the Cabinet for discussing and deciding foreign
policy and defence issues is the Defence and Oversea Policy Committee (to which. for
the sake of brevity, we refer as the ' Defence Committee '). The Defence Committee
is chaired by the Prime Minister. Its membership includes the Secretaries of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs and for Defence and the Chancellor of the
Exchequer. The Chiefs of Staff are in attendance as required, to tender professional
military advice. The timing and agenda of meetings of the Defence Committee are
ultimately a matter for the Prime Minister, advised by the Secretary of the Cabinet
and the Cabinet Secretariat. Meetings are arranged as required.

Foreign and Commonwealth Office
The Ministerial head of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office is the Secretary

of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs. Lord Carrington was the Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary from the time the present Government took office in
May 1979 until his resignation on 5 April 1982. The Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary is assisted by a team of Ministers, to whom he assigns responsibility under
his overall direction for specific subjects and matters relating to different parts of the
world. While Lord Carrington was Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, the
second most senior Minister in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office was the Lord
Privy Seal, who was also a member of the Cabinet. Sir Ian Gilmour, m P was Lord
Privy Seal from May 1979 to September 1981 and Mr. Humphrey Atkins, NI F from
September 1981 until his resignation on 5 April 1982. In addition to his other
responsibilities, which did not include matters relating to Argentina or the Falkland
Islands, Mr. Atkins had a particular responsibility for matters with a significant
Parliamentary aspect. Matters relating to Argentina and the Falkland Islands,
among many other areas in the world, were the responsibility of one of the Ministers
of State, from May 1979 to September 1981 Mr. Nicholas Ridley, m P and from
September 1981 to his resignation on 5 April 1982 Mr. Richard Luce, NI P• Formal
negotiations at ministerial level with the Argentine Government about the Falkland
Islands were generally conducted by the Minister of State.

The permanent head of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and Head of
the Diplomatic Service is the Permanent Under-Secretary of State. from 1975 until
his retirement in April 1982 Sir Michael Palliser. The Office has departments princi-
pally organised on a geographical basis, each department being headed by an official
of Counsellor rank (equivalent to an Assistant Secretary in the Home Civil Service).
At the time of the invasion the relevant department for Falkland Islands matters was
the South America Department, which was also responsible for relations w ith all the
countries in South America. It had been headed since November 1979 by Mr. P. R.
Fearn. The work of this Department was under the supervision  of  a Superintending
Assistant Under-Secretary of State, from January 1981 Mr. J. B. Ure, who also
supervised the North America, the West Indian and Atlantic, the Mexico and Central
America and (in part) the Hong Kong and General Departments. He in turn w as
responsible to the Permanent Under-Secretary of State through a Deputy Under-
Secretary of State, from February 1980 until February 1982 Mr. D. M. Day. and from
March 1982 Mr. S. Giffard.
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In  Argentina, the British Government were represented by the British Ambas-
sador in Buenos Aires and his staff. Mr. A. J. Williams was British Ambassador
from February 1980 until April 1982. The Defence Attache in Buenos Aires was
Colonel S. Love and the Naval Attaché Captain  J.  J. Mitchell, R N. The Attaches
were seconded to the British Embassy from the Ministry of Defence.

Government of the Falkland Islands and Dependencies
Her Majesty's Government are responsible for the government and defence

of the Falkland Islands and for external relations in respect of them. The Falkland
Islands have a constitution, granted by the British Government, under which they
have their own government and legislature.

In the period before the invasion, under the constitution, the Governor of the
Falkland Islands, from February 1979 Mr.  R.  M. Hunt (now Sir Rex Hunt), was
subject to the directions of the Crown given through the Secretary of State. The
Governor had full reserve executive and legislative powers, but in practice these powers
were very rarely exercised. He was also Commander-in-Chief.

The Governor was assisted in the administration of Government by an
Executive Council composed of two elected members, two ex officio members (the
Chief Secretary and the Financial Secretary) and two members nominated by the
Governor. The Legislative Council was composed of six elected and two ex officio
members (the Chief Secretary and the Financial Secretary).

The Falkland Islands Dependencies are not part of the colony of the Falkland
Islands, but constitute a separate colony. The Governor of the Falkland Islands and
the Executive Council were also the Governor and Executive Council of the
Dependencies.

Ministry of Defence
The ministerial head of the Ministry of Defence is the Secretary of State for

Defence, from January 1981 Mr. John Nott, M P• He is assisted by two Ministers
of State, one for the Armed Forces and one for Defence Procurement, and two
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State. The Minister of State and the Parliamentary
Under-Secretary of State for the Armed Forces at the time of the invasion were
Mr. Peter Blaker, m P and Mr. Jerry Wiggin, m P respectively.

The principal military adviser to the Government is the Chief of the Defence
Staff, who is Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. The Chief of the Defence
Staff has a right of direct access to the Prime Minister. The Service Chiefs of Staff
(the Chief of the Naval Staff, the Chief of the General Staff and the Chief of the Air
Staff) are the senior military advisers to the Government on matters concerning their

n Services. They have a right of direct access to the Prime Minister on these
matters. At the time of the invasion Admiral Sir Terence Lewin (now Lord Lewin)
was Chief of the Defence Staff, Admiral Sir Henry Leach Chief of the Naval Staff,
General Sir Edwin Bramall Chief of the General Staff, and Air Chief Marshal Sir
Michael Beetham Chief of the Air Staff.

The principal adviser to the Defence Secretary on political, financial and
administrative matters is the Permanent Under-Secretary of State, from March 1976
Sir Frank Cooper. The Defence Secretariat is responsible for advising him, and
through him the Defence Secretary, on the Defence programme and budget and the
political background associated with Defence policy, including overseas matters, in
consultation with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. 


all relevant information: diplomatic reports and telegrams, the views of Government
departments and publicly available information, as well as secret intelligence reports.
It also has a co-ordinating role in respect of the work of the security and intelligence
agencies.

Assessments are normally considered before circulation by the Joint Intelli-
gence Committee. The Joint Intelligence Committee is normally chaired by a Deputy
Under-Secretary of State in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. Its members
include representatives of the security and intelligence agencies, the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, the Ministry of Defence and the Treasury.

Assessments are prepared for consideration by the Joint Intelligence Commit-
tee by Current Intelligence Groups, which are serviced by the Assessments Staff, who
are civil servants and serving officers seconded to the Cabinet Office from their own
Departments, principally the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and the Ministry of
Defence. The Current Intelligence Groups are organised on a geographical basis.
There is one for Latin America. Their membership is drawn from those in the relevant
Departments with special knowledge of the area. They are chaired by members of
the Assessments Staff. Assessments are prepared at the instigation of Ministers, of
Departments or of the Joint Intelligence Organisation itself.

Security  and intelligence agencies
The collection, but not the assessment, of secret intelligence is the responsi-

bili ty of the security and intelligence agencies. On operational matters relevant to
t he subject of our review the agencies report to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
but they serve the Government as a whole and their heads have a right of direct access
to the Prime Minister. Their reports are circulated to, among others, the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office and the Ministry of Defence as well as to the Joint
Intelligence Organisation.

Joint Intelligence Organisation
13. The Joint Intelligence Organisation is an organisation based in the Cabinet

Office which is responsible for making assessments for Ministers and officials of a
wide range of external situations and developments, It draws for its assessments on
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REPLIES RECEIVED FROM NEWSPAPER EDITORS PERSONS WHO GAVE ORAL EWDENCE

Ministers and former Ministers of the present Administration

The Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. Margaret Thatcher, M P
The Rt. Hon. The Lord Carrington, x  c  M G, M C
The Rt. Hon. John Nott, M P
The Rt. Hon. Humphrey Atkins, NI P
Mr. Richard Luce, NI P
The Hon. Nicholas Ridley, M P
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The Rt. Hon. Sir Harold Wilson, K G, 0 B E, F R S, Ft P
The Rt. Hon. Edward Heath, M B E, Nf P
The Rt. Hon. James Callaghan, al P

Replies, other than acknowledgements, to the Committee's request for any specific
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A.myEx F

EXTRACT FROM  THE  OFFICIAL REPORT,  HOUSE OF COMMONS,
2 DECEMBER 1980
COLUMNS 195-204

Falkland Islands
The Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Mr. Nicholas Ridley):

With permission, Mr. Speaker, I wish to make a statement on the Falkland Islands.

We have no doubt about our sovereignty over the islands. The Argentines,
however, continue to press their claim. The dispute is causing continuing uncertainty,
emigration and economic stagnation in the islands. Following my exploratory talks
with the Argentines in April, the Government have been considering possible ways
of achieving a solution which would be acceptable to all the parties. In this the
essential is that we should be guided by the wishes of the islanders themselves.

I therefore visited the islands between 22 and 29 November in order to consult
island councillors and subsequently, at their express request, all islanders, on how
we should proceed. Various possible bases for seeking a negotiated settlement were
discussed. These included both a way of freezing the dispute for a period or exchang-
ing the title of sovereignty against a long lease of the islands back to Her Majesty's
Government.

The essential elements of any solution would be that it should preserve British
administration, law and way of life for the islanders while releasing the potential of the
islands' economy and of their maritime resources, at present blighted by the dispute.

It is for the islanders to advise on which, if any, option should be explored in
negotiations with the Axgentines.  I  have asked them to let me have their view s in
due course. Any eventual settlement would have to be endorsed by the islanders,
and by this House.

Hr. Peter Shore  (Stepney and Poplar): This is a worrying statement.

Will the Minister confirm that involved here are the rights and future of 1,800
people of British descent in a territory which was originally uninhabited—people
who, above all, wish to preserve their present relationship with the United Kingdom?
Will he reaffirm that there is no question of proceeding with any proposal contrary
to the wishes of the Falkland islanders? Their wishes are surely not just " guidance -
to the British Government. Surely they must be of paramount importance. Has
he made that absolutely clear to the Argentine Government .

Is not the Minister aware that proposals for a leasing arranaement  r  resent a
ma:or weakening of our long-held posi ion on in e alkland Islands,
an t at to ma e em in so speci c an pu ic a manner is likely only to harden
Argentigg policy and to und71717 the conficTe7e7rThe Falkland islanders ? Will
he therefore make it clear that we shall uph.717.the rights of the islanders to continue
to make a genuinely free choice about their future, that we shall not abandon them
and that, in spite of all the logistic difficulties, we shall continue to support and
sustain them?

Mr. Ridley:  The answer to all the right hon. Gentleman's question is Yes -.
There are about 1,800 islanders. I make it clear, as I did in my statement, that  we
shall do nothing which was not " endorsed " by the islanders. I used that word as
well as the word " wishes ". I agree that that is the predominant consideration in
this matter. I am sure that equally the right hon. Gentleman will agree that nothing
that he might feel, think or do should be allowed to interfere with what the islanders
themselves decide.  I  confirm that our long-standing commitment to their security
and economic well-being remains, and I said that in the islands.
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Sir Bernard Braine  (Essex, South-East): Does not my right hon. Friend agree
that the option of yielding on sovereignty and leasing back undermines a perfectly
valid title in international law?

Secondly, does not he realise that the precedent of Hong Kong, which was taken
from China by force, is an insult to Falkland islanders whose ancestors went there
more than a century ago and settled peaceably in an uninhabited land?

Thirdly, did my hon. Friend discuss with representatives of the Falkland Islands
alternative means of communications, which are perfectly feasible, in order to reduce
the islands' total dependence upon the Argentine? Lastly, in view of the fresh
anxieties that these talks have caused about the future of the islanders, and bearing
in mind that the islanders are wholly British in blood and sentiment, will he give an
assurance that the Government will include the Falkland islanders as an exception
in the forthcoming British nationality law?

Mr. Ridley: I agree with my hon. Friend that we have a perfectly valid title.
There is no question about that in our mind. The question is whether the islanders
would prefer to have the dead hand of the dispute removed so that they can not
only continue their British way of life but have reasonable prospects of economic
expansion. I suggest that that is something upon which they have every right to
give their views before we all give ours.

I consulted the islanders on the question of communications, but, of course, in
the event of a dispute between ourselves and Argentina becoming more tense, my
hon. Friend should realise that it is unlikely that communications could be established
with neighbouring countries in South America. The question of British nationality
is a matter for my right hon. Friend the Home Secretary.

Mr. Russell Johnston  (Inverness): Is the Minister aware that his reception in the
Falkland Islands left the islanders' views in no doubt, although it left a considerable
doubt about his good intentions? Is he further aware that there is no support at
all in the Falkland Islands or in this House for the shameful schemes for getting
rid of these islands which have been festering in the Foreign Office for years? Will
he take this opportunity to end speculation once and for all by declaring quite clearly
that he disowns these schemes and that he will work to improve the economic and
political links betw een the United Kingdom and the Falkland Islands? Surely that
is the way to end the emigration about which he talked earlier.

Mr. Ridley:  Perhaps I am more aware of the reception that I received in the islands
than the hon. Gentleman is. I hope that even those who did not like what I had
to say were at least agreed upon my good intentions. I can assure the hon. Gentleman
that a large number of people felt that it was right that something should be done to
settle the dispute. Some of them liked some of the ideas, and some did not. The
islanders must be allow ed to make up their own minds. The hon. Gentleman is
rushing it a bit in trying to anticipate what they may eventually decide.

Mr. Peter Tapsell  (Horncastle): Will my hon. Friend bear in mind that some of
us who have interested ourselves in the future of the Falkland Islands over the years
have considerable doubts about the tactical wisdom of placing the leasing point on
the negotiating table ? We therefore particularly welcome that part of his statement
which said that no settlement would be pursued which did not have the support of
the Falkland islanders.

Mr. Ridley:  No offer has been made to the Argentine Government to negotiate
on anythine. This was a visit to consult the islanders about what they would like
to see in any future negotiation or, in the case of a negative answer, if there were
to be no future negotiation. There is no question about this being a negotiating
offer on the table. This is somethine which the islanders will discuss among them-
selves in order to decide whether they wish it to be pursued.
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Mr. Frank Hooley  (Sheffield, Heeley): Is not the Government's argument that
the interests of 1,800 Falldand islanders take precedence over the interests of 55 million
people in the United Kingdom?

Mr. Ridley:  There need be no conflict betw een the two, especially if a peaceful
resolution of the dispute can be achieved.

Mr. Julian Atnery  (Brighton, Pavilion): Is my hon. Friend aware that his statement
is profoundly disturbing? Is he also aware, certainly the Falkland islanders are,
that for years—and here I speak from some experience—his Department has wanted
to get rid of this commitment ? Is he further aware that it is almost always a great
mistake to get rid of real estate for nothing, that the Falkland Islands may have an
important part to play in the future of the South Atlantic and that admitting that
the interests of the inhabitants and their wishes must be paramount, there is also a
considerable British interest in maintaining this commitment, which is probably
much cheaper to maintain than it is to lose? Will my hon. Friend look back at the
cost to us in terms of oil prices of the surrender of Aden and the Persian Gulf?

Mr. Ridley:  I think my right hon. Friend knows me well enough to realise that
I do not embrace schemes which are thrust upon me by my Department. The
Government as a whole have taken the decision to take this initiative. It is of a
political nature, and it is not the job of the Foreign Office to devise such an initiative.
There is a great deal in what my right hon. Friend said about the need to watch the
strategic and other interests in the South Atlantic. It is in order to ensure that
these may be peacefully pursued, including the possibilities of oil around the
Falklands, that there is a premium on trying to solve the dispute.

Mr. Donald Stewart  (Western Isles): In order to allay the fears and doubts which
his statement will have aroused among islanders, and in order to preserve the honour
of the Government in the affair, will the Minister now advise the Argentine Govern-
ment that the matter is closed unless and until the islanders wish to reopen it?

Mr. Ridley:  I repeat that I was in the islands more recently that the right hon.
Gentleman. It is not for him to say what the islanders do or do not want. I have
asked them directly, and I do not need his services to anticipate what they may say.

Mr. Kenneth Warren  (Hastings): I recognise that the Falkland Islands have
severe current economic problems, but does my hon. Friend agree that the potential
in terms of fisheries and offshore oil in the Falkland Islands is sufficient to sustain
them economically in the not too distant future and that we should give the islanders
every support that we can in their economic bargaining?

Mr. Ridley:  My hon. Friend is right, but he will also know that it has not proved
possible under the Governments of either party to exploit those resources, either of
fish or oil, because of the dead hand of the dispute with Argentina. We are seeking
to find a solution in order to make that possible.

Mr. Tom McNally  (Stockport, South): Is the Minister aware that his Department's
policy over many years has been the major cause of the uncertainty affecting the
islands? Instead of making these humiliating excursions to the Argentine, would
it not be better for the hon. Gentleman simply to say that whatever the Government,
and whatever the majority, there will never be a majority in this House to give this
historically separate people and separate islands to the Argentine?

Mr. Ridley:  The hon. Gentleman speaks as if he knows more about the position
than the Foreign Office and the islanders; he seems to speak for the whole House.
He may find that he is sometimes wrong.

Viscount Cranborne  (Dorset, South): Is my hon. Friend aware that his statement
today has caused grave disquiet throughout his own supporters and that merely by
entertaining the possibility of the surrender of sovereignty he is encouraging the
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islanders to think that they do not enjoy the support that they deserve from their
home country ? Is he also aware that his attitude reminds me of the attitude of the
Church of England over the old Prayer Book—

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Ridley : I NA,as happy to be able to assure the islanders that they had our support,
hatever course they chose to take. Of course, w hether the position remains as it

is at present or whether there is a lease back, the Government are obligated to defend
their territories all round the world.

Mr. Douglas Jay (Battersea, North): It is clear that the islanders, whatever else
they may think, have no wish for a change of sovereignty. Why cannot the Foreign
Office leave the matter alone ?

Mr. Ridley: The right hon. Gentleman should have accompanied me on my visit;
it would have been very pleasant. He may then have heard the views of the islanders,
a large number of whom believe that it would be to their advantage to settle the
dispute. He must listen to the views in the islands instead of preaching what he has
always believed to be the case.

Several Hon. Members rose—

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. I must protect the business on the Order Paper.
I propose to take three more questions from either side of the House.

Mr. Robin Maxwell-Hyslop (Tiverton): Did my hon. Friend discuss with the
islanders the question of their right of access to the United Kingdom in any proposed
change of the nationality laws, or did he tell them that a Home Office Minister would
be visiting the Falkland Islands to do so? In other words, is it only to the House of
Commons that my hon. Member will not answer questions about that, or will a Home
Office Minister do so ?

What is the position concerning Falkland Islands trade with Southern Chile?
There was some experimental trade in Iamb. What opportunities are there for
further economic links between Southern Chile and the Falkland Islands rather than
that the Falkland Islands should be totally reliant on Argentina ?

Mr. Ridley: The islanders certainly discussed the question of nationality with me,
and I said that I would discuss the matter with my right hon. Friend the Home
Secretary when I returned home. I am sure that my right hon. Friend will discuss
the matter with me at some stage.

The question of trade with Chile is open. There is no reason why the islanders
should not trade with Chile, or with any other country. There has been one delivery
of sheep to Chile, and we hope that there will be further trade between the two
countries.

Mr. James Johnson (Kingston upon Hull, West): The House will welcome, and
has welcomed, the Minister's unequivocal statement that the islanders will be the
arbiters and sole judaes of their destiny, but what is he doing to ameliorate their
conditions? The islands are 10,000 miles away with a diminishing population, and
young people are leaving them. Argentina will not go away, so the Government's
duty is to ameliorate conditions between the islands and the mainland. What are the
Government doing about fishing ventures, or any other commercial exploitations?

Mr. Ridley: I am taking an initiative to see, with the islanders, whether there is
a way of solving the dispute. That is the way to unlock the economic potential that
the islanders so badly need.

Mr. Matthew Parris (Derbyshire, West): Will my hon. Friend explain why the
continuing dispute with Argentina precludes help from the United Kingdom Govern-
ment to the islanders in developing their territory?
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Mr. Ridley: The possibility of declaring a 200-mile zone round the islands is remote
without the agreement of the Argentine, because of the difficulty of enforcing the
licensing of fishing or oil exploration. Successive Governments found that that was
not possible in the absence of an agreement. There is also considerable difficulty relat-
ing to investment and the extension of credit to the islands because of the fear of
investors that the dispute may frustrate their investment.

Mr. John Home Robertson (Berwick and East Lothian): Will the Minister tell
the House more about the leasing proposals? Is it his idea to sell the freehold to
Argentina and to lease it back as part of the Government's attempt to reduce the
public sector borrowing requirement ?

Mr. Ridley: The details of any leaseback arrangement would first have to be
considered by the islanders, and then it would be the subject of negotiation with the
Argentine and then the subject of endorsement by the islanders and this House. It
is impossible to go into detail with any accuracy, but it is not envisaged that any
money would change hands, either in the transfer or in the lease.

Mr. William Shelton (Streatham): I congratulate my hon. Friend on taking the
views of the islanders, which is right and proper. Will he confirm that should those
views be for a maintenance of the status quo he will accept that ? Will he also say
whether he has contingency plans to help the islanders, despite the lack of resolution
of the problem?

Mr. Ridley: We shall have to wait for the answer. That is a hypothetical question,
and we must consider the matter when we hear from the islanders.

Mr. David Lambie (Central Ayrshire): As one of the few Members to have
visited the Falkland Islands, may I ask the Minister whether he is aware of the deeply
felt suspicion of the islanders of previous British Gcw ernments and British politicians,
especially those representing the Foreign Office? Is he further aware that there was
no need for today's statement, which will further heighten those suspicions ? Is
this a further example of the Government reneging on previous promises that were
given to those people ?

Mr. Ridley: As one of the few hon. Members to have visited the Falkland
Islands—I have visited them twice—I beg to differ with the hon. Gentleman. My
welcome was friendly, and the islanders were kind and listened to me w ith areat
attention. They were grateful for the frank discussions that we had.

Mr. Shore: The Minister was asked a few moments ago whether, if the islanders
were to opt for the status quo, that would then be the Government's view on the
matter and they would sustain it. He did not give a clear reply to that. If the
Government are to honour their commitment that the views and wishes of the Falkland
Islands are to be paramount, which is the word which has been used hitherto, he must
assure the House and the Falkland islanders that that principle of paramountcy of
their wishes about their future will be sustained by the British Government.

Mr. Ridley: I have said that anything that was proposed would have to be
endorsed by the islanders. There is no need to repeat that. How ever, I cannot
answer a hypothetical question about what might happen in certain circumstances
just as I am sure that the right hon. Gentleman would not be prepared to say that, if
the islanders endorsed a solution, he could make his whole party vote for it.

Mr. Farr: On a point of order, Mr. Deputy Speaker. Is it possible to give notice
after a ministerial statement that one would wish to raise a matter on the Adjournment ?
If it is possible, I should like so to do because of the intense dissatisfaction I feel about
what the Minister said.
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